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PRE FACE

Many books and academic articles have been published on North American econom-ic
integration ini the last decade. Ini fact, this vast outpouring of literature lias produced what
one author referred to, only partly in jest, as one of the most dramaticaily expanding
industries in North America, the "Free Trade Debate Industry" <Kresl 1991). Nevertheless,
until the publication of this book there was, to our knowledge, no single volume
providing a balanced and accessible introduction to this complex and controversial
subjecL

The project that led to the writing and subsequent publication of this book brouglit
together economists from three North American universities: San Diego State University,
El Colegio de la Frontera Norte, and the University of Calgary. This endeavor, and the
book itself, grew out of a larger project, erititled "North American Integration," f unded by
the United States Information Agency's University Affiliations Program. Subsequently,
other organizations contributed the modest amnounts necessary for the authors to convene
and bring the book to fruition.

the authors in ternis of background,

tional econornic integration, ail share

bas been under way for several

[on did flot start with the



the topic. The organization, level, and style of the book make it accessible to, readers, from

any discipline, who have a basic undersianding of the principles of economics. And it will

provide themn with the tools necessary to undertake more advanced readings on the

subject Thus it cari be read by the interested lay person or be utilized in a wide variety of

undergraduate and graduate courses ini business, econon-dcs, international relations, and



worked for several months gathering data for the project coordînators, preparing graPhics,

and assisting with other administrative tasks. Finaily, we wish to acknowledge the input

of two individuals who reaci drafts of the chapters, attendeci a three-day workshop, and

provideci valuable comnments on the book's direction. Tony Cherin, Professor of Finance,

and Paul Garister, Director of the Institute for Regional Studies of the Calîfomias at San

Diego State University-

Norris alement & Gustavo ciel Castillo V. (project managers)

july 1996





CHAPTER 1

North American Economic Integration

in the Global Context

Norris C. Clement and Gustavo del Gastillo V.

ky Road
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFIA) began on
kcarcely eleven months later, on Deceniber 9 of the saine year, thirty-four
ýt for three days at the Economic Sununit of the Americas in Miarni to
n of a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FI'AA), to be irnplemented by the
.t saine sununit, Caniada, the United States, and Mexico announced that
-t Chile would soon begin to provide for that country's accession to the
is to be the fîrst step toward a heinispheric free trade agreement. Thus for
?eared that the "gospel of free trade" had finally been acoepted
ritire Western I-en-dsphere.

ys later, however, on December 20, Mexico's newly elected governimnrt

t-term.



Chapter 1 2

their deepest phmnge in fifty years. Once again the country found itself ln a deep recession,

the deepest sinoe 1981, when a previous "liquidity crisis" had forced the Mexican

governent to declare a moratorium on debt service payments which, la turn, triggered a

generalized, debt crisis. throughout the entire Third World.

Again in 1994 events in Mexico spread to other countries of Latin America,

espedially Argentina and Brazil, as the so-called "tequila effect" stinulated investors, to



.Chapter 1 3

and restructuring the externat debt which rose from about U.S.$86 billion in 1982 to $119
billion in 1993.

Meanwhile, in the United States (in 1994) a conservative Republican majority took
control of both houses of Congress for the first time in several decades. While the
Republican congressional leadership generafly has supported free trade initiatives such as
the Uruguay Round of negotiatioris (1986-94) of the GATr and the NAFI'A itself, many
coriservative members of Congress strongly opposed the NAFrA when it was debated
and firialy approved in Novemnber 1993. Now they and many liberal Democrats, who fear
massive job dispiacements fromn U.S. multinationals exporting jobs to low-wage Mexico,
strongly oppose expanding .that agreement anid the World Trade Organization. a new,
more powerful institution which has supplanted the GATT.

0f course, the Mexican peso crisis, provided NAFrA opponents in the Uniited
States a splendid example of how dloser relations with "unstable Latin American
counties" can weaken, rather thian strengthen, the U.S. economy. But this view neglects

trade
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they are natural trading partners. Thus, the three countries, already highly integrated
economicaly,5 would benefit from removing barriers to international trade and
investment by forcing a more rational geographical redistribution of econon-dc activity
throughout the three countries, allowing for a better realization of potential. economies of
scale and more efficient allocation of resources.

Of course, econornsts acknowledge that there will be both wirmners and losers as
international trade and investmexit expands. But they argue, the gains from trade (iLe.,
lower production costs and Iower prices to consumers) outweigh the losses that workers
and firins in certain sectors of the economy are likely to sustain.

One question that bothered some economists is how to deal with the enormous
disparities in econornic development between Canada and the United States, on the One
hand, and Mexico, on the other. Ini the case of the European Union, which recently (1992)
brought together twelve countries into a "single rnarket" after almost four decades of
conscious integration efforts, the disparities between the most advanced countries
(Gern-any and France) and the least developed (Spain and Portugal) were not as great as
those between the countries of North America. However, in the European case a "social
fund" was established to transfer resources from rich to poor countries in order to reduce
the disparities between themn and the instabilities that could resuit from those disparities.
Yet, so sure were mainstream North American econornists that a NAFTA based mainly on
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narket forces woiukI resttin signiflcant empIovnment and income gainis that such a f utd
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sort of free trade arrangement since the mid-1960s, while the United States and Mexico
have attempted to manage their trade relatioriship since the mid-1980s (see table 1.1).

Nevertheless, it is important to note that what is now emerging as a "trilateral"
relationship is being created from two "'bilateral" relationships that exists between the
United States and Canada and between the United States and Mexico, respectively. The
reality is that the bilateral relationship between Canada and Mexico is flot now nor ever
will be as important quantitatively or qualitatively as the other two. This is mainly due to,
the fact that the U.S. economy dwarfs those of Canada and Mexico and therefore serves as
the "hub" in a "hub-and-spoke" relationship based as much on economiùc realities as on
geography.

INSERT TABLE 1.1 ABOUT HERE

This relationship is clearly illustrated in tables 1.2 and 1.3, which provide an

or exaniple, table 1.3 shows that in

[mately $78 billion and $25 billion,

ico totaled less than $1 billion
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Chapter 1 
9

the three countries that the integration process should be better rnanaged in order to,
provide clearer "rules of the gaine" with 'respect to both international trade and
investment flows. Still another factor was the desire-or, rather, the need--of both Mexico
and Canada to gain guaranteed access to, the large and prosperous U.S. mnarket at a tinie
when international trade coriflicts, especially between the Uniited States and Japan, were
heating Up.

To these must be added a numiber of external forces that played important roles.
Why did these three countries, which by the niid-1980s had embraced a multilateral
approach to trade negotiations through the GATT, decide to take a trilateral/regional,
approach to lowering trade barriers? After ail, the GMIT had been relatively successful: in
a series of negotiating rounds over the last three decades; the GATT had reduoed overt.
protectionisin (e.g., tariffs and quotas) on nianufactured products and introduced a system

was this

did not
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couteralace he norouspower of the United States an~d to avoid beixng excluded
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In both Mexico and Canada, NAFTA opponents were concerned with the potential

loss of cultural identity, sovereignty, and political, autonomny that cou.ld resuit from a

dloser, more open relationship with their much larger and more powerful trading

partner.

The opposition to the NAFf A produced concrete resuits: three complementary

agreements were generated, one dealing with environmental concemns, another with labor

practices, and a third with protecting the harrnful effects of import surges (Le., sudden

increases in the volume of U.S. imiports).

Understanding the NAFTA
"Economic integration occurs when two or more countries join together to form. a larger.

space. Countries enter integration arrangements in the expectation of economic gain.'9
Economic integration can occur ini a variety of forms-from a simple free trade area to a

much more complex economic union (see chapter 2>--but the essence of economiàc

integration is linldng national econoinies.

From the outset it should be clear that the NAETA is flot simply a free trade

agreement amnong the three nations. If it were, it would consist of considerably fewer than

the approximxately two thousand pages that were needed to adequately defitte the new

North American econornic relationship. The NAFFA extends to include rules on foreign
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*the economnic theory of iternational trade andi ecc>nomic integration umderlying the

NAFJ'A andi any siÀbsequent agreements that may emnerge in the future (chaptar 2),

*the circum~stan1ces andi the (global) environment that brought the thwee countries

together to negotiate the NAFTA and iIts complementary agreements in the early 1990s

(chapter 3),
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CHAPTER 2
International Integration :Theory and Practice

W.A. Kerr

er has two main objectives: (1) to put the concept of international mntegration
context of econom-ic theory; and (2) to describe and provide insights mnto the
tal institutions countries have put in place to, regulate the process of
wal integration. Understanding the theoretical basis for economîc integration
it because, to a considerable extent, government initiatives regarding trade
ispects of integration are influenced by theoretical arguments. As with any

and
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appreciate the impact NAFTA will have on North American integration or the

opportunities it creates for individual firms.
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factors of production--often appear extremnely unrealistic, it is important to concentrate
on the insights provided by the resuits generated by trade theories.

The insights deriving from international trade theory are important because, in
spite of the restrictive assumptions of the models, they have weathered the test of
critical intellectual scrutiny over a very long period and, hence, have corne to be
generally accepted by political decision makers. As a resuit, these propositions represent
the underlying basis for trade policy, particularly in the major developed econon-des.
Thus, unless one has a basic understanding of trade theory, it 1$ flot possible to
comprehend the dynaxnics of nations' international commercial relations.

The Determinants of International Competitiveness
Since the earliest investigations of econorrtc activity, it has beeri recognized that firnis ini

inges
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what constitutes a developed country has changed over time-for exaniple, from a
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have two countries (Canadiana and Americana) and two goods (oranges and pendils).
By expending one unit of labor, Canadiana can produce one orange. Altematively,

Canadiana could use one unit of labor to produce four pendils. For an equal

comn-nitment of labor, Amnericana cari produce five oranges or three pencils. Clearly

Canadiana bas an absolute advantage in producing pécils, and Americana lias an

ab'solute advantage in producing oranges. Assume that people in Canadiana will,

exchange one pencil for one orange. Americana could shift one unit of labor from

produding pendils to producing oranges (it is beginning to spedialize ln orange

production). If Americana can trade five of its oranges for five pendils produced by

Canadiaria, it will gain two pendils (Le., by moving one unit of labor from its own

production of pencils, three pendis less are produced but five pendils are gained from

trading). The five units of oranges Canadiana receives from trading would have

required it to expend five units of labor time if they were produced domestically. If

Canadiana had used this labor time producing pendils, it could have produced twenty
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TABLE 2.2

Comparative Advantage

(output per unit of labor)

-ýilx
Mexicana

Americana

of steel

ion of

Droduced.
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addition to the two countries and two goods of the classical econotnists, two factors of

productionusually stylized as capital and labor. Further, the two output goods were

assumed to have différent factor inesiis-oe using more capital than labor, the

other more labor than capital-but the production technology used was assumed to be

the same ini both countries. If theconre have different resource endowments--one

couritrv bas reaievmore capital thian the other-neo-dlassical theorv predicts that the
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intervention in the economy lias often been focused on aiding industries to achieve
economies of scale, "picking the winners" and supporting them.

Innovativeness has also been suggested as a means of generating a comparative

advantage. Countries that develop new products are able to gain a technological
advantage (and possibly economies of scale) over other counitries. Profits are gained by
exporting before the competition catches up (Posner 1961). Vernon (1966) postulated
that traded industrial goods go through a product life cycle whereby production and

exporting ability gradually move from innovating countries to countries with abuxidant
low-skilled labor. This would seem to fit the pattern observed for many electronics
goods developed in the'United States and other developed countries whose production
gradually moves offshore. In part, the maquiladora sector along Mexico's border with the
United States is a manifestation of this phenomenon. The mature "stages of production"'
have moved to Mexico while the development of new products and manufacture of
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Why Are Some Counfries MoQre Successful in Internationlomere
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What Conclusions Can Be Drawnfrom Trade Theories?
WI'ile no comprehensive trade theory has yet been developed, trade theories are useful
in explaining trade patterns in certain groups of goods. Those that require
unsophisticated labor inputs, a heavy degree of natural resources, or a favorable climate
will be traded according to, absolute or comparative advantage. Thus trade ini goods
coniing from the extractive industries (L.e., petroleumn, minerais, timber) or basic
agricultural commodities such as wheat and comn can be explained adequately by
dlassical trade theory. Goods whose production requires standardized technologies and
no specific factor inputs will be produced in countries that offer the best combiriation of
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gains from trade available, those who are winners in the process should compensate the
losers. Unfortunately, ini practice, direct compensation is almost impossible to organize
and, hence, does flot occur.

Governments have three basic policy approaches to the problems created by.
declining competitiveness. First, they cari ignore the problem. Unemployed workers
must rely on1 the social welf are system and bear most of the costs of adjustment
themselves. Second, the goverrnent cari provide retrairàng, moving assistance, and
other adjustment packages for displaced workers. Both of these courses of action may
require considerable government expenditures. The third option is to attempt to prevent

are flot
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electrois etc. Even in these cases, however, one m~ust le careful ncot to confuse true
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poor management or a genuine change ini a country's comparative advantage is,
however, questionable.

A more sophisticated version of the infant industry theory was the basis of many
developing countries' industrialization policies from the 1940s through the 1970s. It was
argued that to break out of their dependence on low-growth, Iow-value industries such
as agriculture and resource extraction, countries needed to industrialize. As developed
countries already had the lead in manufactured goods, it would flot be possib~le for
competing industries to become established in the home market of developing countries
without protection. This strategy becamne known forrnally as import-substitution
industrialization (ISI)-substituting domestically produced manufactured products for
imports-and was particularly popular in Latin America, indluding Mexico. Many
inefficient industries were established as a resuit. These industries were unable to,
compete internationally and, once the growth potential of the domestic market was
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social welfare costs are more prone to opt for the cheap option of raising trade barriers.
Many of the trade barriers that have existed between developed countries in the second
haif of the t7wentieth century arose out of the Great Depression of the 1930s, when
desperate goverriments initiated a host of protectionist measures in vain attempts to
isolate domestic jobs from the worldwide economic decline. The resuit was a retaliatory
beggar-thy-nzeighbor spiral that both deepened and lengthened the Great Depression. One
can view the entire period from the end of World War Hl until the start of the Uruguay
Round of trade negotiations ini 1986 as a long, torturous process focused on removing
the trade barriers enacted largely on manufactured goods in the 1930s. While in the
Uruguay Round the focus of trade negotiations shifted to new issues such as trade in
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A host of bilateral, regioMal and internationa agreements have ,een ziegotiated

to fcltt ungdtracte. Theseagreets repreet a compron-dse Ietween

govenmens' esires to retain freedom of actioni and bwsiesses' desires for security in
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Degrees of Economic Integration
While broad multilateral organizations exist to foster international trade and
cooperation, progress is often slow, given that the sovereignty concerns of well over one
hundred nations must be addressed simultaneously. In some cases, progress is virtually
impossible given the range of political ideologies, vested interests, and cultures
mnvolved. As a result smaller groupings of nations may attempt to negotiate more wide
ranging agreements concerning economidc integration. These are often easier to negotiate
given a stronger common incentive, based ini many cases on geographic factors or a
similar perspective. These economie blocs are allowed within the miles of the major
multilateral trade organizations.

An economic bloc can be defined as a grouping of countries that mutually grant
trade concessions to each other. Trade blocs can be loosely dlassified into four
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Chapter 2

standards, which impose costs on businesses, must be made roughly equivalent so that
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I the NAPTA, particularly if it is extended to other countries, there will be one
dominant economy-the United States. A central body in which the smaller states could
gang Up on the United States probably represents an unacceptable level of sovereignty
reduction for the United States. As a resuit, the hub-and-spoke model for econoiuc
mntegration in the Western Heinisphere has been favored in the United States. Each

NA.FTA

efits as well as,

trade creation
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The EU has been very successful in moving along the road towaxd full econoniic
integration; with the removal of trade barriers, the virtually free movenient of capital
and labor, and the harmonization. of many regulations. In its trade relations, the EU acts
as a single nation and bas become a powerfui voice in global economaic affairs.

While regional econoniic associations exist in Africa and Asia, littie real progress
toward econoxnic mntegration has as yet taken place. Countries in these areas still follow
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The World Bank finances a wide variety of projects in developing countries and
the former commnand economides. Its financing is mainly in the form of loans and, hence,
does flot represent transfers of aid funds. The World Bank applies commercial criteria to
its loans and 1$ often aiticized for this limitation in its development activities.
Nevertheless, World Bank is still the major multilateral policy instrument for fostering
international development.

Thze WoTld Trade Organization
An atternpt was made to negotiate a comprehensive International Trade Organization
(ITO) as part of the new international order after World War IL. The ITO, along with the
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negotiations will take place regarding reductions to restrictions ini the cross-border

movement of individuals providing services, the harmonization of professional
standards, and the control of trade-distorting subsidies ini service industries.

The central theme of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
P roperty Rights (TRIPS) is that countries agree to enforce the property rights of other
countries' firms and citizens. This comn-mitment extends to patents, trademarks, films,
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of U.S.
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Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC). Founded in 1948, it promotes coordination Of
economidc déevelopment in the Latin American region ini conjunction with other UN.
organizations.

Thus there are a number of multilateral and hemnispheric organizations that
operate in conjunction with subhemidspheric trade organizations such as the NAFIA.

Can an Economic Bloc Take Shape in the Western Hemisphere?
The success of the NAFTA in bringing together three large and diverse econornies has
put ini motion two forces. The first force is momentum. If the NAFTA appears to, be "a
winner," then other nations will want to join to capture the economnic benefits that are
available. Second, there is the fear of being left out. Nations who don't join may see their
trading opportunities drying up as other states join the NAFTA and reorient their
econoniic focus. Each nation must weigh the benefits from joining agairist the reduction
in sovereignty that will inevitably ensue. Other states in the heinisphere are watching
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There is a general consensus among the developed countries that the long

process of trade liberalization that followed World War il was, a major contributor to the

lonLE teriod of sustained growth through the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. If sustained
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Smith, Adami. 1961. An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, edited
by Edwin Cannan. 6th ed. London: Metheun.

Vernon, R. 1966. "International Investment and International Trade in the Product
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Pomfret R. 1991. International Trade. Oxford, Eng.: Basil Blackwell.

This is a straightforward presentation and assessment of the major theories o>f

international trade. The theory of tariffs and inter-industry trade receive extensive

treatient.
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SIDEBAR BOXA

Protectionism. and the Political Process
There bas beezi a geznerai lozig-erm trend toward trade liberalization, at least in

developed couitries, since World War II. Protectiorîists have, however, been able to
secur sectr-speifincreases in trade barriers and have been partictdarly effective at

delaying the process o>f liberalization. As there lias been littie broad-based political
supportfor protectioni over the period, they have been able to accomplish the ends of
vested neet they represent through effective manipulation of the political, process. lI
part, this stems from the stakes involved: the potential losers from a deteriorating
competitive posto wiUl have a lot to lose and~ may be geographically concentrated,
while the beeit f lbriztiort tenid to be widely spread among the population.
Hence poetillosers have a larger incenitive to take action to protect their vested

a nuniber i
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politkcians supporting protection vote strategically. This log rolling works as follows:

say there are three seats in the legisiature and two industries threatened by proposed

trade liberalizaticm legisiatiozi. Each threatened group is egahclyonnttd

and able to elect a politician who advocates their position. Politidian A is strongly in

favr o imortbarriers to protect the inutylocated in bis constitueney-BilI 1-put

weakly in favor o~f reducing the level of protection afforded to the industry located in

the cosiunyof politician B-Bil 2. Politlciaxi B takes the opposite position. Wihu

cooperatig both politicians may be in a mlnorlty psto and their bils wlll 1,e voe

down; lialization wMl resuit. By cming to support each other, they will be able to
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SIDEBAR BOX B

The Instruments of Protection
How is protection against imports provided? In reality, the structure of protectionist

measures is ordy constrained by the inventiveness of the bureaucrats who think them

up. Here we will only discuss the most conmmon instruments used by governaments, to

protect domestic industries. This discussion will be confined to what are generally

termed "bIorder measures,' which are designed to disrupt the flow of goods. Other

"nonborder" measures that can be used to improve a domestic industry's
competitiveness include subsidies, tax holidays, and preferred access to government

contracts or public facilities such as transport. These are not discussed.

Border measures are coxmnonlv divided into tariffs and nontariff barriers to

border.
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the sarre tariff rates are applied to the goods of ail countries wishing to export a produdt
to a couutrý, then tracle will gravitate t., the lowest-cost producer. Tariffs are also easily
compare4, whiich makes negotiations to reduce them simpler than for other esr.
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country. Testing facilities may flot be recognized, or the qualifications of those

conducting the tests questioned.

The only effective means to, remove this source of trade barriers is to establish

interniationa]ly accepted standards and harmonize regulations over time. This has, as

yet proved to be a slow and tortuous process. Nations are particularly reluctant to give

up sovereignty when the health and safety of their populations are irivolved.
Consumer Protection Legisiation. Countries tend to establish consumer protection

legisiation independently. Exporters can incur large costs when faced with multiple

regulations. These regulations can be used strategically to inhibit trade. For example, the
spacmng of headlights on cars can be part of consumer protection legislation. Metal

stamping presses for car bodies are one of the largest cost items in the production of

automobiles. If an exporter's domestic market requires headlights to be three feet apart,
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SIDEB44R BOQX C

The Question of ExchanRe Rates
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Onoe option countries have is to simply allow the international money market for

its currency to operate according to the forces of supply and demand. This is known as a

floating or flexible exchange rate policy. Floating exchange rates are, however,

unpopular with most domestic firms and investors. Floating exchange rates niake it

difficuit for importers and exporters. As most international transactions are complex,

involving payments over varying time periods, changes in exchange rates alter the

profltability of an international transaction. For example, let us assume a Medcan
businessman contracts to buy goods worth 1,000 Canadian dollars when the peso

exchanges at 3 new pesos to the Canadian dollar; the expected cost of the imports is

3,000 new pesos. If, when the time cornes to pay for the goods, the excbange rate of the

new peso to the Canadian dollar has changed to 5 new pesos per Canadian dollar, the

price of the imports has increased, to 5,000 pesos.

Investors do not like flexible exchange rates because their return on investment*

rate of
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in exoess supply, thexeby keeping the exchange rate at its announced level. Lowering
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growth would be inhibited. As foreign investment demand for pesos declined, the

goverument stepped in, buying pesos with foreign reserves. The growing unfavorable

balance of trade in goods, however, meant that Mexico's foreigu reserves were depleted

from U.S.$24.5 billion at the end of 1993 to U.S.$17 billion in October 1994 and to

U.S.$6.5 billion in mid-December 1994. To prevent the total depletion of its reserves,

Mexico attempted a small devaluation on December 20, 1994. This precipitated a crisis.

Investors, fearful of further devaluations, began to move their money out of Mexico in

huge amounts. This put a very large supply of pesos on the international market. With

no reserves and an investor panic rneaning that they would flot respond to mncreased

interest rates, two days later the Mexican government had to let the peso float. The peso

ùnniediately feUl to approxixnately 5 new pesos per U.S. dollar and it continued to fail.
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SIDEBAR BOX D
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technology, for example, their citizeris are too poor to pay high prices for essential drugs

or farmn inp>uts. For other governments, the effort to enforoe the property rights, of
foreigners did flot seemn justified given other activities they could undertake which

would lead to higher domestic benefits. The net resuit was that the returns for those
who develop new technology were reduced relative to their true potential. Poor

protection of intellectual property ini developing countries has, however, been a fact of
life for a very long time. The question is, Why has it become a major issue in the last
quarter of the twentieth century?

There are two reasons for the current prominence of intellectual property issues.
The first relates to the revolution ini electronic technology which ushered in the
computer era. In previous eras, the intellectual property component of goods was small
relative to the total price when manufacturing processes were complex. This meant that
counterfeiting provided few rewards given the small intellectual property value.
Manufacturing processes were often too complex to be undertaken in poorly developed
economides. One result of the revolution in electronic technology, however, is that
manufacturing these new products is relatively simple and can take place almost
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pressure on nations refusing to enact and/or enforce intellectual property rights existed.

To gain leverage over developing countries, developed countries decided to make
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The Legacy of the Past

Economic historians. of the twenty-first century Winl probably look back on the 1980s as a

crucial (watershed) decade in the history of modemn econoznics and in the history of

econonic thought. In fact fot since the 1930s, the decade of the Great Depression, have

there been such wrenching and far-reaching changes in econoxnic life and the way we

view it.

Prior to the 1930s, econoinsts viewed the -free market" as an efficient and just

mechanism for guiding capitalist economies in their quest for growth and development.

Consequently, governments were usually viewed as "necessary evils," and most

businessmen believed that "the best goverament is that which goveras, least," as Adam

Smith had said-exoept, perhaps, when their own interests coincided with those of the
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capitalist market-oriented countries. The role of goverrunent expanded from sùmply

providing n~ational dekense, police an~d &îe protection, a legal striutue, and a *ew basic

services, to regtIating busines providing a wide variety of gocids and services, assun&

respoznsib~ilty for stabilizizng the "'boomWand bust" fluctuations of the business cycle, and in~

some couities unlmetn planing systeims for promoting national economic growtli

anid development. Thie expansion of the governmental role in the economy, according tç
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western econornies to strengthen themn econornically and militarily against the alleged

threat of Soviet expansion and domination.

The reconstruction process was carried out rather quickly, and within a decade or

so, the econonues of Japan and Europe emerged with new factories and equipment which

frequently were more efficient than those of their principal competitor and benefactor, the

United States.

By the 1950s, buoyed by the successful reconstruction of Europe and Japan,

economidsts throughout the capitalist world turned their attention to the poor,
."underdeveloped" economides of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. What these countries
needed, they concluded, was foreign investment via multinational (transnational)

corporations (MNCs or TNCs, corporations operating in more than one country) and

"backward"
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the sanie level of efficiency as industries in the First World. Meanwhile, it would be

necesaryto carry out certain "structural" changes both within Latin Amnerica (e.g.,

agrarlan. reforms anid regional econoriic integration) and internationally (e.g., cornmodity

cartels to prop up conimodity prices as wèll as econoxnic and tedmnical aid) ini order to
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called the World Bank), and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).' These

institutions, along with the Bank for International Settlements (BIS, "the central bank for

central banks," founded in 1930), are still in existence; however, over time their operations

have expanded and changed considerably in order to keep up with the needs of the

continually evolving global econorny.

Because of the dominant position of the United States immediately after the war,
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production for export and accelerating domestic industrialization-seemed to produce a

more balanced development process and a more equal distribution of income than in

Latin Anierica.

During this period, the economies of many of the newly industrializing countries

(NICs) were transformed by the phenomenon of "global production sharing."' Th~lis

geographical dispersion of manufacturing activities occurred prirnarily because of two

factors: (1) the availability of new, more efficient communications and transportation

technology, which draznatically ait travel and communications time and costs, and (2) the

ses of
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)rts of its major trading partners grew as well.

.S. economy contracted, its imports aiso

omny through

U.S. dollar
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prices-first in 1973 and again in l 979-temporaily, at Ieast made moet oil-exporting

countries rich. However, the où price hikes created serious disruptions in the international

ec m, especially for oil-importing countries, many of which contracted more external

debt ta keep their economies growing. The ofi price increases also aggravated existing

inflatiornary prsue and shoced the global economy into two worldwide economidc

dowtursone in 1974-75 and another in 1981-82. The latter tumned out to be the most
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European, and Japanese baznks-from commercial banks in the First World. The batiks
were,. of course, delighted to loan the dollars that OFEC countries had deposited with

them anLd on which the banks were obligated to pay interest. But with the 1981-82
recssintriggered mainly by antl-inflationary monetary policies in th~e United States,
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Lce was
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The response in the United States was twofold. First, President Reagan (1980--88)

introduced a series of measures whkch came to be known as "Reaganoniics"-"supply-

side" tax cuts anid deregulation of business, on the one hand, anid large increases. in

mlitary spendizng, on the <oter-in order to increase competitiveness, jobs, and economic
growth.' Second, the United States renewed efforts to lower protectionist measures
thrçoug1out the wodld by expanding GATT's coverage to agricultural and service areas-
the new areas of competitive advantage for~ the United States-and bv nezotiatinz a free
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property"), and create a new World Trade Organization (WTO) with more power to

ertforce the new '"rues, of the gaine"' for international trade.

Even though "free trade," a major theme of the 1990s in the Western Heniisphere,

still stimulates heated controversies in each country, an enormous, amnoumt of activity is,

being expended ini virtually every country (except the United States) to expand trade

relations through new agreements.

Nevertheless, there are stili formidable obstacles to expanding the NAFI'A.

Despite significant econornic growth ini recent years, most Latin Arnerican countries are
stili in the early stages of the reformn process. They are regarded as relatively unstable and

still have significant trade barriers. And yet since the early 1990s many Latin Aniericari

countries have received considerable attention from the international financial community

as *"-energing markets," and private capital has begun to flow back into the region as stock
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affairs. This changed once again with the Third World debt crisis and emergence of

supply-side economics in the 1980s. Despite the many social and economidc problems that

now characterize virtuaily ail countries of the world, there are strong ideological biases

against using govemnment to alleviate them and fewer resources available for this purpose

even whert the political wiil is present.

Another important change is the relative waning of U.S. hegemony in global

affairs. The United States, which emerged from World War Il as the dominant power in

the global economnic system, bas experienced serious challenges-from both Japan and the

newly constituted European Union-to its competitive position in global markets and to

its leadership in international econonuùc institutions. In the post-Cold War ara it is flot yet

dlear how the world order wiil function-economically, militarily, and politically.
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it is the envirornent that suffers, underscoririg the need to somehow regulate

international corporate behavior.

As new technology increasingly n-akes globalization possible, econornc borders

become less relevant. Individual countries have responded by increasing their integration

with others, thereby creating regional trade blocs. Ideaily, fromn the perspective of

mainstreani econon-tists, ail countries should move towa.rd a borderless world at the sanie

finie, but reality does flot yet conform to that ideal world. So we are left with a melange of

overlappmng trade blocs struggling to find some sort of overriding order under the

auspices of the GAIT and the WTO.
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Pa-rt II - Introduction

In this section we look at the econoic history of the three NAFrA countries, focusing on

some of the key factors explairdng their development (or lack of it) as well as their trade

relations with the rest of the world. Each of the three countries has developed in its own

way, struggling with its unique endowrnent of geographic, cliniatic, dernographic, social,

and political characteristics which, ini turn, led to different development and international

trade policies.

One factor that was commron to ail the countries was a colonial experience;

however, that experience was certainly different for each. The United States began as a
colony of Great Britain i the early 1500s and was the first to break its colonial ties, in the,
1770s. Mexico, a colony of Spain, also since the early 1500s, broke its dies some forty years.

later, in the 1810s. Canada's Europeanization occurred much later, initiated in the early

1600s by French settiers. It was a British colony for a century, up until 1867, when the
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The three chapters following this graphical introduction provide an overview of

the develojpment experience of the three NAFI'A countries within the context of the global

economy generally, and more specificàlly withidn the context of NAITA. As we have

already seen in earlier chapters, the NAFFA lias from the very beginning been strongly

datdin each country. Anid as the agreement is implemented over the next decade or so,

we can expedtboth the internsity and the nature of the dèbates to change, dependktg on

the performance of each country's economy, the rullngs on trade disputes by the vailous

trilateral institutions, and what is happening ini other international institutions sudi as the

World Trade Oraiainand other trade blocs (e.g., the European Union). Nertls,

a basic understanding of each counftiys econom-ics and rélated politics is necessary to

undestaningthe dynamics of NAFTA over the long terni.
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Real GDP per Capita
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a crude measure of living standards, even

umber can capture allithe subtleties of a
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Comparisons over time, from 1950 to 1992, show that Mexico's real GDP per capita

bas grown from approxiniately one-fourth to one-third of the U.S. level. For Cainada, the

convergence has been from 75 percent to 95 percent over the sarne time spart.

1NSERT "REAL GDP PER CA PITA " GRAPH ABOUT LIBRE

Real GDI' per Worker

u
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The non-residential capital stock consists of factories, office buildings, and the

machines and tools that go in themn. The greater the stock of capital per worker, the more

productive a worker will be. For example, consider the case of two workers who are

identical in every respect: mrotivation, intelligence, and education. If we give one of themn a

$5 shovel and the other a $100,000 earth-moving machine, it is obvious who Winl have a

bigger hole at the end of the day.

To some extent, nations can compensate for having less capital on the job by using

the capital they have more wisely. This may partly explain why the United States bas

higher productivity and higher GDP per capita than Canada, whiàch is shown in the graph

to have more capital per worker.

The graph also shows how the 1980s were hard on Mexico as its rapidly growing

capital each worker
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In effèct, these numbers inditcate that the large U.S. market is a hub for North

American tracte whkch radiates both north and south, into Canada and Mexico. Although

Canadian.-Mexdcan tracte is relatively undeveloped, tracte with the United States is so large

and so important that the NAFTA cari be viewed as an extension of the naturally

occurring trading pattern that had developed over thue last several decades. Çonsequendly,

the NAFFA is not likely to, divert very much trade from third parties but, ratuer, is more

liloelv to extertd trade relations in the sa3ne direction thev would eo with or without the
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achieve scale efficiencies, U.S. firns are not required to search out additional markets in

foreign lands for their goods.

Notice also that the 1970s was the only decade in which all three countries

increased their openness. Most of the change in this measure that occurred between 1950

and 1990 happened in that decade. In the United States, the 1970s explain almost all the

increase in the importance of trade since 1950. In Mexico, the increasing importance of

trade in the 1970s and late 1980s makes up for its decreased importance in the 1950s and

1960s, during the years of import-substitution industrialization. And in Canada, the 1960s

and 1970s show a substantial increase in the importance of trade, while the 1980s have
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sie, however, is that investment will ultixnately enable our economny to produce more of

algoods.

There are essentially two sources of funds for investment. T1ere is domestic

savngs, whkch ia created whenever households, businesses, or govenment brirng in more

thoe lan they spend, and there is foregn savings, which caz' be borrowed from a1road

but that must eventually be paid bac.

Onie of the key pieces of Mexico's strategy with the NAFTA was to increase the

ient
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It may seen logical to, irfer that Mexico's consumption to, GDF ratio is greater

because it iÉ a developing country and savings must be harder. While reasonable, this

assumption is incorrect ini fact. Developing countries often save very sigriificant aniounts

of their income in spite of the fact that doing so lowers their standard of living.

Nevertheless, just as in high-income economies such as the Uniited States and Canada,

people in developing countries see savings as a means to improve their living standards in

the long run.

The reasons for Mexico's relatively higher and Canada's relatively Iower

consumption levels are complex and flot directly related to, the fact that Canada is a rich
country and Mexico is, a developing country. Economidsts debate the importance of
différent detem-tinants of consumption behavior, and no one can say for certain why one

country consumes most of its, income and another does not.

Consumption is always the single largest of the four main compontents that make

Up GDF. For this reason, economists who closely watch the cycle of boom and bust that

characterizes every economny keep a close tab on the absolute dollar amount of
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It is interesting to note thiat Mexico's rapid population growth during the last fifty

years is no faster th-an the growth that the United States experienced in the mineteenth

century. Nevertheless, relatively rapid population growth puts additional strains on

savings and investment to keep up. Mexico's ability to save is probably much less itan the

rates that were achieved in the United States in an earlier century.

INSERT "POPULATION CHANGES" GRAPH ABOUT HERE
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CHAPTER 4

Growth, Trade, and Investmnent in the

Post-World War Il United States

lames Gerber
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Before Industrialization
Prom the vantage point of the post-World War Il era, it is frequently assunied that the
United States has always favored free and open markets. It is often noted that the Dedla-
ration of Independence, prodlainiing the separation of the thirteen colonies from. Great
Britain, was written in the sarne year (1776) as the publication of Adamu Sn-ith's The
Wealth of Nations, proclainung the benefits of nonintervention by governuments into eco-
nomric matters (laissez-faire). Still, the idea that the "Founding Fathers" of the Republic
were believers in the free market could not be farther from. the truth. Adami Sniith's
ideas were considered too radical for adoption by most Amnerican leaders, and they
were interoreted to im«lv a derpliMrnn tif 1hli r%; 4-e%.~ t4Ç % +i .+rn
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permitted on frontier land, anid how would surveys be done to reduce conflict and

fraud? These issues consumed the attention of the riineteenth-century congresses more

than any other single issue.

Obviously the presence of so, much land, with a relatively small population,
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prises, indluding textile dils (whicIh were the Iargest idustral operaticons in th~e Uniited
States before the railroads) were small-scale businesses whicl, raised capital locally o>r
within the faznily. The railroads required outside financing due to their huge fîxed costs,
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Population and Immigration
The U.S. market in the twentieth century was flot only ricli, it had the additional advan-

tage of being large. By 1913, the United States had more than twice as many inhabitants

as its nearest economic competitor, and over the course of the twentieth century the
population advantage grew to more than four times more people than each of the lead-
ing industrial economies, except Japan (table 4.2).

INSERT TABLE 4.2 ABOUT HERE

Population growth in the United States lias been fueled in part by immigration.
In the half-century prior to 1930, between 25 percent and 54 percent of each decade's
mncrease ini population was a result of immigration (Borjas 1994). After the passage of
immigration restrictions in the 1920s, the immigrant flow as a percentage of the net
change in population fell draniaticafly until the 1960s, when it began to mncrease once
again. During the 1980s, immigrants accounted for more than one-third of the total in-
crease in population.

INSERT TABLE 4.3 ABOUT HERE
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act as an international lender of last resort; (3) to ensure the rebuildirig and retum to
prosperity of the war-torn econoxriies of Western Europe and Japan; and (4) to çoxntain
the spread of çomrnunisrn, partly through xx$itary nmeans but also through the demon-
stration effects of prosperity ini advancedl idustrial ecoxno-es. Neels to say, these
goals were interdeperndent, and n~one of them couki succeed in isolation frç»m the others.

Learning the Lssons of the 1920s and 1930s
One of the first goals of the United States irn the postwax period was to avoid the mis-
takes of the 1920s and 1930s. With respect to international trade, this meant avoidanoe of
a return to the policy of trade restrictions that had diaracterized most industrial
economides between the world wars. This was a significant policy shift for the United
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far less lilcely. In Hull's'nmmd, part of the Mlaine for World Warù i was the coilapse of

trade during the 1930s.

The RTAA emphasized rediprodity as the basis for bilateral trade relations. Reci-

procity is a familiar theme in U.S. commercial policy history; essentiaily it implies equal

treatment or that the United States would provide access to -its market in' exactly the'

saine way and to the saine degree that other countries provided access to U.S. produc-

ers. In practice, throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the United States was wiflng to forgo

complete reciprocity in cases in which the sensitive industries of trading parbliers were

involved. In other words, the prosperity of foreign producers was a part of U.S. foreign

policy goals, aud it often took precedence over equal market access. In the 1950s and
1960s, the cost of this trade-off was low because the United States enjoyed large pro-

ductivity advantages in most industries. This changed in the 1970s and particularly in

the 1980s and 1990s. With the end of the Cold War in 1989, equal miarket access moved

to the front of U.S. concerns, and the willingness to trade off market access in order to

achieve foreign policy goals has more or less disappeared.

It should also be apparent that the concept of reciprocity is flot the saine as free

trade, and that the goal of U.S. policy was flot to remove ail trade barriers but rather to

gradually move in the direction of more open markets. In U.S. policy cirdles, the dis-

tinction was made between a liberal trade regime and a free trade regime, a differentia-

tion that was carried over into the U.S. position in the multilateral forum of the General

Agreement on Tariffs aud Trade (GATT). Ev-ery GATT round of tariff cutting, from the

first round in 1947 until the most recent round in 1986, has had liberalization as its pri-

Le early 1970s, the U.S. president was automatically given the

)negotiate bilateral and multilateral reciprocal reductions in U.S.
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Bretton Woods and the Desire for Stable International Institutions
In addition to avoiding the mistake of creating closed economies, the United States

sought to encourage the development of a stable international economic order through

the creation of institutions that would oversee international monetary arrangements.

The most important efforts in this arena were the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or, as it is more

commonly known, the World Bank), both of which developed out of the talks held in
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Rebuilding Europe and fa pan
In addition to the goals of creating a more liberal international trading systemn and es-
tablishing a stable international monetary systemn, the United States sought to rebuild
the war-torn economies of Europe and japan. Originally, the International Bank for Re-
construction and Development (World Bank) was designed to handie the financial flows
for reconstruction, but it was soon apparent that the World Bank's funding would prove
inadequate to the task. Accordingly, the United States established the Marshall Plan as a
system of financial grants and loans to the nations of Western Europe arnd created the
Office of European Economic Coordination to manage the disbursement of funds pro-
vided through the Marshall[ Plan.' Theoretically, aid could have been provided through
the lMIF or the World Bank, but it would have meant increasing dramatically the flow of
U.S. funds through those organizations, as well as explicitly granting them permission
to make loans that had no chance of being repaid. The Marshall Plan was in effect be-
tween 1947 and 1953, during which time it provided funds equal to about 2.5 percent of
European GNP, or alnaost twenty times more than M and World Bank funding
(Eichengree& and Kenen 1994).

Japan received U.S. aid under the U.S. military occupation. Initially, transfers
were much less than under the Marshall Plan for Europe; nevertheless, a similar plan,
the Dodge Plan, succeeded in controlling inflation in 1949 and led to japan's take-off
into sustained growth. In addition, the beginning of the Korean War in 1950 proved to
be a boon for Japan, as the United States encouraged Japanese suppliers to f111 the de-

U.S. aid smoothed the transition toward more open

telped reduce the internal conflict over economic dis-
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Containing Communism

The primary security anid defense issue for U.S. foreign policy in the postwar period

was to contain conimunism. The onset of the Cold War ini 1947 coincided with the flrst

round of tariff reductions under the GATT accord and the beginmun& of Marshall Plan

aid to Europe. Althiough it is iunlkely that the former event was directly related to the

Col4 War, there is no doubt that the latter event was. European and Japanese, prosperity

became much higher prioiies with the onset of the Cold War, while at the same Urne

there was an increase in the Urnited States' willhngness to trade some of its econo>nic

gains from' tade liberalizatior in exchange fo~r support for its political objectives.
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natural resources; and (3) the existence of a large, unified, single market. Each of these
will be discussed in turn.

The United States was the first country to develop widespread. applications of
mass-production technology. Beginning in the 1870s., the United States entered the pe-
riod lcnown as the Second Industrial Revolution, in which systems of mass production
began to replace the earlier system. known as craft production. Table 4.4 compares and
contrasts the two production systems.5

INSERT TABLE 4.4 ABOUT HERE

As late as the beginning of World War Il, most European countries were far be-
hind the United States in the application of mass-production techniques.' The reasons
are not difficult: to understand. Mass production requires far greater investments of
capital than craft production. In order to pay for itself, the volume of production must
be enormous. That is, the more units of output there are, the wider the capital costs of
the expensive machinery can be spread and the lower the cost of production per unit.

In order to make this system work, the machinery must be kept running as much
as possible. The huge fixed costs of the physical capital do flot disappear in the same
way that labor costs do whenever the machinery is shut down. Therefore, bottlenecks or
other disruptions in the supply limes are potentially disastrous. I addition to a continu-
ous supply of inputs, flrms also need an assured outiet to markets. That is, if goocis a-
flot be brought to mnarket, it has the sanie threaterting effect on the firm's economic
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querntly, the inwestment of enormous sums of finaxicial capital li mass-production mna-
chinery was less risky li the United States than anywhere else li the world. European
producers lacked the saine access to resources and to output markets because, ini both
cases, they ha4 to cross national boundaries. This was especially a problem during the

interwar years (1913-1950), when two world wars and a major worldwicle depression
caused nations to turn inwards and to cut their linkages with each other.

Af ter World W&r II, the situation changed dramatically for mnanufacturers i l
the advanced industrial nations. The M, the World Bank, and the Bretton Woods fixed

exchngerate systeni, together with the GATT and U.S. miltry and political hegem.-
ony, provided a stable set of liberalizing institutions li which there was a high prob-
ability of lncreased market access to iniputs and output markets.
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slowdown. Between January 1973 and the end of 1974, the real price of oil increased

nearly fivefold. Gas at the pum-p, which had been $0.25 a gallon ini 1973, was almost

$1.25 by the end of 1974. The problemn with the oil price hike thesis is that when the

world price of oil collapsed in the early 1980s, growth ini the United States and abroad

did flot return to former levels.'

In the Urited States, a more reasonable explanation for the growth slowdown, is

the decline in savings and i*nVeStment rates. For example, the U.S. stock of machinery,

equipment, and buildings used by producers' grew, at an average arinual rate of 3.38
percent from 1950 to 1973, and 2.2 percent from 1973 to 1989. Similar slowdowris in the
rate of capital accumulation occurred in most places around the world, indluding Mex-

ico and Canada (Maddison 1989,1994).

Adding to the mystery of slower growth since 1973 is the fact that the contribu-

tion of technology appears to have shrunk. Economists use a technique known as growth
accounting to measure the contribution of labor and capital to economic growth. The part

of growth that remains to be explained after ail the measurable factors have been taken

into account (e.g., the quantity of labor and capital, the level of education, the change in
the structure of the economy, and so forth) is usually attributed to technological im-
provements that cannot be directly measured. For some reason, the contribution of

technological improvements fell draxnatically after 1973, implying that there was a
slowdown in the rate at which industries were able to introduce new technologies. This
is a long-run trend; while some have speculated that in the late 1980s and early 1990s we

were at last beginning to see increases in economidc growth coming from new computer

and information technologies, it is too early to say for certain if this is occurring 8

A final factor used to explain the growth slowdown after 1973 (ini the United

States and the rest of the world) is a permanent shift in economic policies. Between the

coriglomneration of inputs as the "nonresidential fixed capital stock." It goos
vestmnent falis, the rate at which new capital is added to the economny fails too.
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end of World War Hl and the late 1970s, the two primary goals of U.S. macroeconomic

policies were low rates of unemployment and high levels of economnic growth. In other

words, the United States (and most advanced industrial economies) pursued Keynesian

economnic policies of den-iand management." In the Keynesian system, govemnments a

deficits during recessioris ini order to stimulate the level of aggregate demand; during

expansions they were expected to run budget surpluses in order to prevent the economy

from growing too, fast and to pay off the deficits accumulated in the recession. lI prac-

tice, most governments were fully capable of running deficits, but few had the political

courage or ability to run surpluses during economic expansions.

hiflation became a serious problem li most advanced industrial economies dur-

mng the 1970s. In part this was due to the inflationary bias of Keynesian policies as prac-
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than the alternative and previous target of controlling interest rates. Given the bigh
levels of inflation, interest rates rose and ýthe U.S. economy went into recession, briefly
in 1980 and more severely in 1981-1982.

The shif t mn macroeconomic policy from flghting slow growth1and higli unem-
ployment to flghting inflation did flot occur solely ini the United States. Most other li-
dustrial nations followed this pattern, aithougli the exact timning varied by country. AI-
thougli it lias flot been proven that this shift is related to the growth slowdown in North
America and Europe, it remains a viable hypothesis. In addition, the slowing of growth
among the industrial economies would exert a similar pressure on developing nations
due to their dependence on the markets of higli-income countries.

Trade and Foreign Irivestment Post-World War II
International trade lias been less important to the U.S. economy than to most other li-
dustrial nations. One reason is that as the techriological leader, the U.S. economy was
capable of producing most of the sophisticated and complex goods that were available
through trade.0 A second reason for the relative unimportance of trade is the size of the
U.S. mnarket. The United States was capable of attaining sufficient: size to produce at the
point of minimum average cost in most of its domestic industries. Producers in less
populous countries (sucli as Canada) were uriable to attain the scale econorides, associ-
ated with large output volumes without seling outside the national market.

imports as a share of GNP

irts average 3.8 percent of

igure 4.2, there is no ten-

ýy contrast imports began
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a graduai rise ini the early 1960s, but they did flot surpass the level of merchandise ex-

ports witil 1971.

INSERT FIGURE 4.2 ABOUT HERE

Ini gereral, between 1950 and 1973 the United States razi smrail trade surpluses,

and trade reoeaixed relatively inconsqeta to U.S. ecç>uomic conditions. At the saine

time, the United States was successful i the pursuit of its trade agenida of steady liber-

alization of world mnarkets through the GATT. Prpgress tc>ward liberalizatiozi was rela-

tively easy sice znost nations begazi i 1947 from a startizig point of h-igh tariffs, and

this allowed room for successive rounds of cuts. It was not umtil the 1980s, when tariffs

were low, that further liberalization require4 more diffictdt neotaions and the GATT
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and Canada. It ultimately grew large enough to becomne instrumental ini the creation of
the U.S.-Canadian Auto Pact of 1965, creating free trade i autos and automobile parts.
The Auto Pact permitted the industry to rationalize its investments between the United
States and Canada by consolidating production where it was Most effective.

Canada is the second most important location of U.S. outward investment. The
United Kigdom is the first and Europe as a whole dominates ail other regions, as a
location for outward U.S. investment. This point is important because it is offeen mistak-
enly assumed that most U.S. foreign investment flows to less developed countries of the
world; the reality is just the opposite. The locatior,à[ disadvantages of developing na-
tions usuaily make it easier for U.S. multinationals to supply those markets through
exports rather than through local production i the developing country. Furthermore,
the gross differeuces between advanced industrial econom-ies and developing econo-
mies cause most trade between them to be based on differences i resource endowments
(comparative advaritage). Given the differences in land, labor, and capital, production.
systems that are suitable for the United States are less suitable for developing countries
and vice versa.

Figure 4.3 illustrates this point. Total assets of tJ.S.-owned firms outside of the
United States are compared by their region of location. Europe accounted for 58 percent
of U.S.-owned foreign assets i 1992. The advanced industrial nations of the world
(Europe, Canada, japan, Australia, and New Zealand) accounted for 80 percent of al
U.S. foreign ivestment. To return to the earlier point about the relative importance of
trade and ivestment, the total value of U.S. exports of goods and services to Europe i
1992 was $178.8 billion, while sales by U.S.-owned firms located in Europe totaled
$746.1 billion in the same year, more th-an four times as much.

INSERT FIGURE 4.3 ABOUT HERE
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ade after the first appearance of the merchandise trade deficit.U Figure 4.4 shows the

drarnatic décline ini the United States' current account balance after 1982-1983. 13 It bot-

tomed out in 1987 at $167.3 billion, from wbich it improved until it began to deteriorate

once again in 1992.-By 1994 it was $155 billion, and it bas continued to grow through the

first haif of 1995.

INSERT FIGURE 4.4 ABOUT FIERE

The more or less simultaneous deterioration in the accounts of the U.S. federal
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S, +S,,=I+ CA,
where Ilis investment and CA is the current account balance. If Sr is negative, the budget
is in defiit and it reduces the supply of savings available to finance investment (1) and
the current account (CA). In the U.S. case, the rel atîvely low level of private savings
(around 18 percent of GNP), together with the budget deficits of 2 to 4 percent of GNP,
reduced the supply of funds available for domestic investment. In the end, the United
States had to run large current account deficits (negative CA) ini order to maintain its
level of investment. Current account deficits are equivalent to capital inflows, which is
to say that foreign capital was used to finance investment equal to about 1 to 2 percent
of GNP. Note that this is essentiaily the same sort of problem encountered by Mexico ini
1994, wbich resulted in the peso crash of December 1994. In both cases, the nations were
trying to invest more than their pool of savings permitted, and the difference was made
up by a large inflow of foreign capital. In the U.S. case, however, the outcome has been'
much less debilitating, partly because the inflow of capital was smailer relative to U.S.
GM> and because the United States bas continued to attract foreign capital.

Trade Conflict with lapan
The U.S. trade and budget deficits did not occur in a vacuum. One of the most
significant domestic events in the early 1980s was the decline of the U.S. auto mndustry.
In the early 1980s, U.S. cars cost more, got worse mileage, and were of lower quality
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INSERT FIGURE 4.5 ABOUT HERE

It 1$ difficult to arguae that this increase in the deficit is Japan's fault. Between

1980 and 1994, U.S. exports to Japan grew by $31 billioni, or 149 percent.~ zIports,

meanwhile, grew by $86 billion, or 260 percent (Bureau of Ecoiw>mic Aria1ysis 1994). In~

other words, U.S. firins had very good success selling in japan, but the kow savings rate

and high cozisumptiozn of the U.S. economy sucked in japanse goo4s ataneomu

rate. (It shouI4 be ziote4 that the success of some U.S. firms does not imply that the
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address speciflc issues of deeper econonuc integration. These include each countrys
competition policies, investment policies, and industrial support policies.

Pathways ta Protection
,The U.S.-Japan trade conflict is the point of greatest pressure on U.S. trade relations, but
it îs only one of several changes that have occurred in the 1970s and 1980s and that have
raised the level of political heat focused on Congress and the president. Another source.
of political pressure is the internai congressional. reforrns of the mnid-1970s that remnoved
much of the insulation from industry group lobbyists that Congress had enjoyed in the
1950s and 1960s (Destier 1994). A third factor is the end of the Cold War and the decline
in the United States' wiflingness to sacrifice trade gains for political objectives. A fourth
factor is the rise of the newly industrializing super-exporters of East Asia and the pres-.
sure they have put on U.S. industries. A fifth factor is the rise of the trade deficit in the
United States and the fear (which probably reached its highest level in the late 1980s)
that numerous U.S. industries had lost their ability to compete. And finally, with the
signing of the NAPTA, an old fear has been given new life: that the low wages of our
trading partners will cause job losses and declining wages. The latter fear is made more
palpable by the fact that median average U.S. wages have been stagnant since the early

to argue that these fears are accurate perceptions of the real forces
conomy. There is very weak evidence, for example, that trade has had
on wages, while the evidence is strong that technological chanzes
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antidumping dut les, which aim to cowiteract the sellixig of goods belc>w "fair value"; 6 (3)

escape clause relief, a temporary taxiff in~ response to a sudden surge of im~ports that,

threateu to destroy a domnestic industry; and (4) so-called Section 301 retaliation, which is

a tariff imposed in response to some unfair trade practice flot addressed by one of the

other administrative procedures. In eadi case, a firm, an industry trade association, a

labor iunion, or some other interest group petitions the federal government to investi-

gate specifkc tra4e practices of a foreign firm or its home country. If the investigation

determines that there are unfair foreign trade practices, then a second investigation is

conducted te determne if the unfair frade practice has actually harmed the U.S. indus-

try. If the second inesigton resuits in a positive finding& a ternporary tariff la im-

posed. Itis not uncommon for the first investigation to, deternilne that a foreign practice
is uinfair and for the second investigation te find that it lias had no harmful effect on
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list each year of the names of countries that systematically engage ini unfair trading
practices and to open negotiations with them. If the negotiations are unsuccessful in
resolving the problem, the bil requires the president to retaliate. Presidents Reagan,
Bush, and Clinton, each of whom has held office under this bil, have worked hard to
avoid complying with the bill; but in some years congressional pressure lias prevailed
and the USIR has produced the required list. Generally, the effects have been limited
because the list is manipulated to contamn relatively insignificant trading partners. Nev-
ertheless, it is important because it illustrates the subcurrent of nationalistic opinions
beneath the surface of U.S. policy that threaten to erupt whenever populist movements
gain streng-th, as they have recently.

Bilateral Alternatives
Perhaps the most important tesson of U.S. commercial policy in the 1970s, 1980s, and
1990s is its tendency to seek bilateral solutions rather than multilateral ones. This is flot
to say that the United States does flot favor the GATT or the new WTO as a forum for
achieving solutions. However, the pressure of issues that have a visible and immediate
effect on U.S. industries generally resuits in a bilateral response.

There are several reasons for the U.S. preferenoe for bilateral responses to trade
probleins. First, it is a mucli faster way to deal with a problem than taking it before the
GATT or the WTO. Second, the United States has more power in a bilateral negotiation
and in many cases is more likely to prevail. The U.S. market is critically important to a
very large ntunber of countries, both rich and poor; the threat of losing the U.S. market,
even on a temporary basis, is a powerful incentive for many countries to reach agree-
ment. In a multilateral context, the threat of reducing access to the U.S. miarket is a much
risier gamble and undernines the fundamental U.S. policy objective of liberalizing
world markets.

A third reason for bilateral approaches to trade problems is that they permit the
Uniited States to experiment with new solutions which may ultiniately be brought to the
WTO if they prove successful. Fourth, they enable negotiations in areas flot covered by
the WTO. For example, the 1995 U.S. dispute with Japan over autos and auto parts was
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partly a dispute over competition~ policies. Neither the Japariese nor the United States
nor ixidepndent observers could say whether the issues were included within the
WTO's areas of coverage.

A fifth and final reason for favoring bilateral approaches is that they are a pow-
erful force ini shapirng multilateral tallG. Ini nany respects, from the U.S. view, thIs was a
major reason for favoring th~e Canada-U$S. Free Trade Agreement (CUSFTA) of 1989
andi its extension to Mexico in 1994. Recai that the multilateral. GATT taflks of the Unu-
guay Round4 begani in~ 1986 anid inmediately ran into difficulties, so that by 1988 mexiy
coimmentators were arguing that the GAIT was dead. At the tie, the United States and
Canada were concludixng their free tracte negotiatioris; the prospect of the two gin
thieir own way was au added incentive for other nations to struggle to complete the
GATT tallcs. The eIrmnt of the CUSFTA to include Mexico intensified the percep-
tion that the United States, ini particular, was capable of pursumng its goal of lbrlzn
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States, along with other industrial and rrany industrializing nations, has begun to ad-
dress a set of obstadles to deeper economic integration that are more contentious than
tariffs and quotas because they are intertwined with domestic policy. The majority of
these issues are ini five main areas: (1), environmental policies; (2) labor standard poli-
des; (3) comp etition policies; (4) industrial, support policies; and (5) investment policies.

At leastthree of these areas 'figured proniinently in the NAFTA debates: envi-
ronmental, labor, and investment policies. Two (environment and labor) were far
enougli outside the tradition of trade negotiations that they could flot be indluded di-
rectly in the NAF17A treaty. Ini the future, the United States will look for ways to directly
include these issues in its negotiations over trade. In fact the future of ail U.S. trade ne-
gotiations, whether bilateral or multilateral, will undoubtedly consist of negotiations in
one or more of these five areas.
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International Comparisons of Per Capita GD)P,
1985 US Dollars at International Prices

Country 1890 1913 1950

United States 3014,846 8,772

Canada 1,846- 3,5156,8

____________(59.5) 
(72. 5) (72.7)

Me xico 762 1,121 2,198

______________(24.6) 
(23.1) (51

1992
17,945

16,362
(91.2)
6,253

------------ _ _ _ _ _ _ «

France 1,955 2,746 4,176- *13,918

(63.0) (56.7) (47.7) (77.6)

Germany 1,660 .2.506 3,.295 14,709

(53.5) (51.7) (37.6) (82.0)

Italy . 1,352 2,079 2.840 12,721

(436 (42.9) (32.4) (70.9y.

japaù 842. 1,153 1,620 15,105

(27.2) (23..8) (18.5) (84.2)
Tnited Kingdoin *383, 4152 5,651 12,724

(109.1) (85.7) (64.4) (70.9)

Source: Maddi son (1994), and National Bureau of Econornic Research (1994).

Numbers in parentheses are per capita GDF as a percentage of the US level.

1



Tablee2à- 'f Z
1Iternational Comparisons of Population,

in Tbhousands

Country 1913 1992
Un~ited States 97,606 255,O00

*Canada 7,582 27,445
Mexico 14,971 84,967

France 41,690 57,372
Grmnany 40,825 65,120

tay 37,248 57,809
Japan 51,672 124,000
United KÎ!I&dom 42.622. 57,848:



Table4, Y7
A Comparison of Craft Production ivith Mass Production

Production Craft Production Mass Production

Characteristics. _____________ _____________

Production workers \Vide use of skilled \Vide use of unskilled
crafismen. production wvorkers who

perforrn repetitive tasks.

Management Owners are managers, no A professional, managerial
professional managers. class.

Production runs Small batches of output. Enormnous batches, of
____ ___ ____ ___ ___ output-.

Product Each item slightly unique. Standardized, identical
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___products.

Capital equipment Simple tools. Hu ge quantities of
continuotis process
machinery.

Cost structure Sniall fixed costs, large Very high fixed costs.
variable costs.

GeographicIlocation of Local markets'\výith littie or M-,ulti-regional and

maretno distribution outside of international markets
well defined geographic
regions__________ ___
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Figure .. /3
Distribution of US Investment Abroad, 1992
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Survey 0f Current Bus«iiess, VoI:-74, No. 6.
June, 1994.



Figur2r V
US Current Account Balance,, 1946-1994
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CHAPTER 5
Canada's Econon-ic Development and. Integration

Alan J.MacFadyen and Stanford Shedd

As ecorioniists have long known, the advantages of interniational trade and integration
stem largely from the differences among the parties involved. This chapter deals with
the dual issues of econoznic differences and economic integration within North America
as viewed from a Canadian perspective. This introduction covers two important aspects
of the Canadian situation which differentiate it from the United States and Mexico:
Canada's geographical setting and the importance of regionalism in Canada.
Subsequent sections of this chapter cover:

*a brief history of Canada's econonudc development prior to World War II, with special
emphasis on a specific theory of econon-ic developmnent (the "staples" theory) and on
policies of that era relating to international trade and integration;
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per square kilometer as compared to about twenty-eight persoris in the United States

and forty-seven in Mexico. It has been argued that Canadians, more than most people,

tend to define the world and their place in it in ternis of geography. In part, this rray

,reflect the feeling of space and urmlindted resources that resuits from low population

density. Ini part it may stem from the very uneven population distribution occasioned

by Canada's northern climate: some 80 percent of Cariadians are estixnated to live

within 320 kiloineters (200 miles) of the southern border with the United States. This ini
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other nation; nearly 80 percent of Canada's exports go to the United States. The
dependencê of the small Canadian economy upon external trade, and the overriding
importance of the Uniited States'as a trading partner, help to explain why international
economÉic policies have often been so, controversial in Canada.

Regionalism
It is hardly surprising that regional factors are important in a large country such as
Canada. The barriers to east-west movement, noted above, tend to reinforce such
regionalism. So does Canada's history, including its beginning as a colonial extension of
the two "founding nations" (England and France), and the preservation of a vibrant
French-speaking culture centered in Quebec. But this offers an insufficient explanation
of the importance of regionalism in Canada. For one thing, the English-French
separation is far from perfect with sizable primarily English-speaking populations in
Quebec (that is, in the west of Montreal and southeast of Montreal in the Eastern
townships) and with French-speaking centers in Acadian New Brunswick in the
Maritimes and in towns scattered throughout Ontario and the Prairies. In practioe, and
to a limidted degree officiaily, Canada is multicultural. Canada bas an aboriginal
population (Indian and Inuit) of just over one million, as weil as many Metis of niixed
Indian-European lineage. Early immigrants came from ail parts of Europe, and they
have been joined by others from throughout the world.

The unusual importance of regionalism in Canada sterns from the very high
degree of decentralization of the Canadian federal system of government, far more so
th-an that of either Mexico or the United States. Canada bas ten provinces?3 The sparsely
populated North bas been divided into two (soon to be three) territories administered
by the federal government in Ottawa. We shail not elaborate in detail on reasons for the
strength of the provincial goverrnents. One factor may be Canada's relatively peaceful
founding, which did not involve a central federal authority establisbing the nation with
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the use of force (as, for example, in the War of Independence and Civil War in the

United States). Moreover, the acceptance of the French-fact as a part of the colonies and

nation gave explicit recognition to regional differences. (For example, the British North

America Act [BNA Act], passed by the United Kingdom parliament in 1867, which

brought together four British colonies as Canada, formally recognized the French

language and special civil law code in Quebec.)'

However, at another level the strength of the Canadian provincial governments

is somewhat puzzling, since the Canadian politicians who negotiated the terms of the

BNA Act were at pains to ensure a strong federal government, influenced in part by the

example of regional division in the American Civil War. Thus the BNA Act set out a
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becazne increasingly conscious Of being citizens of the provinces as well as of Canada
and looked to the provincial government to express regiorial interests.

TI some respects the Constitution Act of 1982 cari be seen as the culmination of-
Canadian regionalism, as expressed through provincial govern.ments. This act was
reached with the agreement of ail the provinces except Quebec. It repatriated the BNA
Act and affirmed provincial prirnacy over natural resources, removed limitations on
provincial taxation, formaily recognized the necessity of provincial approval. of
ameridments to the Constitution, required periodic consultations between the "First
Ministers" (prime minister and provincial premiers),' and brought the concept of
equalization into the Constitution.7 The equalization program is a cominutment by the
federal governmnent to make financial payments to provinces that have below-average
tax bases, thereby helping to ensure that ail provinces can provide roughly the same
level of services to their citizens. It is, perhaps, a prototypical example of Canadian
regionalism.L It explicitly looks to a regional definition of inequality (rather than, for
example, an individual's personal income regardless of location of residence). Some

Finally, while the program
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Canadian Economic Development prior to World War II
By the year 1000, what is known as Canada was sparsely populated by a number of
traditional aboriginal econoniies livig in dlose touch with nature. Trade took place
among these econolTies, but they were largely self-sufficient. The "discovery"' of North
America by European explorers opened it to flows of goods, services, capital, and labor
from across the Atlantic. The VikinLs arrived around 1000 and rnaintained a smnall
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way in which growth occurs depends on the econoniic linkages associated with the
particular staple product. Linkages mray be backwards, drawing inputs into, the
economny, or forwards, involving the f urther processing of the staple. The distribution of
the earnings fromn the staple is also important. The staples theory lends itself readily to a
dualistic view of the world as consisting of powerful "metropolis" areas and powerless
"hinterlands." Initially France and Britain were the metropoles and the Canadian'
colonies were the hinterland. What happens i the staples-producing hinterland is
largely determined in the outside metropolis. This dualistic view (metropolis versus
hinterland) has colored feelings of regionafism withidn Canada as well. H-istorically,
freight rates have tended to encourage the production of staples in the Atlantic and
Prairie provinces (the new hinterland) and nianufacturirtg ini Central Canada-Ontario
and Quebec (the new metropos.

A brief extension of this discussion may help clarify some of the arguments in
Canada over trade polidies. The staples theory could be characterized as an argument in
political economny and contrasted with the narrower view prevalent among econon-dsts
and commercial interests. The staples theory can be recast in the narrower view, where
forces of supply and demand deterrnine the prices of goods and inputs as well as trade
flows and migration patterns; export demands by the metropolis and staples production
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culture, and social values in the hinterland. It is flot su~rprising that proponents of these

two approaches will oftein evaluate trade policies differently.
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high tariffs on Baltic wood as an incentive. Harvesting trees and producing lumber frônm
sawmills reËquired local labor and entrepreneurship. Agriculture and food processing for
the local market were also stimulated. In addition, the empty ships comning to, Canada to
pick up timber were-an ideal passage space for people. The importance of tiznber as a
staple product peaked by the mid-1800s, partly because of the comnion property nature
of trees, which were generally cut without replantirig. The cleared land served as a

further stimulus to farniing.

The second haif of the nineteenth century is generally seen as a period of relative
economic stagnation, followed by a wheat boom at the turn of the century as the Prairies
were subject to a flood of settlement. Expansion of grain production generated a
demand for agricultural inputs (equipment and rail links) as well as providing a

growing nmarket for consumer goods.

0f course, the staples theory provides an oversimplifled picture of the
increasingly complex Canadian economy. Criticism of a staples-based approach
becomes particularly severe following the wheat boom. On the one hand, there were
new natural resource exports that arose after World War I-a variety of metals and then
petroleum after the Leduc find in Alberta in 1947. However, these were flot doininating
export products to the sanie degree as the earlier staples. Moreover, with its growth, the
Canadian economy became increasinizly reliant on its own internai deniands and less s0

mphasized in the staples theory.

1 above, Canada is more export dependent than either the

itural resources, exported in a relatively unprocessed fom,

-anada's exports thian any of the other G-7 countries. In 1995
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Trade Poliçy
Eqonom~ic developmezit does inot proceed ini a poliçy vacuum, though the discussion Up

to ZLow mXav suzzest this. We now review the malor features of zovernment policy
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that might have affected trade between the two nations at least as much
as the Treaty.

If analysts are umable to agree on the significance of the first free trade agreement
between the United States and Canada in the 1850s, it should flot surprise us that
disagreement exists today about the CUSFTA and NAFrA.

The BNA Act forzrung Canada came in 1867, hard on the heels of the end of the
Reciprocity Treaty. Creighton (1961) argues that the 'Fathers of Confederation were
optimistic that the greatly increased size of the market would ensure prosperity for the
four provinces when they united."' towever, lInes and Easterbrook (1960) argued,

Canada in 1866 was very much on her own: she was burdened with a
huge national debt incurred for a transportation systemn with an unused
capacity which reflected its failure to capture United States traffic; she
was committed to a policy of economic expansion which allowed no
turning back; and she feared a movement of population from the United
States northward. to the thinly-settled wheat-lands of western Canada or

ons. Free

Lnd tariff

,ducers
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been controversial. Somue analysts have emphasized the importance of tariffs in

stimulati a C2anadian manufacturing sector. Others have argued that tariffs inbibited

the development of efficient exporting manufacturers; rather they drew foreigu capital

into Caaato build small, inefficient »"brazich plants"' for the local ecoxiomy while

forcing relac on staple resorces for expr anings.

Coutroversy about the deiaiiyof high tariffs miade itself manifest in policy
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Canada's Economic Performance since 1945
It is clearly'not possible to provide a detailed review of Canada's econoinic policies, over
the past flfty years. Rather, we shail provide summary comments on two main issues:
Cariadian policies regarding international trade; and general trends in the
macroeconomnic performance of the economy, with particular emphasis on how recent

years differ from earlier periods.

The stage can l'e set l'y reference to a framework for economic policy that the
reigning Liberal Party adopted in the 1945 election. It was a Keynesian framework.
Trade liberalization formed part of the approach. It also involved a strongly expanded
role for the goverrment (as initially proposed, the federal government). There would l'e
expanded social programs, and the government would pursue active fiscal and
monetary policies ini order to maintain f ull employment and relatively stable prices.
(Whether finance ministers always took this prescription seriously is debatable.)

This is seen in part in its

ê,greement on Tariffs and

i to 20 percent in the inid-

inaL in large part from the ever present fears of

s interests to strengthen connections with its giant

iriffs on agricultural machirêery coming from the
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parts. The Auto Pact had a dram~atic effect on the Canadian auto industry anid ultùiately
othe Canàdin ecoznony. Prior to the pact the Canadian i n4ustry had beeii protected

by a relatively hidgh tariff (17.5 percent). Only 3 percent of the cars purchased in Canada
were made in the United States.Most "Aznerican" cars were produced in Caziacian
factories on short production runs. While Amercan duties on~ Caaian-produced cars
were substantially lower, the higher production costs in Canada were sufficient to
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factors contributing to globalization.) Ini Canada, as in most countries, the share of the
economy directly involved ini international trade increased significantly. Canadian ties
to the United States became stronger. Whether these are beneficial changes has been a
controversial issue in Canada, one to which we will returu later in this chapter.

Macroeconomic Performance
This is flot the place for a detailed review of Canadian macroeconomic policies and
performance in the postwar decades. Kather, we shail focus on a few key macro issues,
those that have proven particularly significant or that relate most immediately to the
international economy. A policy issue that develops to become of concemn can most
readily be illustrated by way of contrast. In what follows we shail often compare the
situation in the current decade to that of earlier decades. Occasionally the contrast wiLl
be with other trading partners, specifically the United States.

The years inimediately followmng World War II started out as years of extremely
strong macroeconomîc performance, at least from the perspective of the 1990s. Up to the
early 1970s, economic growth was generally high, except for a brief recession in 1954 at
the end of the Korean War and a larger recession from 1957 to 1961, when the
unemployment rate passed 7 percent. Inflation was generally low, apart from a burst

>ns noted, both inflation and unemployment were generally
,Lterest rates were also low, right into the 1970s.
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One pecuiiarity of Canadian econornuc policy ini this period was the adoption, for

much of the time, of a flexible exchange rate, despite the norm of fixed exchange rates

specified in the Bretton Woods Agreement which set up the International Monetary

Fund (llvMP. The Cana dian dollar rose from its fixed value of $0.9045 during the war to a

preinium. over the U.S. dollar for most of the 1950s. However, ini 1962 the dollar began

to fall and was fixed at $0.925 U.S. for the rest of the 1960s. Ini the 1940s Canada showed

a surplus on both its goods (L.e., trade) and its current (L.e., goods and services) accounts

with the rest of the world; Canada was a net capital exporter. The 1950s, however, saw

the pattern emerge that lias been the norm since then-a surplus on goods but an

overail deficit in the current accounit. That is, a sizable deficit ini services (including

interest and dividend payments on foreign capital) more than offsets the trade surplus.

Thus Canada lias generally been a net importer of capital. Associated with this was a

key economic controversy over foreign investment. Proponents argued that it was quite

appropriate for Canada to borrow abroad, using the funds to finance an excess of

imports of goods and services over exporta. In this way more goods, particularly capital,

were made available to the economy, and this mncreased economic growth. Opponents

argued that the foreign capital brought with it business and social practices that were

undesirable and that increased Canada's vulnerability to unwelcome external pressures.

This was particularly so, it was argued, for the direct ownership investment from the

United States wbich had become very important after World War I. Moreover, it was

said, excessive reliance on foreign investment tended to be a vicious circle, because

more borrowing was needed to cover the interest and dividend charges on past

borrowing. The positions in this debate foreshadow the later controversies over the

CUSFIA-proponents extolling the economic advantages of freely flowing capital

versus opponents warning of the loss of Canada's identity.

This relatively satisfactory Inacroeconomic performance through to the early

1970s serves as a convenient comparison point for a number of the problems that have

corne to, the fore in recent years. Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show comparative values for

Canada and the United States on three key macroeconomic indicators for years from

1964 through 1995.

INSERT FIGURES 5.1,5.2, AND 5.3 ABOUT HERE
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Figure 5.1 shows arinual pecnage increases in real GDP, that is, in the real
quantity of goods and services'produced ini the economny. The variability in economic

growth over tinae is apparent, but there seems to have been a reduction in average

growth since the late 1960s and early 1970s. (The average annual'rate of increase was 5.6
percent for Canada and 3.9 percent for the Urited States-for 1964-1973, comparedý to 2.8
percent for both for 1984-1993.)2 Canada has generally had a higher growth rate than'
the Uruted States, but this seems largely to have disappeared'in the past decade.
Readers are reminded that growth reflects increases in the quantity of inputs in the
economy as well their quality, and that Carnada's population bas grown faster th-an that
of the Urnited States since the 1960s.

Figure 5.2 showvs unemployment rates in the two countries. The low rates of the
late 1960s have not been matched since, but it is in Canada that the persistence of hîgh
unemployment is particularly apparent. From 1964 to 1973 the Canadian and U.S.
unemployment rates were relatively close; the Canadiari rate averaged 5.0 percent, 16
percent above the Urited States' rate of 4.2 percent. However, from, 1984 through 1993
the Canadian rate was 50 percent higher (9.6 percent for Canada versus 6.4 percent for
the United States).

Inflation rates are shown in figure 5.3, based on the consumer price index (CPI).
The stagflation-bigh unemployment plus bigh inflation-of the mîd-1970s to early
1980s is apparent from figures 5.2 and 5.3. During this period Canadian inflation
generally exceeded that of the United States, as did the unemploymnent rate. Inflation
bas declined sharply since then. In the early 1990s it was at levels roughly comparable to
those of the late 1960s in the United States, but considerably l'ower than that in Canada.
If one supposes that there is a trade-off between employment and inflation, it is
noticeable that inflation rates at the level of the late 1960s now seem to go with higher
unemployznent. The recent higher unemployment rates in Canada than in the United,
States are consistent, in this view, with Canada's lower inflation rate. (However, note

1These comparisons are indicative only, making no allowanoe for factors such as phases of the business
cycle.
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that Canadian unemployment was higher iii the mid- to, late 1980s even when pnice

irises were somewhat higher on average ini Canada than ini the United States.)

Figure 5.4 illustrates another dimension of the Canadian economy that shows

appreciably poorer performance in the 1980s and 1990s. Shown are changes in the size

of the federal goverament budget deficit for both the United States and Canada.

Immediately after World War II, government budgets typically moved between

positions of surplus and deficit. The 1960s generally saw small deficits, but as the figure

shows, the size of the deficit increased sharply thereafter. (It should be noted that part of

the increase reflects inflation, as dollars become of less value over time.) To allow

comparisons, the Canadian and U.S. federal goverrnrent deficits have been indexed to a

value of 100 for the average of the years 1974 to 1976 (a base period that was chosen

arbitrarily). Continual deficits imply a growing goverrnent debt. In 1989 the federal

goverrnment budget deficit was 25 percent of GDP for Canada and 27 percent for the

United States. It is hard to know what meaning to ascribe to continued high governiment

deficits. There is a widely accepted but normative presumption that they imply that the

goverrument is spending in an imprudent manner, unless there is clear evidence that it is

building up valuable capital assets for the future. Some express fear that high borrowing

by the government wiil squeeze out private investment spending, thereby reducing the

growth rate of the economy. If the funds are borrowed abroad, then foreigners have a

future dlaimr on the country's output. Interest and debt repayments to domestic citizens

are a transfer from one group of taxpayers to another.) I 1975 less than one-quarter

billion dollars of the federal debt in Canada was owed to foreignera; by 1990 the figure

was over $60 billion. (Comparable figures for the United States are $66 billion and

alinost $400 billion.) Rising debt also makes financing government activities difficuit

sinoe a greater sum must be devoted to interest payments. I the 1990s both federal

goverruments have begun to, address their large budget deficits, necessitating radier

painful decisions about increasing taxes and/or reducing spending. It should be noted

that persistent high unemployment, especially in Canada, ties into the budget probleins,

because it translates into higher welfare payments and reduced tax revenue. But fiscal

tightening may worsen unemployment.Y

"Figure 5.4 shows the federal budget defici& Canadian provinces also saw a tendency to higher budget
deficits in the 1980s and early 1990s. In 1995 expenditures by provincial governxnents were 98 percent as
large as federal spending (net of trarmafers to other levels of goverrnent). Local governinent spending was
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INSERT FIGURE 5.4 ABOUT HERE

Figure 5.5 shows the Canada-United States exchange rate (U.S. dollar against the
Canadian dollar) from 1964 toi 1993. As can :be seen, the Canadian dollar appreciated ini
the early 1970s but then fefl considerably ini value after 1976, trading up and down since
then but at a substantial discount to the U.S. dollar. The depreciation of the Canadian
dollar after 1990 probably contributed to the resumption of economic growth in 1992,
which observers have seen as export driven.

INSERT FIGURE 5.5 ABOUT HERE

Since 1970, Canada has generally shown a positive trade balance but has had a
deficit on the entire current account. Figure 5.6 shows these values for the years since
1977, with the orily exceptions apparent (a snuall current account surplus from 1982 to
1984). The current account deficit worsened sharply after the mid-1980s. For
comparative purposes, U.S. values are also shown; the United States bas shown
persistent deficits on both accounts, which become larger after the early 1980s. (Unlike
Canada, the United States has offen shown a surplus on the services account, so that the'
current account deficit was generally smaller than the trade deficit.)

INSERT FIGURE 5.6 ABOUT HERE

We turn from this brief description of Canaclian macroeconomidc performance ini
the postwar period to a discussion of macroeconomic policy. A useful, if somewhat
flctitious, starting point is to assume that Canadian policy in 1946 reflected an early
version of Keynesianism, as indicated by the governnient's 1945 "White Paper" on
employment. In this view, active fiscal and monetary policies could be used to keep the
economy near full employment with low inflation. From the perspective of the 1990s
this KeYnesian view seems naive at both the theoretical and empirical levels.

40 Percent as large as federal spernding. Hence the finances of lower levels of government are significant in
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Theoretically, this early Keynesian view now strikes most macroecononusts as
far too simple. We shail touch on only two of the many reasons for this. First, it soon
becanie apparent that Keynesian policy prescriptions were more complicated in an. open
economy like Canada's. Thus, for exaniple, an expansionary fiscal policy will be
dampened somewhat by mncreased imports; and changes in monetary policy, whiich,
affect interest rates, might translate most readily into changes in flows of international
capital, with attendant changes ini the exchange rate (or foreign exchange reserves, mn
the few years the dollar was fixed).

More fundamentally, a nuniber of developments in macroeconomdc: theory
began to cast doubt on the simple Keynesian model. Many of these stemmed from the
search for a firm grounding for macroeconomiàcs ini models of the behavior of
individuals. Economidsts turned to their usual models, which assumed rational, behavior
on the part of individuals. But a world in which individuals are rational. and. markets
readily dlear-as is commonly assumed in microecononucs-provides no obvious basis
for extensive involuntary unemployment. Furthermore, it became apparent to some
economists that the assumption that people are fundamentally rational should also
apply to their use of knowledge, including the formation of expýectatioris. But models of
rational expectations yielded surprismng conclusions, including the suggestion that the
govern.ment's macroeconomic policies might prove ineffective because rational,
economic agents will have anticipated the policy before it occurred. Macroeconozmic
theory entered an era of considerable disarray. Neo-Keynesians found it important to
look at the impacts of less than fully rational behavior and imperfect markets as possible
sources of unsatisfactory niacroeconomic performance. Neoclassical economists usually
argued that the economy tended quite quicly to some "riatural" rate of employment,
and that goverrnent policy impacted almost entirely upon price variables (the inflation
rate, interest rates, the exchange rate). Their analysis therefore concentrated on factors
that niight affect the natural rate of unemployment. Did increases ini welfare and
unemployment insurance benefits in Canada niake people more willing to accept
unemployment? Might technological changes, and resultant modifications in the
economys nmix of job skills, raise the natural unemployment rate or induce a cyclical

Canada.
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dimension to it? The net effect of these theoretical developments has been that the focus
of governent fiscal policy has shifted fromn a Keynesian stabilization emphasis to a
"structural" emphasis on issues such as industrial policies, research and development,

education and training, labor mobility; and the like.-

It is difficuit, therefore, to provide an'easy assessment of Canadian fiscal policy
in the postwar p eriod. By the early 1990s it seems'fair to suggest that the fiscal policy
enviroriment was dominated by two conflicting factors. Unemploymnent rates seemed to
be stuck at unacceptably high levels (around 10 percent), and it was widely accepted
that budget deficits were a problem that had to be addressed. Since tax increases were
generally perceived as unacceptable, goverriments turned to expenditure cuts. Tis is
the precise opposite of traditional Keynesian expansionist policies. However, in theory
at least there is still room for reevaluation of the pattem of goverruent expenditures
with more programs aimed at structural problerns in the economy.

Monetary policy in Canada bas, for the past several decades, been aimed, largely
at the stable price objective. This xnay reflect a predilection of policy makers, but it is
also consistent with those views that cast doubt on the ability of monetary policy to
have much of a real effect on the economy. It has been suggested that authorities in the
Bank of Canada rray elect one of two main types of variables upon wbich to focus:
interest rates (iLe., the price of money) or the size of the money supply. Over the -years
the Bank's focal point bas, apparently, varied. In the n-Ld-1970s the Bank first
announced a policy of "monetary targeting" ini wbich the key decision would be the
supply of money. A slow, steady rise ini money supply would support economnic activity
wbile generating very low inflation. Figure 5.7 shows changes in a key interest rate (the
U.S. and Canadian central banks' lending rate in panel a), the difference between the
Canadian bank rate and the U.S. rediscount rate and the difference between the
Canadian bank rate and the Canadian rate of inflation in panel b, and changes in
currency and demand deposits in panel c.14 Once again, for comparative purposes, both
Canadian and U.S. data are shown.

14 There are many different interest rates, of course. Smnce the term structure of rates may change, not ail
mnteret rates will generate the saine pattern as shown in figure 5.7(a). Similarly, there are differentdefinitions of nioney supply, which mnay change at different rates from the narrow definition (or Mi
definition) of figure 5.7(c).
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INSERT FIG URE 5.7 (AND ALL S UBCOMPONENTS) ABO UT HERE

Lt can be seen from figure 5.7(b) that Canaclian interest rates almost always
exceed U.S. rates. It is presumed that flows of short-terni capital are responsive ta the
size of the interest rate differential; by implication, so is the value of the Canadian
dollar. Higher interest rates could reflect one or more of at least three factors: (1) higher
interest rates designed to flght inflation; (2) 1igher interest rates designed ta maintain
the value of the Canadian dollar; (3) higher interest rates as a by-product of the
combination of a monetary targeting policy and current economidc conditions (in Canada
and abroad). Figure 5.7(b) also shows the difference between the bank rate and the
annual inflation rate; this pravides an indication of the real rate of interest and,
theref are, the tightness of monetary policy. Lt can be seen that the real bank rate is mucih
higher after the late 1970s than before. If monetary policies do have real economic
effects, tis would help explain the higher unemployment in recent years.

Figure 5.7(c) shows the annual percentage change in the supply of money
(narrowly deflned). Once again, there is great variability in the Canadian data, more so
than is generally seen in the United States. The data suggest those periods in which the
Bank of Canada bas followed monetary targeting (maintaining relatively slow and
stable iricreases in the money supply). Such targeting began in the mnid-1970s and held
ta the early 1980s, beginning again in the late 1980s. Monetary policy smnce the late 1980s
might be referred ta as a war on inflation with the goal of unconditional surrender.

In conclusion, what was Canada's econamic situation in 1996, the year this
chapter was w-ritten? Tîght monetary contrais had brought the rate of inflation ta a very
low level. The Canadian dollar has continued ta trade at between 71 cents and.75 cents
U.S., significantly lower than it had been twenty years earlier and also somewhat lower
than suggested by the relative value of goods in the two countries.Y This relatively low
value for the Canadian currency inight reflect the assessment of currency traders about
some of the more problematic aspects of the economy. The unemploymeSnt rate (in the
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order of 10 percent) is Of particular concem, especially as it remains at much higher
levels thanin the United States. Despite the evidence of substantial unused productive
capacity, Canada continued to borrow siîgnîficantly from, abroad-more than'$130
billion in the first five years of the decade. (That is, Canada continued to, rua a sizable
current account deficit.) It was more than 12 percent of current account credits in al
years in the 1990s except 1994 (when the deficit was 9.2 percent). This deficit continued
to reflect the investment income and services portion of the balance of payments. The
balance of trade was still positive, although the surplus would Iikely have been lower
had Canada's uaemployment been less.lê

In much of Canada the most hotly disputed econornic issue la the first half of the
1990s lias probably been the size of governiment deficits. Most provinces have moved to
reduce these deficits, emphasizing expenditure cuts, usuaily with an objective of no
deficit or even surpluses to ailow retirement of the provincial debt. In its 1995-96
budget the federal goverrument announced a substantial reduction in its deficit with
fu-rther reductions projected. The current Liberal government, however, does not plan to
eliminate the deficit completely, arguing that rising federal debt is quite manageable se
long as the economy continues to grow. Major questions remain. The cutbacks by
government seem likely to exacerbate, rather than help, the unemployment problemn It
is obvious that improving the financial position of the goverrnent by cutting
expenditures raises very difficult questions about where cuts are to take place and
whether such cuts wiil end anger the vanious educational, social, health, and cultural
prograras te which Canadians have become accustomed. A related issue, of somewhat
longer-term horizon, is the fate of the government-rua Canada Pension Plan, which lias
been unfunded in actuarial terms. As the Canadian population ages, it wiil be necessary
to increase contribution rates and/or reduce benefits and/or fund pension payments
eut of general tax revenue; none of these options is politically attractive.

Finally, many are suggesting that considerable structural changes la the
Canadian economy niay be necessary both to address the problems just described and to
position the economy in increasingly global markets. The role of the governmnent in

16 That is, higher output and incomnes, as unemployed workers are drawn into production, would induce
higher imports.
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structural adjustmnents is subject to much debate. Does the government have an essential

role to play ir initiating and coordinating the changes necessary 'n the Canadian

economy? Will the changes require an active goverrment role to ensure that the benefits

of wider participation in the world economy are shared equally? Or are taxes and

existing government prograrns one of the main factors inbibiting the structural

adjustments needed? These questions set the agenda for one of the most critical public

policy debates of the 1990s; the free trade debate, to which we will tum after a brief

discussion of the resources, specificaily huinan resources, available to the Canadian

economny.

Canada's Resources

The econonuc strength of a country derives from the quantity and quality of its

resources. It is useful to consider three broad groups of these resources: human

resources, natural resources, and accumulated capital resources which can be used in

the production of other goods and services.

It is flot the purely physical dimension of these resources that counts, but their

"knowledge-augniented" value. Vast resources of petroleum lie under the Canadian

Prairies, but their exploitation awaited the necessary geological knowledge and drilling

technologies. Capital equipment ranges from the simple hammer to the most

sophisticated computer chlp, from a smail warehouse to a large robotic factory. Many

economists insist that it is essential to view people as "human capital," that is, as

individuals with a wide range of acquired skills and talents. It is evident that the

knowledge-augmented natural and capital resources suggest that another important

resource group is aiso essential for a nation's productive activity. This group may be

cailed "coordinating resources." They consist of the management sldlls necessary for

production and a wide range of institutional features, often regulated by the

government, including definitions of property rights and the scope of miarket exchange

mechanisms. In Canada, there are large nwnbers of people with good management

skills, and econoniic exchange takes place to a significant extent through well-

established markets under generaily stable govemnment regulations.

A natîon'«s econonmic productivity is the resuit of ail these resources. There is no

single formula for success. Countries like Canada, the United States, Australia, and
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Saudi Arabia boast natural resource wealth and higli incomes. However, many other
countries are endowed with natural resources but are still poor. Switzerland and Japan
have limited natural resources but are very productive. Similarly, a large population
does flot guarantee higli per capita production, nor does a small population necessarily
generate low production per person. The key element seems to be what we have called,
human capital, in the form of a highly skilled population and a significant stock of
knowledge-augmented capital. (Even this con-bination need flot generate success, as
illustrated by the former Soviet Union, which has a well-educated labor force arnd a
large stock of capital equipment, much of it quite sophisticated, but which lacked
effective coordination resources.) We shail comment briefly on Canada's natural and
capital resources and then focus ini on its human resources, with particular emphasis on
education and training.

Canada is wealthy in natural resources. As discussed earlier, the staples view of
Canadian econoniic development stresses natural resources as the engine of growth.
Canada still relies heavily on primary production of natural resources and secondary
processing of resource products for a significant share of its output and trade. In
economnic terms, Canada has a comparative advantage in the production of many
natural resources. Some attempts have been made to provide mearingful measures of
Canada's natural resource wealth, but inherent uncertainties make the task difficult.
(What value would one have ascribed to Alberta's petroleum resources in 1947, before
the key Leduc discovery?) Lt is clear that the fisheries and forests, temperate agriculture,
and niinerals will continue to be major contributors to the economy into the indefinite
future.

The stock of physical capital in Canada is also large. The capital resource base
has been measured, generally ini ternis of the cumulative undepreciated expenditures on
capital equipment. However, this quantitative measure fails to capture the qualitative,
knowledge-augmented, dimension of the capital stock.

Canada lias a relatively well educated labor force. According to a recent Statistics
Canada study (Statistics Canada 1991), orily 7 percent of the adult population is
completely illiterate. However, this figure is based on the lowest definition of literacy,
out of four levels of reading ability. The highest level required the ability to read at a
fairly advanced level-for example, to read a long newspaper artidle and evaluate the
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arguments and evidence ini that article. 0n1y 62 percent were judged literate by that

standard. Simiilarly, 86 percent were numerically literate at the lowest level, but only 62

percent met the highest standard.

Compared to the United States, Canada has a somewhat h-igher proportion of

mndividuals who have not graduated from high school and a somewhat lower

proportion of individuals who have graduated from university. While these gaps are

narrowmng, they are stiil significant. The last cerisus reported that the median years of

formai schooling for Canadian aduits (whether maie or feinale) was 12.5 years. Thids was

up slightly from 1986, when the correspondmng figure was 12.2 years, while in 1976 the

median. level of formai schooling was only 11.2 years (Statistics Canada 1993: 203). The

median level of schooling is remarkably uniform across Canada. Except for

Newfoundland and the Northwest Territories, ail provinces and the Yukon Territory

had medians in 1991 between 12.2 and 12.8 years. The Newfoundland median was 11.4,

and the Northwest Territories were low at 11.2 years. The median age of schooling

decreases with age. In 1991 the median for those aged 25-44 was 13.2, for those aged 45-

64 it was 11.7 years, and for those 65 years or older it was onlyl10 years.

In 1992 about 43 percent of the adult population had some postsecondary

education. Speciflcaily, 11.8 percent had a university degree and another 22.3 percent

had postsecondary certificates or dipiomas (including trade certificates). The remaining

8.8 percent had attended a postsecondary institution but had not graduated. For the

1990-91 school year there were 532,000 full-time university students erirolled, up 39

percent from 1980-81. There were 249, 000 enrolled in trade and vocational programs,

about the same as in 1985-86 but down from 1983--84.
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effectively and that an increasing share of the costs of increased education would fail on
the students themselves. Critics feel that the government undervalues the social benefits
of education and failed to realize the access problems created for students from.
disadvantaged backgrounds. They find it strange that govemmuents that speak of the
extreme importance of a flexible and well-trained population should use expenditure
cuts in education funding to address their budget problems.

The above discussion refers to general educational expenditures. While there has
been some political, rhetoric, there really have been no significant special training or
retrairiing programs introduced to meet any restructuring made necessary by the
CUF17A and NAFIA.

There is another important element to the development of Canadian human
resotirces. Canada bas'traditionally received a significant number of net immigrants
each year. In 1993,255,042 individuals iminigrated to Canada. While in absolute ternis
the Uniited States receives more immigrants, Canada receives a substantially higher
number in proportion to its population. Recent changes in Canada's immigration laws
have resulted in a shift in the type of immigrants who are landing. Essentially there are
three categories of imrnigrants--family, refugee, and independent. Family and refugees
are accepted on humnanitarian grounds and may or may not bring needed jobs skills or
strong educational backgrounds. Independent immigrants are admitted on a points
basis, with points assigned for education and valuable job skills. Ini 1981, 35.0 percent of
those landed were independent immigrants. By 1991 that proportion had fallen to 28.9
percent. Another recent change in immigration law essentially allowed immigrants to
substitute financial capital for hunian capital. This allows individuals who invest the
required amount in Canada to be eligible to immigrate. These changes mean that
Canada may be less able to supplement its indigenous human capital than bas been the
case in the past.

It is difflcult to compare labor legislation between the United States and Canada
because both have a federal form of government, and therefore there are fifty-one sets of
laws in the Unîted States and thirteen (including federal, ten provincial, and two
territorial) sets in Canada. However, in general, Cariada's labor laws might be described
as more "pro-labor" than American legislation. Certainly workers are more unionized in
Canada. However, this may not be as important a difference as it would seem, because



most of the dîfference in unîonization rates can be explained by the strength of public-

sector unions in Canada.

Economists wiil tell any one who wiil listen that absolute labor costs do not

determine trade. Trade depends on ail costs, flot just labor costs, and reflects

comparative, flot absolute, advantage. However, it is certain that there wiil be those who

wish to compare wage rates between countries. Table 5.1 gives average hourly wages

rates for Canada for selected major employer categories for 1994. The value inU.S.

dollars at the 1994 exchange rate is also given.

TABLE 5.1

1994 WAGES FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONAL GROUFS

lndustry Wage Rate In U.S. $

Mining, oil wells 21.68 15.87

Manufacturing 15.95 11.68

Services 12.59 9.22

.Source Statistics Canada, 1995.

The Canadian Free Trade Debate

This section examines a number of issues that emerged in the debate over the free trade

agreements. Most of the issues to be discussed surfaced during the CUSFI'A

negotiations, although in some cases they reemerged during the later trilateral NAFI'A

tall<s. In general, Canadians were less concemned with the addition of Mexico to create a

trilateral agreement than they had been about the initial bilateral negotiations with the

United States. lIn part, this may have been because some of those opposed to a bilateral

agreement had argued that Canada should flot be tied to a trade agreement with just the

United States but should be seeking a multinational agreement. It was difficult for them

to oppose the addition of a third nation to the CUSFTA agreement. More importantly,

the volume of Mexico-Canada trade is relatively small, so the addition of Mexico was

28Chapter 5
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flot Iikely to have significant effects one way or the other, although some expressed fear
that it mighit divert trade away from Canada to Mexico. Stiil, it was generaily the
opinion of those who studied the issue that if there were to be a Mexico-United States
trade agreement, it was in Canada's interest to be part of it in order to reduce the
chances of Mexico gaining trade advantages with the Uniited States that nnght allow it
to dispiace Canadian exports (Cadsby and Woodwise 1993:450).

In the limited, spaoe available no attempt wil be made to determine, in any
comprehensive way, the validity or lack of validity of ai laims miade by the various
groups who opposed the two trade agreements. It is important to realize that it is flot
the validity of these objections that makes them relevant politicaily. It is the tenacity of
belief of those who hold them. Therefore, the purpose of this discussion is to outline
briefly the arguments that emerged in the free trade debate. Since the economic
arguments ini favor of free trade are discussed in detail elsewhere in this book, we shail
put more emphasis on the opinions of those opposed to the CUSFT7A.

Opponents of the CUSFTA
A number of Canadians expressed the fear that free trade with the United States would
resuit in Canadians becoming "hewers of wood and drawers of water."' 0f course, this

' objection runs counter to the experience over the last fifty years, during which tariffs
have been corràng down. During that period the proportion of Canadian exports, that
were manufactured goods has been rising. However, it is not a surprising position,
given Canada's historic dependence on staples, as outlined above. Moreover, for more
than a century Sir John Macdonald and his Conservative political successors had
preached a national policy whiàch argued that tariffs were necessary if Canada was to
develop a large domnestic manufacturing sector. A related objection saw the CUSPIA as
a seilout of Canadian natural resources. Again there is some historical basis for the
argument. The Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 was approved by the Americans only after
they gained access to the fisheries in the Grand Banks. A later free trade proposaI would
have graxited Americans fishing rights off the west coast of Canada. The image of
Canadian water and oil fiowing uncontroilably south is sufficient to arouse substantial
and strong opposition. It seezningly reinforces the view that free trade will leave Canada
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as an exporter of raw materiais to the United States and an importer of manufactured

goods. kronicaily, such critics see the CUSFTA as a new mercantilist policy.

It is flot only the sellout of resources that opponents of free trade fear. They have

also predicted the seilout of Canadian manufacturing industry. Foreign ownership

remains a matter of concern for many of those opposed to free trade. The foreign

ownership issue is flot a simple one. Until World War I most foreign investment in

Canada was British. As the British divested their Canadian holdings to, finance two

world wars, the balance shifted and the Americaxis becamne the dominant source of

foreign investinent. The form also shifted ftom portfolio to direct."7 By the 1960s a

significant proportion of Canadian industry was U.S. controiled, and nationalists of al

political backgrounds became concemned. Legisiation was passed that required the

screening of foreign takeovers. By the 1980s the furor was abating and this legisiation

was watered down. However, some Canadians, particularly those on the political lef t,

continue to voice concerns. They view the CUSFI'A as providing U.S. multinationals the

opporturdty to buy up what was left of Canadian-owned industry. Paradoxicaily, the

reduction of trade barriers also reduced one of the motives for foreign ownership. In the

days of bigh tariffs, U.S. firms often established Cantadian branch plants to avoid the

tariff wail. Thus free trade could mean less foreign ownership. The opponents flnd littie

solace ini this possible turn of events. They see no reason why removing tariffs should

lead foreigners to sell back to Canadiaris. Even worse, perhaps, if a branch plant was

established simply to avoid a tariff wall, there might be no reason at ail to niaintain the

plant under free trade. Such plants n'dght simply be dlosed or, with the advent of

NAPTA, moved to, Mexico to take advantage of the Iower wages there. Either way,

CUSFI'A would generate undesirable effects. Some manufacturing plants would be

closed and the jobs shifted south, and whatever nianufacturing was stifi econoinic.

would be run by Americans.
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niay well be of lim-ited. usefulness, for there is also a provision that allows retaliation if
the exemption is exercised. The recent controversy over the New Country Network
tends to, reinforce this view. When the Canadian Radio-Television and
Telecommunications Commission ordered cable companies to, replace the U.S. country
music station with a Canadian country station, the U.S. station retaliated by ceasing to
play most Canadian artists. The final result was a compromise under which the U.S.
station bought a rninority position in the Canadian station. Canada is flot alone la its
fear of American "cultural imperialism." Several other countries have legislated national
content rules for radio, television, movies, and other cultural industries. In the
meantime, Canada is beginning to export another music channel to Mexico. (As of June
1, 1995, the Canadian MuchMusic signal began to be available in Mexico.) The whole
debate as it relates to television may become moot because of technology changes such
as direct view satellites. However, it is likely to reniain important for books, movies, and
the recording mndustry.

Perhaps of greatest concern to those who have opposed the CUSFTA and
NAFTA is the future of Canada's social programs. Many of Canada's social programs
are not that different from their U.S. counterparts. The federal governinent in Canada
provides a paymertt called Old Age Security to most Canadians over age sixty-five. For
those with little or no other lacome, it is augmented by a prograin called Guaranteed
Income Supplement. A third prograin, the Canada Pension Plan (or the Quebec Pension
Plan), provides pensions to retired Canadians. Payments under this plan are based on
the contributions made by employees and employers during the lndividual's working
life. (Self-employed workers are also covered, but they must inake both the employee
and employer contributions.) While the exact nature and level of support la these
programs are not the saine as under U.S. Social Security and welf are progranis, the
différences are flot so great as to cast doubt on the ability of free trade to function.

Canada also has a federally operated employment insurance (EI) program,1 '
which has recently been changed. Some have suggested that the changes are a
consequence of the free trade agreements. Canadian employment insurance bas been
raised by the United States la trade disputes (Bowker 1988: 94), the argument belng that

Until 1996, EI was called unemploymnent insurance <LJI).
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the goverrament program. gives an unfair advantage to Canadian biusinesses. However,

the changes'im the Canadian program probably would have been made in any case,

because it had evolved into much mxore thian emp1oymeznt izisurazice. lIn areas of

chrordçally highi unexnployment, it had become a weIf are scheme. It was also used as a

job retraining prograin A recentpstudy (Sargent 1995: 47) co>ncluded that the Carnadian

prograzn was eignificantly more generous fi-tan the program, in a "typical" U.S state.

Uslng the 1970 Çanadian system as a base, as of September 1994 the Caadiaiprogram.

scored a generosity indexç of 114, compared to the "typical' state score of 81 with U.S.

Federal Extended Benefits (FEB) included. However, New York State's program. scored

128 i4thFEB included. It is har4 for the United States toa rgue that Canada's prgamis

inicompatile with free trade when New York lias an evezn mor<e generous
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extra biling.1 ' Originally the federal governent provided 50 percent of the funding;
however, the federal share has dropped and will continue to do so. As the federal share
decreases, so does the federal govemmuent's abîilty to enforce national standards.

Canada spends a significantly smaller proportion of GDP on health care than
does the United States, but it has lower death rates and longer life expectancies. In 1990
Canada spent $1,837 Canadian per capita, or 9.2 percent of GDF, on health care. The
United States spent $2,566 Canadian per capita, or 12.2 percent of GDP. Moreover, the
rate of increase in costs in the United States bas been higher than in Canada <Nair,
Karim, and Nyers 1992: 175-78). A Canaclian female's life expectancy at birth is 80.6
years, cornpared to, 78.6 in the United States. The figures for males are 73.7 and 71.6
years, respectively. The age-standardized mortality rates are 727 per 100,000 in Canada
cornpared to 820 per 100,000 in the United States. The infant morality rate in Canada is
about 7 per 1,000. In the United States it is nearly 50 percent higher, at 10 per 1,000
(Nair, Karim, and Nyers 1992.-181). The greater efficiency of the Canadian health care
systern cornes about in part because the proportion spent on administration is smaller.

Some U.S. interests view medicare as a subsidy to business. Most of the cost of
the Canadian health care systern cornes out of general revenue, whereas many U.S.
employers pay substantial preniiuxns for theit workers' insurance. For this reason it may
seem to U.S. employers that their Canadian competitors have an advantage. I-owever, it
should be noted that Canadians pay higher taxes than do Arnericans. The hizher taxes
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receut debate over liealth in the U.S. Congress demoxistrated that there are those who

are st:rongIy opposed to a Canadian-style health care system. Recent changes in

Cariadian drug patient laws were inpart the result of U.S. political pressure and

multital rg cocmpaiiies' lobbying in Canada. U.S. xuedical insurance coznpanies

are ready anid able tQ move ixnto Canada shc>uld the institutional fraxnework change to

allow them~ to do> sp (Pedersen 1.995). Moreover, U.S. legislation relating to frade with

Cuba indicates the willingness o~f some U.S. legislators to use comimercial poliçy tp gain

domestic political en'ds, even if th~e policy dictates actio>ns by individuals and firris
under the jurisdition of another government.
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advantage. 0f course, the CUSFTA and NAFTA will mean that Canadians must make
adjustments. But even without the free trade agreements, changes in the world economy
would necessitate adjustments in Canada. The point is that the adjustments required by
the CUSFrA and NAFTA are ones that increase the well-being of the Canadian
economy.

Other Issues
Several unique aspects of the Canadian economy deserve brief comment. The regional
disparities issue bas an interesting sideline. Canada itself is not a completely free trade
zone. Some barriers to mnterprovincial. trade still exiat. The "b.eer war" is illustrative of
such barriers. The "beer war" resulted from the Province of Ontario's efforts to place
barriers on the importation of foreign beer, but it niay have had its roots la the fact that
until recently each province was able to prevent the importation of beer from other
provinces. While laterprovincial barriers are coniing down, they still exist. In fact, some
observers bave suggested that under free trade the barriers to trade between Canada
and the United States and Mexico wil be less in some respects than the barriers to trade
between provinces. It is partly for this reason that the governxent of Canada, under the
ternis of NAFTA, must provide compensation for provincial progranis that violate the

f Canadian aboriginal peoples is a hotly debated topic la Canada.
land disputes and a feeling la many quarters that earlier
Fair. Moreover, the aboriginal people exhibit econoznic, health, and
,els far below the average Canadian. Native groups currently bave

Jal rights on their reserves. Many of the native groups are seeking
wa what such seif-rule would involve. It seeins likely that it will
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Whl4e this is a possible source of complications, ai to the b~lack market cigarette trade
that force4 Cnada to Iower its tobIacco ex<cise tax, it is flot a major or uniquely Canadian
préblem.

Firnally, Quebec separatism remais a contixiuing possibility. Wliile the 1995
referendum was won by the sie supporting continuing union with Canada, the vote
was almost evenly divided between the "yes" and "no" camps. VVhile it remains clear
that flot aUl those voting to seeewi8hed complete independence for Quebec, it is true

thtmany within Quebec woul like to see greater recognition of Quebec's unique
Fracoponeculture and, perhaps, greater powers for the Quebec provincial

goverment. It also seems dlear that the issue of separatism will flot subside. Quebec
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roots which go back well before confederation. The British mercantilist policies of the
Canadian colonial period and the role of staples in Canadian economic development
have left an image of Canadians as hewers of wood and drawers of water. The United
States lias mnsisted on access to Canadian resources as a condition for freer access to U.S.
markets ever since the original 1854 Reciprocity Treaty. This insistence has created the
fear among many Canadians that the Uniited States is only interested in Canadian
resources. In the nineteenth century the Canadian colonies formed a nation. This nation
building was, in part a defensive act against perceived U.S. expansionism. The United
States" concept of nianifest destiny, the land dlaim disputes over the Pacific Northwest,
and the unfortunate tactics of the campaign by the Taft administration to secure Senate
approval of a trade agreement with Canada ail tended to support the view that
Americans wished to absorb Canada. In this century the rise of U.S. multinationals lias
only served to shift the fear of U.S. political domination to a fear of U.S. economic
domination. Even the obvious benefits to Canada of the Auto Pact have not convinced
doubters who feel that it only benefits the United States and the American big three
auto manufacturers.

I spite of the continuing opposition, it is unlikely that any future goverrnent
wiil abrogate either accord. Continuing argument about the CUSFTA and NAFTA also
reflects the fact that far more lias happened in Canada and the world since December 31,
1988, than the implementation of the free trade agreements. It can neyer be possible to
sort out completely the effects of North American economic integration and the effects
of ail the other changes.

The "danger to social prograins argument" is a difficuit one. Clearly there is

de. The federal government and the various provincial

nning large deficits. There have been threats of downgrades
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inatter. Therefore, many politicians and voters see a need to cut social prorms JI the

long run the~ problem i8 made worse by an aging population that will put heavier

demands oni old-age support plans and healtb care. Moreover as the federal governmeznt

moves to rediice its deficit, it has aznQunce4 that it will reduce transfer paymnst h

proincs.These reductions mean that the provinces wiUl have less money to fund social

prograDs, but also that the federal goverrnent has less political leverage to, force

nationial standards on~ the provinces.

trade but»y an internal shift to the politiçal right. kkwever, those opsdto free trade

wil ee any reductionof social progas asarsl ffe rd vni tii a h
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trade with Cuba and sugar. The future of NAFrA wîi to some considerable degree
depend on ýthe ability of the member countries to resolve these difference.

The last issue relates to the possible expansion of NAFrA. Canada is likely to
strongly support such expansion. From a Canadian perspective a multinational trade
area is superior to a bilateral or trilateral one-first, because it would reduce U.S.
political and economic influence, but also because it is in Canada's interest to develop
new trading links. A strong multinational trade area would reduce Canada's
dependence on the U.S. economy and bring the benefits of diversity.
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CHAPTER 6

The Political Economy of Mexico's Development

Eduardo Zepeda and Diana Alarcôn

The Me>dcan economy has been at the forefront of economic news sinoe 1982. On many
occasions, this promidnence was due ta the fact that the country's policy makers were being
castigated for grass nusmanagement of the economy. On other occasions, it was because
Medco was being held up as a showcase of International Monetary Fund and World Bank
stabilization arnd structural adjustnent policies. What has remnained unchanged
throughout these contrasting scenarios is Mexico's inability ta recover the historical
growth rates that it enjoyed during the 1950s and 1960s. Economic development has been
postponed repeatedly as a vicious policy cycle heaped hardship on the population. A
timetable of key events in Mexico illustrates this point well:

1978-1981 Rapid econornic growth based on ail exports.
1982 Debt crisis triggered by external shocks and economidc niismanagement.

1983-1985 Refusal to participate in a debtors' cartel. Adoption af strong stabilization

policies ta becorne the model "adjusting country."'
1985 Major currency devaluation. Earthqualces, in Mexico City, causing massive
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1994 (Dec.) Abrupt devaluation.

1995 International Monetary Fund anid World Bank dlaims of exchange rate

mismranagement and insufficient structural adjustment.

1995--1996 Economic and political crisis.

Over the last fifteen years, the Mexican economy has been characterized by

stagnation, with worsening poverty and an increasingly uneven distribution of income.

Surprismngly, there was littie evidenoe of social tensions or political turmoil throughout

this period. However, in 1994 a series of events shocked the coumtry-a revoit in Chiapas,

political assassinations, and a sharp devaluation at year's end-and gave dear evidenoe

that serious social and political problenis were accumidating.

In less th-an twenty years, Mexico had nioved from. a relatively stable situation' to

a major development crisis. The différence between the situation today and that faced bj

Mexico in the aftermath of the 1982 debt criais is that it would be exoessively difficuit now

to impleinent the sanie kind of policies adopted ini the early 1980s-znainly because they

require a high degree of credibility, sornethidng that bas been undennined by the poor

performance of the economny in the last fifteen years and today's level of social and

political dissatisfaction. Clearly a new development strategy needs to be formulated, one

that gives special eniphasis to the basic needs of the population.

This chapter will first provide a brief historical background, a condensed review of

Mexidcan history frorn colonial tinies to the land reforni of President Cârdenas in the late

1930s. It then turns to the import-substitution-industrialization period, whose decline set

in motion the search for alternative development strategies in the 1970s. It next addresses

the 1982 debt crisis, the 1982-1988 period of stabilization, and the 1989-1994 neo-liberal

experinient, underlining the latter's major successes and failures. The chapter enids with a

description of the 1995 criais and somne thoughts about the problems, of long-terni

economidc developnient in Mexidco.
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From Colonization to Modernization
Soon after the discovery of America in 1492, Spaniards arrived on Mexico's Gulf Coast
with plans to conquer native civilizations and establish a colonial power under the

Spanish Crown. Tinted by strong feudal characteristics, doniance in the territories of

New Spain depended on a complex web of local and regional groups that, derived, their
power from ownership of extensive tracts of land (haciendas). The economidc, social, and
political system rested on a comprehensive set of detailed rules. The dass hierarchy had
Spaniards at the top, followed by Criollos (individua]s descended from Spanish parents
but bomn in New Spain), Mestizos (descendants of Spaniards and natives), and natives,
Africans, and Zambos (descendants of natives and Africans). There was no judicial

system; social order was based on the protection that the powerful granted to those at the
bottomn of the hierarchy who sought their support. Production was largely organized
around meeting the needs of the haciendas and exporting natural resources (mainly gold
and silver). There were no incentives for establishing industries since it was mnore difficult

to produce th-an to trade for finished goods.

Early in the nineteenth century, Criollos, who far outnumbered SpanLiards in the
new territories, revolted against the Spantish Crown, winning independence in 1817. As
Mexico's economic and political liks with Spain loosened, new economic and social
opportunLities appeared, but most of the local and regional structure of power remained
untouched. In the 1850s pressure was building to modemnize the country along the Uines of
the then influential liberal ideology. Presidents Benito Juàrez (1858-1872) and Lerdo de
Tejada (1872-1876) dlashed with powerful local and regional groups in an attempt to build
a nation-state that would provide the framework for the development of a national

economy. There were several attempts to lower interregional and international barriers to
trade, though the latter was pursued with less enthusiasm itan the former. Mexico's first

rail Uine (thirty years in the inaking) was completed, and entrepreneurship and private
investment were promoted during these administrations.

However, despite enormous efforts by the central goverrnent, little progress was
made toward building a national economy. La Reforma, as this period was known,

encountered many obstacles to modernization, including the 1862 French invasion and the
temporary imposition of Maximilano of Austria as emperor of Mexico. Although liberal
ideology proclaimed the need to develop entrepreneurship within society, modernizing
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Mexico also needed a strong state, something flot in existence at the time. In addition,ý

flawed agricultural policies weakened the system of communal property and further

strengthened the power of owners of large landholdings known as latifundios.

The presidency of Porfirio Diaz (1876-1911) set the stage for the Mexidcan

Revolution which began in 1910, but Diaz also created the conditions for Mexico's

modernization. Relying on centralized dictatorial powers organized around privileges and

political favors, Diaz garnered sufficient political strength to implement the reform-s that

Juàrez and Lerdo de Tejada had so ineffectively imitiated. For the first time in Mexican

history, national econornic development was a stated goal of government programs.

Dfaz's strategy was a simnple one: attract as much foreign direct investrnent as possible,

doing whatever was necessary to that end. Foreign investors received unlimited facilities,

and Me>dco was soon dependent on extemnal capital to an extreme. Diaz and the group of

intellectuals that supported bim-"Ioes cientýîcos"-believed that foreign investors were

better businessmen than Mexican entrepreneurs in most respects. Excluding agriculture

and craft production, about two-thirds of Mexican production was given over to, the

control of foreign capital. During thîis period, called the "Porfiriato," the economy grew at

unpreoedented, rates led by light manufactures, inainly for domestic consumption, and

primary comznodities, exdlusively for export. Most resources were channeled to the

construction of infrastructure, led by railroads. Although rail links were developed mainly

to connect major chties to ports to facilitate exports, the construction of a national rail

system also created the conditions for the integration of the domestic market. Large flows

of foreign capital entered the country, mainly into the government securities that financed

the construction of infrastructure.

Along with economic dominance cornes political power, and foreign capital soon

held leverage ini Mexidco's domestic politics. However, the political alliance that sustained

Diaz was sufficiently strong that foreign interests reinained second in ternis of political

importance. The real threat to the Porfiriato would corne fromn within-iL the form of

growing social unrest and disputes aniong econondc groups. The Porfiriato was a period
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middle class and nationalistic intellectuals, large segments of the rural population joined

the movement, organizing around their own rural leaders. Thus it was that land

redistribution and demnocratization of political life ini Mexico became the two central

demands of the revolution.

The armed phase of the revolution ended ini 1917, although political turmoil

continued, induding armed revolts in several regions. During the revolution, political

power was fragmented among a number of local and regionial forces under the leadership

of different "caudillos."' These leaders vied for position in the postrevolutionary period,

making for a national government that was fragile and unable to articulate a national

development program. In 1929, a new political p arty (the PNR, Revolutionary National

Party) was created in order to, unify what came to be known as the "revolutionary

famfly"-the multiplicity of leaders who had played key roles in the revolution, and their

followers. The PNR provided a forum for the internal resolution of disputes among theS

regional groups, and it succeeded in ending the series of political assassinatioris of the

1920s.

Trapped ini attempts to resolve their own political conflicts, postrevolutionary
governments postponed addressing one of the core deniands of the revolution: land

reform. During the 1920s and early 1930s the promise of land redistribution was used as a
political tool to, quiet discontent in the countryside, but the government did flot modify

the structure of property ownership, in any substantial way. Land remained in the hands

of large fat zfindistas, and this situation remained a persisting source of conflict.

Backed by a strong coalition of grassroots organizations and defying the most

powerful groups witidn the party, Uzaro Càrdenas won the presidential nomination of

the PNR in the mîd-1930s. Based on bis experience as governor of Michoacàn, one of the

poorest states in Meico, President Cârdenas encouraged the organization of poor

peasants in groups of "petitioners," whidch in turn pressed the federal goverrnent to

redistribute land. With-in four years, Càrdenas had radically modified Mexico's structure

of lanid ownersbip. I order to avoid future reconcentration, land was flot allocated as

private property. Rather, peasants-transformed into ejidatarios-were given the right to

Reallocating
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land into sniailer urtits would supposedly increase agricultural production-l'y bringing

formnerly idie land under cultivation and by intensifying cultivation on ail land as peasants

applied their intensive cultivation practices. An increase in agricultural production, in

turn, would support the industrialization process in a number of ways: (1) it would

increase the supply of foodstuffs for the growing urban population; (2) it would provide

raw inputs for industrialization; and (3) by increasing exports of primary commnodities, it

would provide foreign currency to support the irnport of intermediate and capital goods

required l'y the industrial sector.

The land reform of the 1930s was not linited to land redistribution. Because the

agricultural sector was to play a central role in Mexico's development strategy, Càrdenas

created new institutions to provide eidos with credit, technical assistance, and

infrastructure. Resuits were impressive. Agricultural production increased at a rapid rate.

President Càrdenas introduced other reforms as weil. Hie nationalized Mexico's ài

industry in 1938, previously li the hands, of foreign firms. This nationalization proved to

l'e a key step in the country's industrialization. In addition, land reform and the

and became the PRM (Party of theand
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Industrialization and Import Substitution
ISI bas been criticized from a number of theoretical perspectives. One of the strongest
criticisms is that ISI introduces major distortions in the allocation of resources, throughout
an economy, promoting the growth of an inefficient industrial sector. Although there may
be elements of truth in this observation, in order to understand ISI's virtues and its flaws
one must also consider the historical. context in which this strategy has been implemented
by developing countries.

The Mexican economy represents a successful case of, imaport-substitution
industrialization. During the 1950s and 1960s, I51 spurred high economnic growth and
rapid industrialization. However, in the 1970s accunulating problenis signaled that
import substitution bad reached its linit as a useful development strategy.

The Success of Import Substitution
Ini the early 151 period in Mexico, vigorous industrialization provided the foundatîon for
strong econoniic growth. Between 1950) and 1970, manufacturing output grew at an
average 8 percent per year, leading rapid econoriuc expansion. GDP grew at an average
rate of 6 percent a year, and GDP per capita rose at an average of 3 to 4 percent annually.

Not only was the economy growing, but profound structural changes were taking
place as well. Industrial and manufacturing activities mncreased i importance relative to,
total output and employment. Manufacturing's share in GDF increased from 17 to 23
percent between 1950 and 1970, whiùle primary activities decreased from 19 to 9 percent of
GDF in the sanie period. The distribution of employment sbifted from primary
(agricultural) activities toward industry and services. Mexico was clearly becoming an
industrializing country.

INSERT BOX 1 IMEXICO'S ECONOMIC GROWTHJ ABOUT HERE

Another distinctive feature of Mexico's econornic performance in these years was
the znacroeconomic stability that accompanied industrialization, particularly during thie
1960s. In 1954 and 1958 the country, facing a criais in its balance of payments, had
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devalued the peso sharply. Since then, a more conservative approach ta fiscal and

monetary p'olicies had led the way ta several years of relative price stability. Price

increases measured about 3 percent a year, a reinarkable achievement by Latin American

standards and one that gave this period its name: the period of stabilizing development

Industrialimation Policy

Industrialization was supported by a wide range of policies designed ta promote industry

and transfer resources ta industrial activities, particularly manufacturing. lndustrial policy

targeted specific sectors ta benefit from. strong incentives and protection. The Minidstry of

Trade issued a list of products that qualified for goverrment support programs; selected

industries benefited from tax reductions, credit allocationis, preferential interest rates,

rebates on import duties, and access ta import quotas.

Mexico's trade policy was characterized by bigh levels of protection for mndustrial

activities. Import licenses were required for more than two-thirds of total imports. And

import duties ran as high as 100 percent, with the higher rates imposed on final products

and the relatively lower rates iniposed on selected intermediate and capital goods. lIn

general, import duties were higher for consumer durables and lower for intermnediate and

nondurable consumer goods. This taxation structure translated into high levels of

protection for domnestic producers of consumer durables, who enjoyed high profit rates

based on import restrictions on competing products.
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ports, and transportation, as well as managing the extraction, refiriing, and m*arketing Of
petroleum.L The state operated important comparies in sectors hile transportation

equipment and steel. Direct management Of key enterprises was an integral part of a

strategy aimned at promoting industrialization. By setting prices 10w for key inputs, the

govemmnent was actually subsidizing industrial Production and the process Of

urbanization.;

The governiment provided particularly strong industralization support to the
automobile sector. High duties on imported cars-along with fiscal incentives to

transnational corporations fromn the Urdted States, Germany, Japan, and France to produce

i Mexdco-nurtured the development of a fast-growing auto sector in Mexico that soon

accounted for a large share of employment and of manufacturing value added. Given the

automobile firras' high level of protection, their output was oriented almost exclusively to

the domestic market. Large inefficiendies accumulated in the sector's structure of

production, ultimately undermiing its ability to develop into an international competitor.

Industrial development was aiso supported by a policy of wage restraint

Government control over the largest labor unions helped to keep real wages below

productivity growth. Wage policy was implemented through two main mechanisma. First,

there was a oentralized process of wage bargaining that set regional and job-speciflc

minimum wages. Minimum wages, i turn, served as the reference point for individual

firms and sectoral wage negotiations. Second, the ability of workers to organize and

demand wage increases was, and still is, severely curtailed by the existence of tripartite

organizations comprising representatives of workers, employers, and government

officiais, which lirnit union actions. As a result, wages increased very slowly i real ternis,

below the rate of productivity growth. There were a few exceptions; i such fast-growing

sectors as automobiles and steel, real wages were relatively higher and wage increases

were dlosely tied to productivity gains.

Regarding resource allocation, there were explicit mechanisms for transferring

resources to the m-anufacturing sector. First price icreases for prirnary products-

especially agricultural commodities-lagged behind prices for industrial products. In

addition, manufacturing producers were the main beneficiaries of the cheap electricity,

fuel, and railroad transportation provided by state-owned enterprises. Second, the

goverrnent channeled resources directly into the development of urban areas through
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public investment in infrastructure and the allocation of preferential credit to

manufacturing activities. Third, to, the extent that Mexdco's exports were dom-inated by

prin'ary products and the coumtry's imports consisted mainly of intermediate and capital

goods, exchange rate management, which led to overvaluation of the peso, amounted to a

tax on primary products; anid a subsidy to manufacturing activities. Thus exchange rate

policies also contributed to, the transfer of resources from. primary activities to

manufacturing and industrial activities.

Mlacroeconomic Policy
Macroeconomnic stability was achieved through a mix of conservative fiscal and monetary

policies. Public deficits were kept below 1.5 percent of GDP, and the government

maintained tight control over the money supply. The most important tool of monetary

policy was the bidgh level of reserves that commercial barks were required to deposit with

the Central Bank Thus interest rates were also deterniined by policy design. Every year,

government officiais would set the desired level of public expenditures and the mix of

deficit flnanding from domestic banlcs and extemnal borrowing. The private sector would

then borrow remaining funds from domestic banks and obtain any additional f unds fromn

external sources.

The Exhaustion of ISI
The strategy of import substitution was very successful in promoting rapid economic

growth led by an unpreoedented expansion of the industrial sector. Eventually, however,

ISI succumbed to its own internal contradictions. Toward the end of the 1960s the

momnentuni for industrialization was slowing. Once the relatively easy stage of import

substitution-the production of nondurable consumer goods for the domestic market-
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The high priority given to industrialization and the systematic transfer of resources

from, primary activities and rural areas toward industry distorted developmnent in both

rural and urban sectors. Huge clisparities between expected income in the cities and

average income ini rural areas caused massive rural-to-urban migration, reinforcing the
urban bias of development The rapidly growing urban areas absorbed increasing
amounts of resources, for productive and social ifrastructure. The incentives to the

industrial sector-low interest rates, subsidies, high rates of protection-were very
successful ini acoelerating industrialization, but they discriminated. against primary
activities and precluded the possibility of a more balanced pattern of growth. These
incentives to the industrial sector also resulted ini an artificiaily low price of capital, with
perverse consequences, for employment and the distribution of income-for two reasons:
First they created a higbly concentrated structure of industrial production with
correspondingly large profit inargins, which contrlbuted to widening income inequality.

Second, they generated a very capital-intensive structure of production, with low capacity

to create employment.

Balance-of-payments probleins became increasingly severe. The level of

protectionismn that characterized industrial development in Mexico created an industrial
sector that was unable to compete i international markets. Moreover, fixed exchange
rates eventually led to overvaluation, further discouraging export growth. Although
protectionist measures prevented a massive influx of imports, the structure of production

was higbly dependent on imported capital. Thus any increase in the pace of economnic
activity led unerringly to a corresponding increase inimports. I 1970, for exaznple, more
itan 90 percent of total imports were intermediate and capital goods. On the other hand,
years of policy neglect of agriculture and primary activities decreased the exporting

capacity of those sectors. By the late 1960s, historical surpluses of primary products gave
way to shortfalls. The rural sector was no longer able to provide adequate supplies of
agricultural products for domestic consumption, and living conditions in rural areas

deteriorated, not only in relation to urban residents but also i absolute terms.

Two problems were slowly eroding the foundations of niacroeconomic stability i
Mexico. The first was the reluctance to adjust the exchange rate, which eventually led to

overvaluation. Rooted i the political and economnic turmoil generated by devaluations i

the 1950s, political leaders were hesitant to adtust the exchanze rate to hold inflation i
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check, fearing that any devaluation would be interpreted as a sign that their policy choices

were flawed. Although a 3 percent arinual inflation rate was low by Latin American

standards, it was higher thian the rate prevailing in the United States, Mexico's major

trading partner. Toward the late 1960s the exchange rate becazne slightly overvalued, and

it was dlearly out of line by rnid-1970s.

The second problem was an unsustainably narrow tax base for public revenue. The

proportion that taxes represented in GDF was low in Mexico cornpared ta developed

countries, but it was also low ini relation ta, other developmng countries at siniilar levels of

industrialization. If the government was ta continue playing an active raie in

developrnent, additional sources of domestic funds had ta be foumd.

Thus the country's development strategy was facing increasing difficulties in

several doniains: (1) the sources of foreign exchange that had supported irnport-

substitution industrialization were drying up; (2) the easy stage of irnport substitution was

over, makidng it more difficuit ta sustain fast rates of industrialization and econojnic

growth; (3) macraeconomidc stability was under strain; and (4) social problen-is were

arising due to, persistent inequalities in the distribution of incarne, as well as inequalities

in the access to opportunities for social advancement.
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manufactured products. Overvaluation of the exchange rate increased throughout most of

the period. And -to a large extent the urban bias of economic policy did flot waver the

structure of relative prices, the allocation of credit, and the deployment of infrastructure

continued to favor industrial and urban activities over agricultur-al and rural

development.

Emphasis in particular policies varied over time and especially between the two

presidential administrations of this period-those of Luis Echeverrîa (1970ý-1976) and José

Lôpez Portillo (1976-1982). More important, however, was the change in Mexico's

macroeconornic franework toward the'end of the 1970s. A sharp rise in Mexico's ofi

exports increased the availability of foreign exchange. Up to the rnid-1970s, the

govemmuent had followed a policy of self-sufflciency with respect to natural resources,

deeply rooted in the historical events that led to the nationalization of the oil industry in

1938.011l extraction was basically lixnited to domestic consumption. Indeed, during years

of peak demand or supply shortages, Mexico had imported oil. But in the late 1970s, after

the U.S. government publidly announced the existence of large and long-known oil

reevsin Mexican territory, that policy was reversed. Taking advantage of high prices in

international oil markets, the Mexican govemmnent designed a strategy to increase

petroleumn extraction and oil exports in a very short period, and the oil industry became a

central piece in the design of economnic policy.

At this point Mexico also left behind the policies that had marked its period of

"stabilizing development" Public deficits of more than 3 percent of GDP-after

inflation--becaine conimon, and in some years they exceeded 5 percent. This new level of

expenditures, coupled with rising international prices, pushed domestic inflation to

average rates of 12 percent a year between 1971 and 1975 and 22 percent on average from

1976 to, 1981.

The 1971-1976 Period
Policies implemented in the early 1970s were a first attempt to tackle some of the

challenges posed by the decline of import substitution and the contradictions that surfaced

in the late 1960s. Industrialization proceeded very much along the samne limes as before.

Unlike Southeast Asian countries once their easy stages of import substitution were

completed, Mexico did not attempt to transformn domestic manufacturers into successful
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exporters. Nor did Mex:ico pursue more aggressive prograins of împort substitution that

would have carried it toward the second stage of import-substitution industrialization-

nurtwing the development of a strong capital goods sector-as did Brazil.

Mexico adopted a more moderate approach to promoting m-anufactured exports.

In a few industries, the government granted spécial tariff exemptions for the import of

intermediate and capital goods tied to specific export targets. A public agency (the

Mexican Foreign Trade Institute, or IMCE) was created to facilitate export activities.

Drawback provisions for import duties on exported goods were also designed to stimulate

exports. FoUlowing the example of some Asian countries, Mex:ico facilitated. the

establishment of export-processing zones (EPZs) along its border with the United States.

However, industries that flourished under these progranis were isolated from. the rest of

the economy, and there was no dlear meclium-term strategy to integrate them with the

domestic industrial sector. EPZ nmquiladoras import Up to 98 percent of their inputs,

purchasing only 2 percent from domestic producers. These industries, located under the

export-prooessing umbrella, were basicaliy conceived as a means to obtain foreign

excbange and create employment on a regional basis, rather thian as a component of an

overail strategy of industrialization.

To the extent that the industrialization approach to development rexnained

unchanged, the nature of social policy did not dif fer substantially from previous years.
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the domestic market, with exports representing only a small fraction of their total sales.

On the other hand, the industrial sector's dependency on imported intermediate and

capital goods did flot improve, and an, increasing import bll was the cost of moving ahead

with the process of industrialization. As a resuit, and despite the rapid rise of

manufactured exports, the extemnal trade balance continued to deteriorate. Mexico's trade

deficit increased from 2.3 percent of GDP in 1971 to 4.6 percent in 1974, to fail slightly to

4.1 percent in 1975.

Growing trade deficits must either be resolved through a devaluation, be firianced

with extennal resources, or be halted through contractionary policies. Taking advantage of

international conditions, Mexico chose the option of financing its growing deficit with

foreign debt. Since the mid-1960s Mexico had enjoyed relatively easy access to

international capital markets. TI the 1970s the goverrnent was able to borrow from the

large pool of international boan funds made available due to international funancial

innovation, liability management, and thew recycling of OPEC oil surpluses. A substantial

proportion of Mexico's public and trade deficits were financed in this way, although debt

ratios started to show some warning signs as debt grew faster tan. GD> and interest

payments came to represent a large proportion of export revenues.

A substantial slowing of private investment became one of the moet critical

problems in these years. Ini the context of increasing imbalances generated by the

industrialization process and of political actions taken by the govemnment to lessen social

tensions, harsh recrinnunations surfaced between govemment officiais and segments of the

private sector, and this contnibuted to a major retrenchment of pnivate investment. Not

only did new investments hold off, but the private sector also "lost" undeninvested plants

to the government. Pnivate businesses took the back seat, and the state was forced to take

up the slack. One way the government averted econoinic recession, growing

unemployment, and greater social tensions was by taking over bankrupt businesses and

undertaking major investmnent projects in such diverse industries as steel, electnidity,

automobiles, and even tourism. Although representatives of the business comrnunity

blarned the government for the slowing of private investnient these years dlearly

represent a foreshadowing of what would later corne to be recognized as a major

econoznic problem: the chronic: risk-averse behavior of Mexican entrepreneurs. It is of note

that despite its increasing role, the government did not seriously challenge the dominant
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position of the private sector in the economy. In fact, the government protected the private

sector's short-terni interests through major concessions in key decisions. At one point, for

example, the governent abandoned a fully designed fiscal reform that would have

caused the private sector to, experience a shortfall in revenue. The interest of private

national investors were further protected by the adoption of restrictive legisiation on

foreign investment.

Mexico's overail economic performance continued to deteriorate. Economic

growth slowed from an average annual increase in GDP of 7 percent between 1960 and

1970 to 6.5 percent a year frorn 1971 to 1976. Manufacturing output, which had been

increasing by 8 percent a year between 1960 and 1970, rose by only about 4 percent during

the later period. A fundarnental cause of concern was the slowdown in productivity

excperienced duning this period. Given the reluctance of private investors to expand

production, economic growth was financed largely by a substantial increase in public

investment, which contributed to drive up public mnvestment as a portion of GDF by

several percentage points. This public investment was flot always guided by economic

effidiency, but rath-er by multiple--often contradictory--criteria: to save jobs, bail out

private companies, develop certain sectors of the economy, etc. This governrnental

approach, together with a retrenchment of private invesiment at a tUme when import-

substitution industrialization had entered its critical phase and there was no apparent

reorientation of production toward exports, explain the period's sharp slowdown in

productivity.
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The economic and political situation had become so volatile that the government's efforts

to stabilize the economy sent partic through exchange markets and ultiznately provoked a

drastic devaluation of the peso by approximately 100 percent. The government's intention

in undertaking a devaluation was to correct macroeconomic imbalances, revitalize the

economny, reduce external borrowing, and improve export performance. But the

announcement of major oil reserves at about this time, in a context of rising international

petroleumn prices, took the economy in a very different direction.

Thie Oil-Export-Platform Experi ment
The 1976 devaluation and a strict policy of stabilization implemnented in 1977 reestablished

basic rnacroeconomidc equilibrium by reducing inflation and decreasing trade deficits as

imports contracted. These policies carried a high cost: no economic growth.

Soon, however, Mexico changed tack and undertook a rapid increase in its oil

exports. Oil revenues soon substituted. for foreign borrowing. Since the country was no

longer dependent on foreign debt, this also removed ail foreign constraints on Mexico*s

growth. The country repaid its IM lans and, using public investment, set the pace for
rapid econoniic expansion. Between 1978 and 1981, GDP increased at an average rate of

9.2 percent a year, and inflation held to a relatively moderate 25-30 percent. Massive

public investmnent was funded primrily through heavy taxes levied on petroleum-related

activities, so deficits remained smil. Mexico's ambitious oil-exporting program required

large amoumts of investmnent, beyond the capacity of either public resources or domnestic

savings. As had happened in earlier eras, international funds began to pour into the

country to meet this need. Given the hidgh price of oil in international markets, foreign

borrowing did not appear to be a risky policy; borrowing would finance a large increase in

oil exporta, and the oil revenues would provide the resources to service the debt. In strictly

financial ternis, this strategy was perceived as sound, especiaily since real interest rates in

international financial markets were negative. The expected rate of return on the

investment financed with foreign debt easily exceeded the rates of interest on external

credits.

The trade regime that prevailed in Mexico during tis period was basicaily a

holdover from before. More attention was given to progranis to stimulate exporta, and the

structure of protection was made somewhat more efficient by replacing quotas with
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tariffs. From 1977 to 1980, manufaçtured exports more thani doubled, but the rapid

aclrtion of ecnmcactivity, partial trade liealizati>n, and real exchange rate

appreciation increased the value of impor~ts three times over. By 1979-1980, Mexico's trade

deficits, excludiing oit exçports, haci reached a historic pealc.

Oil reveniues maclait p>ossible te allocate mo~re resources for social porm.Bt

while PeintEcheverria had used a policy of real wage increases ta, check social unrest,

President Lôpez Portillo didunot support such a policy. Real iimum wages, including

the age of ow-kiled gvement mplyee, fell bekw their 1.976 lve1. It was orly

within the industrial sector that real wages icesd

Although the econorny was booming in the kate 1970s, thls did niot trnlte inte

strong indusraltien efot.Nor did it reverse the dewnward trend in rodciiy
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financed by oil exports: at the end of the 1970s oil exports represented. about two-thirds Of
total exports and one-third of ail federaL.goverznent revenue. The remaining revenue

carne from foreign boans. Thus the economy was exceedingly vuinerable to, changes in oil

prices and in international lending rates. Complicating things further, toward the end of

the decade, dollarization and capital flight began to plague the economy. High inflation in

Mexico fed the expectation of a sudden devaluation of the peso, and wary domestic

investors began converting their savings from peso-denomninated to dollar-denoniinated

assets. By 1981, dollar-denorninated assets accounted for about one-third of domnestic

institutions' financial assets. Capital flight also ran bidgh as Mexicans moved their deposits

to foreign banks.

INSERT BOX 3 IEXTERNAL DEBTI ABOUT HERE

dco ini the early 1980s. First, rising international interest rates

of servicing Medco's debt. Second, international oil prices

[c reduction in Mexico's revenues from exports. The dominant

liat these events were temporary, and so the Mexican

inue current policies of econotnic expansion, for which
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expenditures to a minimum and initiated negotiations with private international baxiks

and the Interniational Monetary Fumd.

Turning Stabilization into a Development Strategy

Medco'a aiunounced inability to service its external debt in1 August 1982 signaled the

begirmizg of ani international dèbt crisis that p>ut the burden of adjustmeut almnost entirely

on developing countries. fIternational finartcial institutionis canceled ail new loains to

devlopngcountries, an~d debt forgiveness was not even on the negotiating agenda. Eveti

though its economy was not growing& Mexico (along with ohrheavily indebted
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with other debtor countries, which reduced Mexico's potential for political. initiative and

leadership in international negotiations.

The stabilization policies hinged on drasticaily cutting demand by reducing public

expenditures, credit and real wages. However, so severe were these adjustment policies

that the Mexican governrnent resorted to other, less "orthodox" policies to reduce the

deficit in the current account such as imposing quotas on ail imnports; and increasing

import tariffs. This completely reversed the trade liberaIization that Mexican had initiated

in 1978, and exchange rate policies went well beyond restoring a balanced exchange rate-

by 1983 the peso was clearly undervalued by as much as 30 percent.

By 1983 Mexico bad cut its budget deficit to 8 percent of GDF (down from 16

percent in 1982). Once the rate of inflation is taken into account, adjustment policies

produced a major reduction in the goverrment's operating budget! From 8.8 percent of

GDF in 1981 and 5.2 percent in 1982, this was reduced to 1.9 percent of GDF in 1983. Real

wagesý were drasticaily reduced, cut by 50 percent from their 1982 level. And credit

collapsed. relative to its level in 1982. Although Mexico met and maintained its

stabilization goals according to schedule, and the international banking and financial

systerns escaped breakdown, Mexico (along with rnany other debtor countries) did flot

return to inter-national voluntary capital markets.

Short-terni stabilization had become Mexico's de facto development strategy.

Budget deficits, wages, and credit remnamed under strict control for most of the 1980s, to

ensure that there would be no demand pressures that could tbreaten prices or the trade

balance. Inflation rernained high, and there was no economic growth. One can hardly

expect a country to regain credibility and return to international voluntarv markets when
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resources abroad was equivalent to 6 percent of CDP. The debt-stabilization strategy

required a large surplus in the balance of trade. And although Mexico's manufacturing

exporta mncreased, import coefficients remained high so that the needed trade surpluses

could onily be sustained if the economy was repressed. Servicing the public debt-and, to

a lesser extent, the private debt-also created conditions of recession and a drastic
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Following the 1982 debt: crisis, econoniic policy had been continuously

reformulatéd under conditions of instability, external shocks, prograni inconsistencies,

and debt burden. Although international organizations made every effort to label the

strategy a success, as a stabilization strategy it was clearly a failure. It increased the

vulnerability of the Mexican economy to extemnal shocks, and it could flot provide the

framework for a more sustainable restructuring of the economny. The "lost decade," as this

period bas corne to be known, was, dearly policy induoed, and its social and political costs

remained to be paid.

The social costs of stabilization were high. Real wages were below their 1976 level,

employment was stagnant, informai activities proliferated but incarne frorn these activities

decreased, and social progranis were curtailed precisely when they were most needed.

Poverty increased in absolute and relative ternis, and inequality in incorne distribution

worsened. Clearly developrnent had been postponed, probably forgotten in the whirlpool

of debt negotiations.

A new extemnal debt agreemnent was needed, but it would be months before

negotiations could begin. Something had ta be done. Elections were scheduled in eight

months, and the econorny was again ini recession, with rising iriflationary pressures. As

elections got dloser, the popularity of the govemment faded.
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INSERT BOX 4 LMEXJCO'S INFLATION RECORD] ABOUT HERE

structurl dus1t li an attempt to eetbls the conitions fo~r long4term econ~omkd

growt- Amost onie thousand public corporations were sold to private bsnse;ohr
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Popular discontent with the econornic situation, and underlying social and
political tensions, turned Mexico's 1988 elections into a clear message for the goverament

and for the dominant PRI party. Many observers believe that Carlos Salinas de Gortari
actually lost the election to nationalist and socially sensitive Cuauhtémoc Càrdenas and

assumed the presidency tbrough fraud; in the best of cases, Salinas won by a hair.-

Entering office under a dloud, the Salinas administration understood that social polices
had to be rebujit. Public expenditures on social programs soon rose as a proportion of

GDP, and a coordinating unit (Solidarity, or PRONASOL) directly linked to the president
was. created. Solidarity's stated objective was to alleviate poverty by implementing a
nationwide program. of public expenditures in various areas. Solidarity's supporters

dlaimed to, have initiated. a new age of social policies guided by the principle of maidmum

efflciency in the alleviation of poverty. Programs sought better targeting in order to reach

the poorest sectors of the population in a way that would avoid encouraging

unproductive behavior.

Integrating to North America and Development
Rooted in old suspicious about U.S. exqpansionist intentions, Mexico's relations with the

United States have always been controversial, and Mexico has placed high value on

asserting its independence based on nonmnterventionist principles. As long as Mexico

pursued an mnwardly orierited development strategy, international econon-ic integration

was flot an issue (althougli. for diplomatic reasons more itan anytinfg else, Mexico did
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Evexnts in the 1980s modified Mexico's diplomatic stance on~ international issues.

As its economc activity becanie increasingly dependent on external forces, Mexico's

separation between dip1omiacy and econoniic relations tende4 toward a reconcijiation

with the United States anid a grater cIistanicing from other Latin American counies. For

excample, after Mexico had decide4 flot to join the GATT in 1981 (Mexico's adenc a

long beeni a goal of U.S. diplomacy in Medco), the country reversed itself in 1985, three

years after the eruption of the debt crisis, and joined the GATT In Latin America, Meç4co

lost the dietrsi f SEJJA, a clear sign of its rajpidly failing lead~ership position in the
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The Twenty-flrst Century: The Lessons of Crisis
Smnce 1989 Mexico lias once again become a showcase--of the International Monetary

Fund and World Bank, the U.S. governnent, and international investors. Mexico's access

to international capital mnarkets lias been reestablished, money is flowing into the country,

and exports are increasing rapidly. The foreign exchange constraint that inhibited

econoxnic growth for alniost ten years lias been relaxed. And yet a number of yellow, very
nearly red, liglits have begun flashing. Despite the fast growth in exports, Mexidcos trade
deficit bas continued to widen since imports increase at an even faster pace. The
availability of international finance and the aileged efficiency gains from. privatization and
liberalization have ail been overshadowed by a suspicious lack of growth in the economay.
The carefuily nurtured popularity of Solidarity lias not been sufficient to aileviate social
tensions in a number of regions. Indeed, serious questions about the effectiveness of this
program, were raised la January 1994 after an indigenous rebellion la Chiapas (one of the
regions most favored by Solidarity) exposed the area's lacerating poverty and oppression

and the inefficacy of Solidarity as a poverty-aileviation prograni.

By December 1994 the tensions building in the economny led to, turmoil in the
exchange market and a 100 percent devaluation of the peso ensued. The trade deficit had
skyroceted to, levels sirnilar to, the oil-financed imbalances of 1980 and 1981. Arnidst a
clirnate of political assassinations, and incessant cries for democracy, capital becarne
nervous, either exiting the country or seeking refuge la dollar-denoininated govemment
bonds. With its econoniic policy hinging on its credibility, the government refused to,
adjust the exchange rate. A devaluation was equivalent to admitting the complete failure

of the adininistration's strategy of economic restructuring, since neither economic growth
nor the trade deficit could inake the record look any better. Probably most irportantly,

strategic interests of the group la power were at stake, including the signing of the

NAFTA, forthcorning national elections, and President Carlos Salinas's campaign for the
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The 1994 devaluation was like operîirg Pandora's box. In the six months following

the devaluaion the gvruet had to negotiate an exnergency finiancial package for $50
billion, with unpalatable conditions attached. Although there is no record of a simzilar deal

having been negotiated previously, no one dared to called this one iiistorical" in the way
governments had zeferred to, prior large ckbt negotiations. The package's restrictive

poIicies and exorbitantly bidgh interest rates halted econonic activity in Mexico. C~DP

growth was negative in 1995, and open unemploymnent increased fromn 5 to 8 percent. A
very worrisome sign of the severity of the reçession was the fact that the traditional
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While the social programs of the 1970s and 1980s had the structural limitation of

havmng been designed within the ISI development approach and were skewed to the

urban, industrial sectors, the social programs of the 1990s suffered from. the assumption

that it was just a matter a time before marginal sectors of the population would be
mncorporated into the miarket and thereby improve their living standards through their
participation li an expanding market economy. There was no effort whatsoever to
integrate a vision of economic performance with social improvement in a country where
nearly half of the population lives in poverty, and one-quarter in extreme poverty.

During the Salinas presidency, the priority was econoniic reform, with political
reforrn postponed indefinitely. But the December 1994 crisis shook the foundations of
Saliras's neo-liberal strategy of development. It uncovered the severe inefficiencies,
n-dsconceptions, technical incapacity, authoritariaisni, and corruption that prevailed li
the high spheres of the Mexican government. The lesson left by the devastating
experiment of reforming the economny along crude and unrealistic market principles,
principles that do not correspond to the realities of a developing country like Mexico, is
that balanced and sustainable economic growth can only be achieved if it cornes
accornpanied by parallel social improvement democracy, and rational economic policy
that serve the interests of the majority of the population, not just the few in power.
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ýBOX 1
MEXICOS ECONOMIC GROWTH

The accompanying graph shows the wide fluctuations characteristic of Mexico's
economidc growth over the last four decades. Despite such. marked fluctuations, one can*
clearly identify two distinct periods. The 30 years between 1951 and 1981 were Urnes of
rapid econotruc expansion. For ail but three of these years (1953, 1976, and 1977) GNP
grew at more than (and usually much more than ) 3.5 percent a year. But beginnmng in
1982 the Mexican economy bas been unable to achieve grow rates above 3.5 percent a
year (except in 1990 and 1991).

Within these two periods we can also, identify several sub-periods. From 1951 to
1970 the average growth rate was 6.6 percent a year. This is the same average growth
rate for the 1971,nd81 decade, but the annual rate soared at 44.8 percent between 1971
and 1977 and then dropped to 8.4 percent from 1978 to 1981. With-in. the second period
of slow economic growth, we find very low rates in 1982;nd1986 (-0.5 percent a year)
and more moderate though low rates in 1987;ndl994, averaging 2.7 percent a year. The
peso devaluation in December 1994 triggered the worst economic recession in modem
Mexican history. GDF declined by about 7 percent in 1995. Although the economy
improved in 1996, because of the extensive contraction of the economy durmng 1995, the
Mexican economy is stili far from, fuily recovering its pre-crisis production level.

Insert figure 6.1 about here
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BOX 2

THE AGRARIAN REFORM

Although the demand for land was the central issue that mobilized peasants during the

Mexican Revolution, postrevolutionary governments did little to modify the structure of

land tenure. In fourteen years (1920 to 1934) land redistribution proceeded at a very

slow pace; under pressure from local communities, about seven million hectares had

been distributed, mainly as a way to quiet social unrest. The presidency of Lázaro

Cárdenas (1934-40) brought a different orientation to the rural question. Cárdenas

radically modified the structure of land tenure with the redistribution of almost

eighteen million hectares among 800,000 peasants.
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Rates of Growth of GDP and Output in Agriculture

(Percentages)

GDP Agriculture and
Livestock

1940-45 7.6 3.6
1945-50 6.3 9.1
1950-55 6.9 8.1
1955-60 4.7 2.7
Avg. 1940-60 6.4 5.9

Sources: Salomôn Eckstein, El ejido colectivo en México (Mexico: Fondo de Cultural
Económica); Raymond Vernon, El dilema del desarrollo económico en México (Editorial
Diana); Moisés de la Pefia, El pueblo y su tierra, mito y realidad.
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BOX 3

EXTERNAL DEBT

Mèxkco is one of the few developing cutisthat lias ejydrelatively easy accesa to

international capital niarkets--a prlvilege that has brought cneune ohgo n

bad.

After international capital markets were reestablished following World War II,

Medobegan borrowizng heavily, and it continued to do so until the 1970s, primarily to

foster national devèlopment. Between 1946 and 1955 the value of Me)dco:'s inentional

loans increased at an average annual rate of 27 percent; and from 1955 to the early 1970s,

althughforignpublc brroingslowed, it remained an important source of funds to
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1982, when foreign banks refused to continue lending to Mexico, the country's public

externat liabilities exceeded U.S.$50 billion.

Moreover, Mexican businessmen, caught up in the euphoria of the oïl boom
years, had also accumulated large foreign liabilities. Total external private debt (from
financial and nonfinancial borrowers) had risen from $7 billion in 1977 to $17 billion in
1980. By 1982, without new loans to refinance existing ones, Mexico was bankrupt.

Throughout the 1980s the Mexican government pursued a debt management

strategy that resulted in the bulking of foreign debt. Between 1983 and 1988 Mexico
added some $20 billion to its foreign liabilities. Meanwhile, Mexico, along with other
Latin Ainerican countries, was sunk in a deep economnic recession, with negative per-
capita CDP growth rates and rapidly deteriorating social conditions. It was not until the
end of the decade, under the Brady Plan, that Mexico was finally able to reduoe its
foreign debt. By 1994 foreign debt had been brought down to less than 30 percent of
GDP, from more than 70 percent ini 1986 and 1987. Once the drag of debt payments had
been eased, growth niildly recovered.

Insert figure 6.2 about here
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BOX 4

MEXICO'S RECORD ON RNFLATION

Compare to other couxitries ini Latin Auierica, Mexico has been relatively successful in

kepn nlationary pressures downi. A numrber of factors have been sugse to

explain tl'is behavior: a mo>re orthodox approach to monletary policy, relatively easy

access to itrnational finaning, and the fact that Mexico is a iesfe cnm n

well enidowed with patural resouces From the late 1950s to early 1970s Mexico enjoyed

rapi ecoomicgrowh acompaied y price stability. In 1973, howeye', prices started
to move in an upward diection: fromx 1973 to 1982 anx&ual inlo rates&nrae to

around 20 percenrt a year. Inflation ceeae vnfrh i193nrsps tte

heav buren mposd. y the etea debt, inertia1 iniflationi, anId a&succession of

extma socs.Then in 1989 inflation~ satt ease, falâng beo 0prcn er

This elnn trend was ixflerriupted by lagprica hiles in 1995 and 1996 as a euto

the sharp devauto of the peso in t)eceznber 1994.
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BOX 5
ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

Mexico's economic relations with the rest of the world traditionally have been

dominated by its dlose ties with the United States. Export figures by country show that

during the 1940s about 80 percent of Mexico's exports were sold to the United States.

During the 1950s and 1960s that proportion decreased, but it oscillated around a stiff

high 60 percent level. Since then the share of trade with the Uniited States has further
increased, to represent about 75 percent of total exports in the 1990s.

The picture is very similar if one looks at the origin of foreign direct investmnent

in Mexico. Historically, investments by U.S. corporations account for the bulc of foreign

investment in Mexico. Looking at the table below, which presents the animal flow of
monies into Mexico from investors in other countries, we find that investments from the
United States historically represented about two-thirds or more of the total value. Other

important sources, though on a much lower scale, are the United Kingdom, Canada,

Germany, and Japan.The large proportion of foreign investment flows represented by
the United States ini the first half of the century becaine even larger during the years of
high growth, to represent about four-fifths in the 1960s, but this decreased somewhat in

the troubled decade of the 1970s.

As Mexico's econoniic strategy switched toward a more open stand ini the mid-
1980s, the importance of U.S. foreign direct investment recovered ground. Between 1989
and 1994 the United States accounted for 63.2 percent of the total accumulated flow of
foreign direct investment (excluding reinvested earnmngs) in Mexico, which compares

favorably with a historiai share of 60.2 percent.'
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Table 6.2

Annual Flow of Foreign Direct Investment in Mexico,

Selected Years

810.0 24.5

530.0 15.2

5.1 0.6 2.3

3.3 3.4 1.6

6.7 5.2 3.0

TOTAL

1940

1950

1960

19w70

1979

U.s.

61.4

68.9

83.2

79.4
68.0

JAPA

0.0

0.5
0.8

6.0'

10.7

8.4,
11.5

14.5
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BOX 6
INCOMER DISTRIBUTION 5

Comparatively high levels of mncome inequality have characterized economic

development li Mexico. Although the information about household income and

expenditures is liniited and what data exist were coUlected with varying methodologies,

making comparison difficuit, several authors have attempted to trace the evolution of

income distribution in Mexico. Using only the incomelexpenditure surveys that are

methodologically comparable, Hernàndez and Càrdoba6 found that income distribution

became more unequal between, 1958 and 1970. The Gini coefficient (which ranges from
zero to one and takes a higher value as inequality worsens) increased'from 0.45 in 1958'
to 0.496 li 1970, suggesting that there was a tendency toward a greater concentration of
income during Mexico's years of rapid industrialization. Especially relevant was the

impact on the poorest 10 percent of households; their share of income feil dramatically

from 2.3 percent of total income in 1958 to a mere 1.4 percent in 1970.
During the 1970s, explicit efforts were made to reverse the increase li income

inequality engendered by the industrialization process, with an emphasis on imnproving

real wages, especially among umionized workers. Wages as a share of GDP increased

from 35.8 percent in 1971 to its peak value of 40.5 percent in 1976. Some analysts have
identified a more egalitarian distribution of income toward the late 1970s. However,

social programs and the resulting improvement li living conditions were generally

restricted to urban areas and mainly benefited the most organized sectors of workers,
leavmng the ixicome gap between urban and rural areas to widen further. While the share

of wages li national ixicome increased and the share of the richest households appeared

to decline, the share accruing to the poorest families (where rural households

predominate) continued to deteriorate. By 1977 the share of income of the poorest 10
percent of households was down to 1.08 percent. Thus the 1970-1976 efforts to

redistribute income mncreased the income share of xxuddle-income famillies relative to the

"This box draws on Diana Alarc6n, Changes in the Distribution of Income in Mexico and Trade

;o en México (Mexico: Centro de



top and bottom deciles of the distribution, but they did, littie to prevent the deterioration

of living conditions for the lowest income households or to, close the urban-rural gap.

Since the 1980s attempts to, restructure the economy have been accompanied by

mcreased inequality in income distribution. Gini coefficients reveal a systematic

teýndency toward a greater concentration of income axnong the wealthiest decile, whose

share of total income rose from 32.8 percent ini 1984 to 38.4 percent in 1994, while the

remaining 90 percent of households saw their share of total income decline throughout

the decade.

Table 6.3

Income Distribution 1984-1994

Deciles 1984 1989 1992 1994

1-Ifi 9.0 8.1 8.0 8.0

Wv-VI 19.6 17.9 17.5 17.4

VIU-D( 38.6 36.0 36.3 36.2

X 32.8 37.9 38.2 38.4

Gini 0.429 0.469 0.475 0.477

Source: INGI. Encuwsta Nacional de Ingresos y Gastos de los Hogares, 1984-1994.
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Part III Libtoduction

North American econoxnic integration has, since January 1, 1994, focused on the NAFI'A

itself and the thiree supplementary agreements. As noted in earlier chapters, these

agreements now provide the formai "rules of the gaine" for further integration and for the

resolution of disputes regarding trade and investmnent issues that inevitably will arise over

the course of tinie. The NAFIA document also provides procedures for expanding the

three-country agreement by "wNidenintg" (adding new countries) and/or "deepening"

(adding new concepts lilce labor mobility or consultation on macroecononiic policies) the

process.

[t is important to remember here that it is private firms that trade and mnvest, flot

governients. Governuments negotiate (ini consultation with private firms and their trade'

associations) international economic treaties which, in turn, create new ongoing

institutions (such as the NAFIA Free Trade Commission). These institutions adininister

the implementation and operation of the (transnational) treaty under which firnis must

operate as they buy from, seil to, and invest in other countries. Additionally, it must be

remnembered that in the case of the NAFrA, each of the three countries embraced the

*principles of the multilateral GATTI WTO, which implies that their (trilateral) institutions

and actions grew out of and must be consistent with those of a larger framnework. Finally,

implementation of an international economic treaty such as NAFrA requires a higher-

level "harmoruzation"" of a myriad of customs procedures, along with business and legal

practices, as the economidc borders between countries are gradually dismantled-a

practical, nuts-and-bolts process that requires a great deal of energy, patience, and

goodwill on the part of representatives from business, governnent and academida.

In this third and final part of the book we first exan-dne (in chapter 7) the

international environnient that led to NAFrA's birth. Then we turn to the content of the

agreement itself, NAFTA's main provisions for freeing up trade and investinent relations

between the three countries within specified turne periods. In chapter 8, we examidne the

major deficiencies of the NAVrA, which mainly revolve around Mexico's asymmetric

level of developrnent ini comparison with the United States and Canada. Then we present
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institutional structure that will be responsible for its ongoing operations. Finally, we look

"b--eyond NAFTA" to provide the reader with a view of the varlous options that exist,

especially in the Western Hemisphere, for expanding the integration process.ý

One implicit theme runs throughout this part of the book that in order to,

understand the NAIA, one must adopt a multidisciplinary perspective. Econormcs alone

is flot sufficient. Politics, too, played an important role in the negotiation of the agreement,

and those politics were intixnately intertwined with the strategies of special interests (e.g.,

businesses that would be hurt or favored by the outcomes). Lastly, it is important to note

that the NAF17A is a legal document that was negotiated and written by lawyers from the

three countries who, will interpret the document and its side agreements.





CHAPTER 7

The Political Economy of

the NAFTA

Gustavo del Castillo V.

When the North American Free Trade Agreement went into effect on January 1, 1994, it
raised the hopes of millions of people in Mexico, Canada, and the United States that the
agreement would erihance production efficiency, create jobs, and încrease investmnent
within the North American continent. Its chances for success-for a successful
conclusion to, the negotiatîng process, for ratification by the respective legislative bodies
of the three signatory countries, and for achîeving its objectives-had been erihanced by
the global economnic context, by economic opening already well under way in Mexico,
and by the demonstration effects of a prior bilateral trade agreement between Canada
and the United States, the CUSFrA.

However, despite high expectations for a wide range of benefits to, accrue
through North American economic integration, the NAFIA was flawed. Its
imperfections did not go unnoticed, but for a variety of reasons they were allowed to
reinain as part of the final document. These wealcnesses will plague North America in
the future and hinder the operation of institutional instruments as the region attempts
to integrate vastly asymmetrical economic systenis. In this respect, the NAFIA is
predestined to undergo a difficuit implementation process-and ultimately to emerge as
a working agreement bomn, not out of cool mediation, but by trial by fire.

Preceding chapters have dealt with the processes of econoniic integration in
North America: exchanges of exports; and imports, trade in services, and so on. There
were also chapters on the individual economies of the three countries of North America,
outlining in detail their developmental histories and the problenis that these histories

imply for the process of continental integration.

This chapter's objective is to place the North American Free Trade Agreement in
context. While a point-by-point exan'ination of the NAFTA xnight suggest that it is a
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purely econonuc agreement, its evolution was guided as much by political

consideratioris as by economic ones. Thus any review of the NAF7Aý's origins and early
implementation will necessarily lead us into both the econon-ic and the political, malins
of analysis.

Regarding the econonuc dimension: in the early days of the NAF7A'
negotiations, many observers suggested that the high degree of economic
interdependence (that is, the mutual trade in goods and services) already established
between the United States, Mexico, and Canada made it "natural"' and "inevitable" for
these countries to pursueadditional instruments of economidc integration 1 This
argument is only haif right; it forgets the dynamic aspects of asymmetry, and the
relations in North America were nothing if flot asymmetric. Asynimetric
interdependence had mntroduced aberrations into what otherwise would be the
everyday exchange of goods arnd services (Emnmanuel 1972; Sau 1978). One of the most'
worrisome of these aberrations ini North America was a situation of unequal terms of
trade, a disequilibrium that has led rnany developing countries to run up large trade
deficits as they import more than they export, and the resulting currency exchange and
payments problenis. Before the 1980s, Mexico was largely an exporter of prirnary
products, relying on oil exports to bring in hard currency; and it was dependent on
technological and restricted manufactured imports to make headway agaimst
underdevelopment. There was added concern because of Mexico's prior history of
protectionism, which miade much of the country's productive plant noncompetitive (see
Zepeda and Alarcôn, this volume). These factors suggest that the NAFFA was far from a
Jinatural" developmental stage within the North American trading regime.

The second dimension, the political one, is related to the internal and external
relations among domestic political actors, and between them and international actors-
that is, country-to-country relations. This dimension is just as influential as the
econoniic one. Indeed, the politics of the NAFI7A were of key importance ini Canada, the
United States, and Mexico (del Castillo and Vega 1996). The NAFTA's structure and the
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process that produced a signable agreernent were the resuit of how the different
political actors related to one another. For example, if Mexico had irisisted on includ ing
the mobîIity of labor in North Arnerica as part of the NAFIA negotiating agenda, there
would be no agreernent today. If Mexico had rejected the side (complernentary)

agreements on labor, the environment, and import surgesthere would be no NAFITA.
And if there had been no Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement to serve as a model for the
NAFT7A, it is unlikely that negotiators from the three countrîes would have been able to
corne to an agreement wîthin the strict tirnetable irnposed by thefast track negotiating
authority granted to the U.S. president by Congress. Ail of these factors cornbined to
produce a trade agreement that is workable but less than perfect.

Because the NAPTA was flot a "riatural"' or "inevitable" trade policy
development, if we want to understand how it carne into being we must look to factors
in the international arena that facilitated the NAFrA's emergence. The foilowing section
discusses five key political and economuc considerations that largely defined the context
within which the NAFTA developed.

A later section examines the major components of the NAFTA. What is included
in this agreement is of particular importance because the accord represents these three
countries' attempt to organize under a set of rules designed to govemn the trade that
already existed between thern, as weil as to promote trade in other areas where the
potential for exchange was just becoming apparent. The NAFTA is also especially
important because of what it does not include; it is illurninating to explore why somne
topics were deliberately excluded from consideration.

The condluding section retumns to the NAFTA's shortconiings. It corisiders why
flaws were allowed to remain in the final document and what their likely effects will be
on future trade within North Arnerica.

The International Envirornent on the Eve of the NAPTA
The NAFTA was the product of forces in the global econonic environrnent interacting
with the foreign economic policies of the countries of North Arnerica. It is important in
this regard that there was general concordance ini the NA.FIA member countries'
interpretatioris of the international economic environrnent. This "conjuncture" among
the countries' analyses was not coincidental; it resulted from a conimon set of ideas,
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held by econonuc and political elites, about the place and future of their respective

domestic economies in a changing world of production.

There are three key factors that ini combination, enabled the countries of North

America to integrate their trade relations:

" The United States' frustration with the slow progress of multilateral negotiations in
the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), together
with its freedom. to choose the bilateral/trilateral route to advance its foreign
economic policies. From 1982 through 1987, the United States had negotiated a series
of advantageous trade-related agreements with Mexico, including Mexico's entry
into the GATT, which resulted in Mexico's unilateral establishment of a 20 percent
tariff level on its imports (30 points lower than the tariff reductioris negotiated ini the

GATT). If the United States entered into negotiations of a North American free trade
agreement, it could begin, not from the 50 percent tariff rates of the GMTT, but from
the 20 percent level that Mexico had implemented at the time of its GATT entry.

" Mexico's move toward an open economy. Tis shift was prompted by the weac state
of the Mexican economy in the early 1990s, after a decade of economnic downtumn that

began with the debt crisis of 1982.

e The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement. The CUSFTA had produced significant
economidc gains for sectors participating ini bilateral trade. This agreement could serve
as a model for bringing Mexico into the North Anierican economidc region.

There are many other contributing factors in the formation of the NAFTA. At
least two of these are sufficieritly significant to deserve mention: the trade-diverting
impacts that the CUSFTA had on Mexico, and the fail of the Berlin Wall. Together,

these five factors can reveal much about the complex process involved in the NAFTA
negotiations, but they are also usef ut in determmning why certain issues are covered by

the NAF17A and why they are treated as they are.
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Vie United States and the Uruguay Round
Because the United States is a world superpower, the world's foremnost trading nation,

and the world's largest market, this country has long been in a position to strongly

influence, if flot determine, the world's trading agenda. The United States has played a

leading role throughout the eight rounds of GATT negotiations (see Schott 1990), the

last of which (the Uruguay Round) began ini 1986 and concluded in the fail of 1993. U.S.
domînance of trade negotiations generally, and the specific trajectory of the Uruguay

Round, catalyzed the push for North American integration and strongly determined the

eventual form of the NAFT7A.

The Uruguay Round was the most prolonged round of GATT trade negotiations.

Its slow pace was due to the complexity of the issues under discussion, and also to the

vast number of countries taking part. From the end of World War II until the Uruguay

Round, trade negotiatioris had had a very short agenda: how to reduce the protectionist

barriers that had been erected with tariff and nontariff instrumrents, and how to broaden

the number of goods covered by tariff reductions. But the growing complexidty of global

production over the past forty years has introduced new trade issues that demand

multilateral solutions.

It was in this context that the United States began to promote a Newv Agenda. This

agenda went far beyond questions of tariff reductions to, indlude topics such as services,

investment, textiles, government procurement, agriculture, and intellectual property

protection (Schott 1994). Because these were long-standing U.S. concerns whîch had

been at the root of bilateral conflicts between the United States and Canada and

between the United States and Mexico since the late 1970s/early 1980s, this was the

agenda that was ultimately incorporated into the CUSFI'A and the NAFI'A.

I explaining why the United States opted to pursue the NAFTA, many analysts

have argued that the United States was increasingly frustrated with the lack of progress

in the Uruguay Round and deterniined to develop a strategy that would give faster

results. The United States appeared to abandon the multilateral GATT forum and

positioned itself to switch to the bilateral route as the basis of its trade policy.

(Ironically, both the CUSFTA and the NAFTA originated, not from U.S. overtures, but

from requests from the Canadian and Mexican governments, respectively.) The relative

ease of negotiating a bilateral or trilateral agreement was obvious. The CUSFTA
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negotiatioris had begun in 1986, the saine year as the Uruguay Round, but were

completed by 1989. And the NA-FIA, initiated ini 1991, was also brought to conclusion ii

advance of the close of the Uruguay Round. There is littie doubt that the swift

completion of these agreements had an impact on the GATT deliberations, forcing this

muitilateral forum to act expeditiously for fear that the United States would continue to

favor bilateral over multilateral actions.

As the United States continued to promote its New Agenda within the GATT,

U.S. policy makers saw that much was to be gained if a developing country such as

Mexico would demonstrate its willingness to adhere to the agenda, with ail the new

regulations that this implied. If Mexico gave the lead, then other developing countries

would have fewer grounds for refusing to following this path. In this sense, the NAFTA

was critical for the Uited States, because it would set Mexico up as an example to the

rest of the developing world.

Mexico's New Economic Model
When Mexico entered the NAFTA, its domestic and foreign economidc policy was
markedly different from earlier periods in the country's history. Mexico's new policy

orientation was the outcome of a decade of evolution toward new foundations for

econoniic and political understanding between Mexico and the United States. It marked

a draniatic reversai from Mexico's earlier perception of its neighbor to the north--ever

since Mexico had lost haif of its territory to the United States in 1848. At that point

Mexico had decided that the only way to survive U.S. expansiordsm was to isolate itself

behind a wail just as formidable as any built in China or Berlin but constructed of

prejudice about the United States as an alien (Anglo-Saxon, Protestant greedy) world.

(These prejudices paraileled those developing in the United States about the "lazy

Mexican." See del Castillo 1995.)

Mexico's evolution from an inward to an outward orientation is linked with the

changes taking place in the country's foreign economic policy (see Zepeda and Alarcôn,

this volume). Mexico's "lIost decade,*" beginning with the debt crisis of 1982, had

demonstrated that Mexico's hopes for independent development through import-

substitution industrializalion (TSI) had failed. A new model was needed to spur

econonuc growth and generate the one mnillion rtew jobs per year that the economy
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demanded (del Castillo 1993). Thus Mexico determidned to shift strategies; it opted for an
open economy begixming in 1982. Economic opening reached its zenith with the

implementation of the NAFTA in 1994.

Mexico's reorientation toward the outside was flot solely of its own making.
When Mexico refused to join the GAIT in 1979, the United States retaliated by revoking

Mexico's right to the injury test, a protective measure granted to ail countries that have

most favored nation (MfNl) status. This meant that ftom, 1980 forward, U.S. producers

could dlaim that Mexican imports were hurting their efforts to market their own U.S.
products, without having to substantiate their dlaims with evidence. Any claimn of injury
would automatically dlose the U.S. market to that particular Mexican import, and
Mexican producers were demied anty recourse. This state of affairs compeiled Mexico to
sign a bilateral Agreement on Subsides and Countervaing Duties with the Uniited

States in 1985 in order to protect its exports.

Ultimately Mexico joined the GATT (in 1986), further liberalizing its economy. It

shifted away from officiai. pricing and import permits as instruments of protection,

choosing instead to adopt import duties. Although the latter were negotiated at 50
percent under the GATT, Mexico unilateraily reduced its tariff level to 20 percent, as
noted earlier. And in an effort to improve its trading relations with the United States, its
principal trading partner, Mexico signed the Framework Agreement with the United
States in 1987, setting up a host of working groups to liberalize trade under the New

Agenda.

Mexico took further steps at liberalization in May 1989, when it overhauled its
regulations on foreign investment, opening znany economnic sectors to foreign investors

and ailowing 100 percent foreign ownershiàp in some cases. To attract foreigu direct

invesiment Mexico also adopted stringent new measures for inteilectual property

protection; and in 1991 it strengthened protection for process and product patents and

also boosted its enforcement of trademarks and trade secrets. While Mexico was
pursuing this process of liberalization, Canada and the United States signed and

implemented the bilateral CUSFTA, in 1989.
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CUSFTA, Trade Diversion, and the Berlin Wall
lIn its pursuit of economnic development during the 1980s, Mexico turned away from

protection of domestic industry as an instrument of growth and placed a much heavier

emphasis on the countiy's export potential. Therefore, the CUSFTA posed a danger for

Mexican economic growth: it had the potential to divert Mexican exports, replacmng

themn within U.S. miarkets with Canadian goods. That is, Canadian industries'

preferential access to the U.S. market meant that Canadian suppliers would replace

Mexican suppliers, seriously affecting key sectors of the Mexican economy. As the

various provisions of the CUSFTA were phased in, Mexico found itself at a
disadvantage in areas where it had already gained a market share ini the United States,

including the machinery, textile, automotive, and petrochemical industries. These trade

diversion effects were estiinated to total about U.S.$662 million in 1988 (del Castillo and

Vega 1996: chap. 4).

This impact was flot lost on Mexican decision makers. Further, there was the

danger that these negative consequences would be compounded if U.S. investments

started flowing northward instead of toward Mexico. This was particularly critical

because Mexico was already struggling to hold its own as an attractive site for new
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" Canadian exports to the United States grew faster than those to any other market,
despite the fact that the U.S. economy experienced much slower growth than other

markets importing from Canada;

" in sectors liberalized by the CUSFT7A, Canadian exports to the Urited States

increased by 33 percent, compared to 2 percent with the rest of the world;

" imports from the United States increased 28 percent in value, compared. to 10 percent

with the rest of the world;

" Canada made sigrdficant gains in the export of services to the United States;

" the evidence did flot signal a decline in Canadian economic output; rather it seemed

to document growth in industries in which Canada has a comparative advantage;

and

" the jobs created and preserved by the CUSFTA did flot comperisate ini number for the
jobs lost; however, the jobs created were in Idgher-paying sectors.

Moreover, although the CUSFTA had been in operation for only two years

before the NAFIA negotiations began in 1991, the.earlier agreement demonstrated

that-independent of its economic resuits, which were in dispute-the conflict-

resolution mechanisnis incorporated into the CUSFTA (Chapters 18 and 19) were

working as intended. These two chapters-designed to control the political-

administrative interpretation of U.S. trade law and practice-were crucial from, a

Canadian, and later from a Mexican, perspective. By instituting bilateral panels to
resolve trade disputes, the CUSFTA curbed the authority of U.S. decision makers in

such controversies. Bilateral panels replaced the domestic judicial review of government

regulatory bodies' findings concerning anti-dumping and countervailing

determinations. The new panels are considered superior to the GATT instruments: they

return their decisions more quickly; because they are bilateral, their decision-making

process is open to close scrutiny; and their findings are binding.
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The NAFTA: Provisions,
When negotiators from Can~ada, Mexico, anid the United States convened in 1991, they

had, as noted previously, several factors ini their favor:

" the United States' willingness to adopt a bilateral strategy within North America
while simultaneously pursuing multilateral efforts on other fronts;

" Mexico's new development model, which favored on open economy, and Mexico's

new focus on North America; and

" the demoristration effects (both political and economic) of the CUSFTA.

Ini haznmering out the new accord, the negotiators agreed that the NAFIA
should focus on seven substantive areas: market access (through tariff liberalization and
new rules of origin), foreign investment financial and other services, intellectual

property, dispute settiement and governinent procurement.

Further, the NAFI'A would incorporate one very significant new element absent
in ail preceding trade accords: the NAFIA introduces "social aspects" into the trade
agenda. These are reflected in the complementary or sie agreements dealing with workers'
rights and environmental issues, to be discussed in a later section.

Market Access
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tariffs from 79 percent of Mexicaný export products, and the Urnited States dropped to
zero its import tariffs on 84 percent of product categories exported from Mexico.

la phase 2, to end by year five of the agreement, Mexico will drop tariffs on an
additional 19 percent of Canadian and 18 percent of U.S. export product categories,
respectîvely.

ln phase 3, to be completed by year ten of the agreement, Mexico wiil reduce
tariff barriers to zero on 38 percent of U.S. and Canadian products, while Canada and
the Urited States wiil drop import tariffs on 7 percent and 12 percent, respectively, of
Mexican exports.

During phase 4, to end by the fifteenth year of the phase-in period, ail three
countries will eliminate any tariffs remaining on imports from their North American
partners. Thus, by the year 2009, there will be no tariffs on goods traded among the
three countries of North America.

Whifle Mexico would appear to be the prime beneficiary of tariff eliniination in
the first phase, sigriificantly, some of Mexico's most competitive export products were
not included in this initial stage of tariff reduction. These products indlude glass
tableware, ceramic and refractory bricks, specialty steel pipe, live plants, cut rose, tuna,
and shrimp.

Also, although elin-tinating tariff barriers is a principal component in the
NAFIA, tis is flot to say that the member countries have forfeited ail mechanisms for
controlling the entry of goods exported by their partners. The three countries cari stil
apply quantitative restrictions on imports from some sectors, such as from other
members' agricultural, auto, textile, and energy industries. la the agricultural sector, for
example, nontariff barriers "NTs, such as restrictions based on dlaims of pest
inifestations) and tariff -rate quotas (TRQs, which impose higher tariffs on a product once
imports have exceeded a certain threshold) cari still be put into effect. NTBs and TRQs
are commorily applied to Mexican sugar, orange juice concentrate, peanuts, corn, beans,

and winter vegetables.

Thus we find additional evidence that the NAFJ7A is, indeed, driven by both
political and econom-ic considerations. It liberalizes in many areas; but where protection
is stiil thought to be politicaily or econoznicaily necessary, member countries cari skirt

around adherence to fuil-fledged free trade practices.
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RULES OF ORIGIN-Wbie market access under the NAFTA is fostered largely through the
phased-in tariff reductions descRibed above, mnarket access is also addressed in the
agreement's rules of origin. These rules are designed to keep the benefits and prefèrentia1

treatment of the free trade area withiii North America. These rules apply espeially to
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investors lost their dollar accounts) had made, U.S. investors ver>' mistrustful, of the,
Mexdcan investmtent climate. Moreover, under Mexican law, foreigners could only
invest ini certain sectors and, within these limited sectors, could hold oni>' up to 49

percent ownership, effectivel>' guaranteeing that control would remain in the hands of
the Mexican partners. Canada's investment climate was less hostile to foreign

mnvestment. However, in the 1980s, during the administration of Pierre Trudeau,
Canada had instituted a review process on foreign investment under the New Economic
Policy, which could potentially disallow new U.S. investments in Canada. The goal of
the NAFTA's investment provisions was to treat foreign investment in a
nondiscriminator>' fashion. That is, under the NAFIA, foreign investors would have the
same rights as national investors in the three countries. lIn other words, foreign

investment would now reoeive national treatment.

Regarding the treatment of foreign investment the NAIFTA represents an
improvement over previous accords, indluding the bilateral agreement between Canada

and the United States. I fact the NAFIA investment provisions represent an entirel>'
new and different approach to the subject. These differences begin with how the
NAFTA defines "investnment." Prior accords addressed ordyforeign direct investment

(FDI). The NAFIA incorporates a much enhanced definition--expanded to include al
financial aspects related to investmnent in an enterprise: loans to the business, profits,

interest, business real estate, equit>', an>' debt the enterprise holds, and s0 on.
Because the NAFTA expanded the definition of investment, it also mncorporated
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how foreign irnrestmnent is to be treated (especially in Mexico), reducing the risk that
couritries iUf attempt to "iriterpret" the NAFTA's investment protections arbitrarily.

Even so> the NAFTA couzitries can exempt some foreigri investments from f ull

proecton.That is, while still receiving "niational treatment," some fore ign inwestmer4
cazi 1e subject to sightly different, somewhat less advantageous treatment usually ini

sectors that are cozisidered less competitive intemnationally. Therefore, the extent of
protecton in a given counitry can be qyantified by Iool<ing at how rnany "reservations"
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As finally written, the NAFTA gives each country the right to, regulate financial

services as'it sees fit. However, it lays out the conditions under which financial.

institutions can operate in another country, how financial, services are to be supplied

from outside a country, and how disputes within. this sector are to be handled (that is,

the NAFTA sets up a dispute settlement mechanism).

The NAPTA also address services Such as telecommunications, professional

services, and land transportation, generally providing for cross-border provision of

services between the three NAFTA meniber countries under national treatment

protection.

Intellectual Property
Under NAFIA, each member country agrees to protect the intellectual property rights

(patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, sound recordings, filmns, and so on) of

the other members within its own national territory-at the sanie level as that provided

to its own nationals. Further, the NAFTA dictates that efforts to protect intellectual.

property rights must flot be used as barriers to trade between the three countries.

Free Trade Agreement was highly innovative, and many of

ueprints for the design of the NAFTA agreement. The

ute settiement mechanisms which, although flot altogether
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tlxier the provisions of NA.FTA, each member country lias. the ri&ht to retain its

current laws for 1nmpleuentirng couxitervailing duties and anti-duping measures.

,if a partnaer isabout to modify these

mnal panels that review whether a given country's agencies have

lntry's trade law according to legal prooedure and without political.
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services from, another NAFJ7A country. Suppliers and producers comnpete for

governnient contracts under the "national treatmnent- dlause.

Although NAFTA-country government contracts can no longer be designed or

structured to exclude foreigu competition, significant: levels of protection persist. For

instance, ail three member countries award research and development contracts to

domestic firnis only. And each country specifies additional areas where it will use only
national suppliers. Because some liberalization i governent procurement had already

taken place between Canada and the United States under the CUSFT7A, Mexico lags

behind on this front; for this reason the NAFIA agreement specifies that Mexico must

establish a specialized publication to announce notices of procurement.

The Side Agreements
A key innovation i the NAFA is the incorporation of the "'social aspects" of trade,

referred to earlier. Two of the three side agreements to the NAFTA deal specificaily with

such social concerns. These two agreements (the North American Agreement on

Environmental Cooperation and the North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation)

reflect popular concerns about the environment and labor rights--especiaily about how

the latter are understood i Mexico-and how these two dimensions could affect trade
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prohibits "environmental dumping"-the production of goods in sites where
environmerital controls are less stringent. And it requires the United States and Mexico
to cooperate ini improving the border environxnent through the Border Bnvironmental
Commission (BEC). It also establishes the North American Development Bankc (NAD
Bank, funded by the three countries) to finance environmental cleanup and
enhanoement projects.

The side agreement on labor outlines eleven sets of labor nights, ranging from,
the right to organize to the prohibition of child and forced labor. It oeils for equal pay
for men and wom-en, injury and illness compensation, and the protection of migrant
workers. These rights are to, be protected through a process of consultation and
cooperation, especially through the Commission for Labor Cooperation. This side
agreement was included to assure that no party or industry could gain competitive
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deal with sudden econornic reversals--eventually leading to enormous trade deficits,
current account imbalances, and intense and immediate pressures on wealc currencies.

Both the NAFTA and the GATT allow member countries some measure of
protection from import surges urider emergency action procedures and safeguard
measures. However, these protective measures are largely temporary in nature and
require some form of restitution to be miade to the country being dlosed out by
protection.

Moreover, these protective measures are "traditional" in the sense that they are
oriented toward restricting the flow of goods or services. They offer littie protection
agaimst speculative activities that are global in nature but have, for one reason or
another, more profound impacts on some countries than others.4 These activities affect
currency values and, in so doing, also affect trade flows and the very nature of free
trade, since stable currencies are the basis of international frade. The end result of these'
speculative activities is that they lead, as they have done i Mexico since December
1994, to currency devaluations, inflationary spirais, tight fiscal and monetary policies-
ail of which also put in peril the possibilities for free trade in the future.

The NAFTA and the recently concluded Uruguay Round are inadequate
instruments to deal with econornic "near calamlities"' caused by speculative activities
such as those plaguing Mexico today. These calamities are the direct result of capital's
incessant search for the highest rates of returns in the most secure environments.
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conditions of risk. As the affected country loses monetary stability, the prices of goods

produced by that coiuntry will fluctuiate, and price fluctuiationis will determrine the

counfry's ab.ility to import and excport goo4s.

Inestmetnt measures (regulatory andi adminstrative procedures, legisIatiori, and

so on) can wor1k to mitigate the impacts that curreiicy speculation and other

"destabilizizig" activities have on trade. Thee mieasures are well known totra4e

negotiators; they were the stubject of discussions in a North-South context during the
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The NAFTA negotiators were aware of the possible problems associated with

market-driven flows of cross-border capital. Their awareness is reflected ini the
provision that outlines a country's right to ensure the integrity and stability of its
financial system, as long as the measures are flot discriminatory. Furthermore, the
NAFI'A specifies that nothing in the chapter on financial services "applies to
nondiscriminatory measures of general application by any public entity ini pursuit of
monetary and related credit policies or exchange rate policies."

Ini other words, because the NAFTA allows member countries to design their
own stabilization policies, if miles could be developed on a continental or multilateral
basis (under the new World Trade Organization, WTO) to regulate capital mobility and
its destabilizing effects, particularly on developing countries such as Mexico, this would
go a long way toward underpinning economic stability. At a minimum, these rules
might cover the composition of investmnents in a country's national accounts, specifying
optimal ratios of short (or hot) investments versus the direct productive investments
that ensure macroeconomic stability. A related issue, which dies back into the Durikel
Draft of the Uruguay Round, is that countries at different stages of development could
be miade subject to differential investment ratios (referring to the difference in
proportions between direct foreign investment and short-term speculative investments).
Just as most economic integration efforts permit the parties' exchange rates to fluctuate
within certain band liniits (15 percent in the European Union), the same principle (of
controlled fluctuations) could be applied to the stock markets of developing nations in
order to control widely swinging negative trends. For instance, automatic "slow-down:"
procedures could be activated for paper transactions if the aggregate stock began to
deteriorate, as happened in the United States on Black Monday (October 19, 1987). In
other words, when a situation develops where "seuaieinvestments" (S) within the
stock market diverge from a prescribed ratio in relation to foreign direct investrnent (D)
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wouId Int a4 tp the naturtal pressures onu a cc>uztry's curreziçy, forestalling the need for
emergency actions.

Thse meaWsue ar~e clearly needed as coumtries tkiroughout the wor4d deci4e to
liberalize their ecnmis petng them up to the pressures of market forcs. Such
measures woul4 appear to le esnilurider integratins schemes Iike' the NAFTA,
where cutiswith vr differnt 1vels of developmwent ar brought together and
their economic asynimetries put enormous rsue on the latdvlpdprnr

The North American Free Trade Arent wan incomplete andf4 we
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CHAPTER 8

NAFTA and Beyond
Norris C. Clement and Gustavo del Castillo V.

In previous chapters we developed the theory and history underlying NAFI'A's creation.
Then we exaniined the content of the agreement itself and its three sie agreements. Now
we turn to thue question of how the NAFrA is working ini practioe since its implementation
in January 1994 and speculate on where it niight go in the future. Given the conuplexlty of
the agreement and its many economic, social, and environmental implications, we will
limit our discussion to those topica wbiàch we bèlieve have most rélevance to the readers.

In thue fîrst part of the chapter we look at the "Mêxican dilemmua"-the special
issues presented by Me)dco's status as a stiUl underdeveloped country (and its cneun
m'acroeconomic inista1bllity) and how this statusafet the NAFA. Next we look at
NAFrA's evolution durirg the first three years, as a tool for managrng the de facto
iztegration occurring in the region. In the third section we look "beyond NAFFA" at the
possibility for r~eformiing anid/or deepening and widening the current agreet
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différences in legal practices between Canada and the United States, on the one hand, and
Mexi)co, on the other.2

Thus the NAPTA agreement was far from inevitable. In fact, it represents a major
accomplishment a process of successful trade negotiation linking two advanced
industrial.ized nations with a developing economy. Apparently the three member
countries were flot overly concerned about the asyinmuetries in the relationship, since they
never seriously discussed anything like the transfer of "structurai funds" from developed
partners to underdeveloped partner, as was done in the European Union. This apparent



Thie NAFTA as Mexico's Salvation

The followirig discussion lays out some possible explanatioris for Mexico's entry into the

NAFTA and for the dilemma that Me>ico's membersbip presents for this accord. First,

from Mexico's perspective the economic opportunities presented by the NAFTA seemed

to offer the best chance for a *"great leap forward," aflowing that country to jump ftom

developing country status to developed country status in a very short time.2

Second (and related to the previous point), the corps of new technocrats in the

Mexican governiment, who had just taken over from the corrupt political elites of the old

PRI regime, were supremely frustrated with the low economic growth rates that had

characterized the Mexidcan economy since the debt crisis of 1982, despite the technocrats'

conimendable success in achieving rnacroeconomiùc stabilization. Their frustration

preclisposed themn to grasp at the hope for a great leap forward.

Third, the new technocrats saw neoliberal econon-dc theory as Mexico's salvation.

Mexico could be saved if it could take its place in the international economy by exporting

nianufactured goods and services, and by increasing foreign investinent in Mexidco. This

salvation was based, in tura, on two important assumptioris: (1) that domestic savings and

investmnent alone were insufficient to grow the economy enough to create an adequate

number of jobs for the rapidly growing population, and (2) that exports could be kept



" Medco's new polico-economic elites were on par with their counterparts in any

developed nation.

* After a decade of econonmk adjustiment anid self-control, Mexico was stable, politically

* Me-xico could guiarantee this stability if it wera admitted into the NAJFTA an~d the

OECD.
* Mexico'*s stabilitv was the result of natinalI n;;rt-, innn kPv nnlii-iral R;nr]Pnd mc



Mexico's M4acroeconomic Situation

The political and econonic events of 1994 had two principal outcomes. First the actors to

whom the "marketing of Mexico" had been directed-the U.S. goverament and Waill

Street firianciers-feit that they had been misled by Mexico's new technocrats. Even so,

through the efforts of President Clinton and against widespread popular opposition,

Mexico received a pledge of support from the U.S. Treasury Department, the International

Monetary Fund, and the Banik for International Settlements in the axnount of U.S.$47

billion to help stave off financial. coilapse. In exchange, Mexaco was foroed into an austere

recovery program with M-imposed performance requirements, which ended up

triggering a severe recession.

Even though Mexico recorded a surplus in its current account (total trade in goods

and services) for 1995, the country was in its deepest recessiori since the Great Depression

of the 1930s, with GDF rates in the minus numbers through ail four quarters of the year

and continuing into the first quarter of 1996. It had become pairifuily clear that Mexico's

pre-1995 pattern of ruriring a current account deficit was not a "self-financing" strategy,

as the country's technocrats had argued to the international commnity.

Foreign investmnents in Mexico, whether direct or financial, are highly susceptible

to political wmnds, and this was certainly true in 1994 and 1995. Not only did financial

flows react to events within Mexico, but the volatilitv of cavital flows became an



for a severe economuc contraction, a crisis from which the country began a slow recovery

in 1996. Mexico's cyclic pattern of sudden contraction and slow recovery, price

instabilities, extremely high iriterest and inflation rates, and a currency of questionable

stability does ziot bode well for the succes& of trade agreements, for which macro-

economic stability is a pecozidition. Yet the iseis xiot so mudh tbat stability is lackIng in

Me,dco, but that the NAFTA-since it is "ordy" a trade agreement-ladG rviin that

woud llo cunty embrs toinervnein order to lessen the efcso ntblty.

Perhps he bseceqf such provisions is attributable to Mexico's sucs in

countries but not the underlying rules that govemned trade.4 N



NAFTA:, The First Three Years
Despite the enormous challenges posed by Mexico's economnic asymmetry, the NAFTA is

functioriing. Any attempt to assess its effectiveness at thids early date must be regazded as

highly preliminary given that the NAFI'A's main effects will appear, flot i years, but ini

decades. 5 Moreover, so many influences operate on each member country's economic

situation and on the trilateral relationship itself that it is difficuit to determine with any

degree of certainty how much impact each factor exerts on the complex sequence of

events. Thus, in this section we will lixnit our assessment to the progress made i setting

up the NAFIA institutions, initial impacts on trade and investment flows, and other

issues emerging during this initial period.

NAFTA Institutions and Procedures

The trilateral agreement as a management tool for continued integration provides for an

organizational structure to adniinister its mandates. At the top of the structure is the

NAFTA Commission, comprised of cabinet-level representatives from each of the three

countries. [The main activities of the Commidssion are to supervise the work of NAFTA

work, as well as other bodies related to



The Ilabor side agreement (the North Americaxi Agreement on Labor Cooperation)

established a trinational Commission for Labor Cooperatiori, which includes, in tura, a

Ministerial Council and a Secretariat. The Commission compiles and publishes data on the

labor-related issues subniitted toit, and also plans and coordinates cooperative activities.

The ConLsinmay examine disputes and apply compensatory mechanisuis (sudi as

fines and/ or trade sanctions) in three areas: threats to health and security, the

employment of minors, and violations of minirnum-wage Iaws. Additional matters, such

as labor union~ activities, mxay be referred to the Commission but recourse ini these areas is

limtedto onslttion with the respective governments (see Pérez-Lôpez 1996). There are

national Comsinoffices in each member couu try, and the f ull Comison cornes

together to meet annually. The Secretariat (located in Dallas, Texas) provides technical and

administrative support..

The nvionmetalsie agreement (the North mrcnAemnto

whiclke theLabor Comsin conistf atripartite, caieeel counc~iof



Cooperation 'Commission (BECC), which supports researchi and action projects to dean up

the border environment; and the North American Development Bank (NADBaink), which

provides financial support for large envirorimental infrastructure projects. Because the

NADBank was established through a separate agreement it does flot include Canada, and

its financing operatioris are lirnited to the U.S.-Mexico border region (defined as stretching

100 kilometers north and south of the international boundary). NADBank capital (now

equaling $224 million) lias corne from. the U.S. and Mexican governments; it is expected

that these funds will be used to leverage private-sector f unding in future to total $1.5

billion i lending capital. As of August 1996, after eighteen months li operation,

NADBank had yet to extend. its first loan.'

Perhaps procedural problemns such as those affecting the NADBank reflect the

newness of the NAFTA. However, they may also reflect a lack of attention on the part of

the member countries. I this regard, it may be significant that the first official version of

the NAFTA, as published by the Office of the U.S. Trade Negotiator, had omnitted the

North Ainerican Agreement on Envirorimental Cooperation, the North American

Agreement on Labor Cooperation, and aIl of the U.S. restrictions on Mexican agricultural

exports. In a second published version, the two side agreements were appended as

attachments but looked to have been produced hurriedly on a low-end. printer. These

omissions may be indicative of the slight importance that the U.S. and Mexican

governments attached to these issues, despite the fact that they were items of heated

interest and debate li the Canadian and U.S. legislatures (see Cameron anid Grinspun

1993).

on for evaluating a free trade agreement should be its sucoess in

1 presents export data for the NAFI'A region fromn 1992 to 1996,

Jor to the NAFTA and the three years since its implementation.



Table 8.1

NAFTA EXPORT PERFORMANCE

(percentage growth, 1992-1995)
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Total NAFTA exports 8 5 12 15 7

Intra-NAFTA exports 14 il 19 10 10

Intra-NAFTA exports

as percent of total 43 45 48 46 47.3

Source: Inter-American Development Bank, Integration and Trade in the Americas:

Periodic Notes, August and December 1996.

When looking at the data in table 8.1, it is important to remember, first, that the Canadian-



agreement, this aspect must also be assessed when evaluating the NAFTA's performance

during its initial phase. Although the data are lim-ited, and what information exists is often

buried in aggregate data, we can discemn some surprising trends in investment flows

among NAF7A countries during 1994, the first year of the agreement's operation.

First, U.S. FDI in Mexico during 1994 actually registered a drop of 23.5 percent over

the preceding year 0ET0 online: http://wwwjetro.go.jp/). However, this a]most surely

represents investor unease over political and economic events in Mexico during that

year-indluding assassinations of high-profile public figures, the appearance of the

Zapatista National Liberation Army, and suspicions that an overvalued peso could soon

be ratcheted downward-and not a failure to respond to NAFTA incentives. Indeed,

Mexico's Mfinistry of Commerce and Industrial Development bas noted that in both 1994

and 1995, FDI to Mexidco from the United States and Canada flowed most heavily into the

very sectors that had been liberalized under the NAETA: in order of imnportance, financial

services, transportation and communications, and industrial production (SECOFI online:

http: //www:secofi.gob.nmx/). This suggests that investors are incentivized by the NA-FIA

provisions and that investment flows toward Mexico will increase on par with that

country's ability to reassert mnacroeconomic and political stability.

And despite the drop in U.S. investment levels, Mexico was still able to increase

NAPrA.

rose

an 8.7



in 1993 hadregistered a net outflow of U.S.$7.5 million, rose sharply ini 1994, to reach a net

iriflow of U.S.$970 million as Mexican investors responded to the sanie economic and

political instability in their home country that had provoked the reduction in U.S. FDI to

Medco 0ETR online).

NAFJ7A's Impact on Infrastructure

The NAFI'A is just one more step toward making North America a region without

economic borders. While the barriers to most labor mobility rexnain in place, the obstacles

to trade and investment will largely disappear over the next fifteen years and firms will

become free to export to, import fromr, and locate their operations anywhere ini the region.



Hannonizing Trade Laws and Commercial Documents

The NAFI'A is regarded by many observers as a monumental accomplishment, opening

North America to new opportunities for market access and cross-border investmt.

However, important issues are still to be resolved, indluding the standardization of trade

and investmnent documents and the harmonization of trade and investment laws among

the three countries.8

The US. and Canadian legal systems are based on comnmon law, which relies on

judicial precedents, while Mexico's system. is basai on civil law, which focuses on written,

constitutional codes and statutory provisions. Thus in some areas there are no parallel

legal concepts, and new difficulties are introduced when legal vocabularies must be

translated from one language to another. Litigation is also carried out differently in the

two systems; what may be a civil case ini one system may have criininal implications in

another. Such a minor detail as assigning liability for merchandise daniaged in transit-

easily resolved when it occurs within one country.-may not have resolution when

merchandise moves from one country to, another.

Ordinary business practices a]so vary significantly between the three countries. For

exaniple, in the Urnited States and Canada, inventories and accounts receivable norxnally

serve as collateral for bank loans to firms. In Mexico, boan coilateral bas traditionally been

land. This difference is linked to the manner in whidch bankxuptcy proceedings are
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attorney, franchise agreements, and banking practices, axnong others, must be

standardized if the NAFTA is to succeee it its goals.

There are other areas in which a lack of structural symmetry could impact the way

that individuals and firms conduct cross-border business. Two areas that are of special

importance are educational and prof essional standards (applying to medical doctors and

lawyers, for example) and environmental regulations (including uriiform monitoring

standards for measuring air and water quality).



(three) main languages, with transactions across national boundaries using three (or four?)

national currencies.

This new "domestic market" exists within a global economnic system. with its own

dynaniics and "rules of the game." As firms increasîngly venture beyond te confines of

their doniestic economy into the North Amnerican, domestic market and discover its

advantages, pressures will build to expand this framnework to indlude other, and perhaps

most of the nations of the Western Hem-isphere. lIn order to succeed ini these new markets,

key actors ini North Amnerican firmns must acquire: (1) working knowledge of the dyrmamics

of the global economic systemn (its history, institutions, and mechaxiiszns), (2) familiarity

with the history and socioeconomnic structure of each potential trade partner, and (3)

communication skills, including linguistic and cultural skills appropriate for the region.

The need for such knowledge and skIdls holds important implications for designing

business school curricula, foreign language prograxns, and internships (see Clement 1993).

There are, of course, many ways of doing business. A firm can enter a fore ign

market by buying goods from. and/ or selling goods to, another country. Buying can be

done by importing directly, by forming a joint venture with or acquiring an already

established firm. in another country; or by establishing a subsidiary in that country.

Sixxilarly, seing can be done by exporting directly through a distributor in another

country or by licensing technology to a firm, there, which will then produce the product.

joint ventures with another firm to produce a product in a foreign country is another

possibility, as is establishing a subsidiary (Fraser 1992). Each option produces a different

set of benefits and costs (less/more risk, less/more control, the promise of higher/lower

long-terni profits). The ulItimata choice of how to do business is a function of both a firm's

capabilities and the "comfort zone" of its management, employees, and board of directors.

The Mexican market, like many other Latin Amnerican markets, presents some

unique opportun ities that are currently not available in the United States or Canada.

Mexidcan firms need technology and capital in order to moderriize their operations, which



labor, however, is not the whole story. H-igh labor productivity is also essential ini keeping

unit labor costs low. Companies that have made sizable investments in training and

equipment have generally found Mexico's labor force to be of high quality. The aiea in

which Mexico reminrs deficient is transportation infrastructure, where a shortage of

modem rail and port facilities can add time (and cost) to doing business.

One important mechanism by which outside flrrms have taken advantage of the

incentives for doing business in Mexico is the border-based maquiladora industryY'0 The

niaquiladora functions as an export-processing zone, where Mexican or foreign firins can

import inputs into Mexidco free of duty and assemble them for export, paying duty only on

the value added in Mexico. (Recent chanzes allow some of the products to be sold ini



-location" of many economnic activitis' will reflect firms' efforts to maxinize

opportunities as they confront changing price structures, bothMwthin and outside of the

NAF17A area.

lIn the years since the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement went into effect, the

easmng of trade and investment barriers have allowed firms in the two countries to make

location decisions without regard to borders. Some U.S. and Canadian firms have

reorganized their operations, sometimes consolidating two plants, one in each country,

into one plant in one or the other country. In oCher cases, firms expanded their operations

into the other country. Their motivation was clearly profit madimization, mainly based on

the economies realized through large-scale production (in the case of consolidation) or
"Jeconomies of scope," in the case of expansion into another country.

Another factor that will trigger changes in the spatial location of economic activity

is the increased competition that exists in a borderless enviroriment. As inefficient

producers in one country are outmatched by more efficient producers elsewhere, some

firms, perhaps entire industries, will simply disappear as local markets begin to be

supplied totaily tbrough imports.

The net effect of these changes is that over time, economic activity will tend to

move from regions that offer less to those that offer more in termns of attractive costs, labor

skills, infrastructure, inmovativeness, and quality of life. Border regions present some

special characteristics in this regard. Traditionally border regions have tended to be

relegated to the periphery of economic activity, prirnarily because access to their

geographical markets-their natural hinterlands-was coristrained by an international

boundary. As econornic borders recede and eventually disappear due to regional and/or

global economic integration, new opportunities present themselves. Local trade and

commerce becomes more "transborder," and firms on opposite sides of the border mnay

find new bases for working together based on complementarities such as now exist on the

U.S.-Mexican border (where low-wage Mexican workers are employed in research anid



conditions do not guarantee that economic development will surge ini border regions.

Econom-ic development in the post-Cold War era may prove extremely elusive precisely

because of the new, more conipetitive environment that now exists. Thus many border

regions are likely to remain in the periphery, both geographically and economically.

What differentiates the chties or regions that will prosper in the new economy from

those that will stagnate or decay? No single factor provides the complete answer. Clearly,

location is important, as is having a diversified economic base, a well-trained work force,

links with research institutions, modem telecommunications and transport facilities, a

highquality of life, and "the institutional capacity to develop and implement future-

oriented development strategies" (Commission of the European Communities; 1992:22).

However, in the case of border regions, there is one more important factor: a well-

developed system of transborder cooperation. lIn this regard, the NAPTA could have a

decidedly positive effect. As Paul Ganster (1995) noted:



target of U-S. antidumping actions, and it hoped that a free trade agreement would lessen

the pressures on Canadian exporters (see del Castillo and Vega 1995).

A second deficiency in the NAFTA is that it does flot allow for "'industrial

policies." This focuses attention on subsidies, technical. standards, and govemment

procuremnent policies,. whkch ail countries in the region use to foster development through

research and development and so on. The Uruguay Round and the new WTO are

begirmning to address these issues; for example, there is now a dlassiflcatory scheme for

subsidies (defined as "an action by a national or sub-national governiment that bestows a

financial benefit") that specifies how various kinds of subsidlzed export products should

be treated (Morici 1996). I3ecause many Uruguay Round and WTO rules and procedures

like the subsidies classification are not incorporated withidn the NAFI'A, in late 1995 the

Canadian government asked that a working group be set up within the NAFI'A to resolve

subsidies issues, without which the principle of market access would be no more th-an a

shama.

The third deficiency relates to the NAFTA's "newbom" statua. Because the

NAFTA is stiil embryonic, it ia vuinerable. Perhaps the moat significant danger la that the

agreement could become the stepchild of apecial interest groupa exercising pressure in

Washington, Ottawa, or Mexico City. Because pressure tactics often are effective with

weak or receptive governments, the danger is that whenever the intereats of a special

group are threatened. by the process of free trade, that group will take action to prevent the

implementation of the offending provision.

Some cases may serve to dllustrate thia point, indluding the Clinton

adniinistration's failure to implement (as of Decernber 1996) the transport services

provision of the NAFFA, which la to, allow Mexican and U.S. truckera to handle cargo on a

transborder fashion. This Provision was not imt>lemented in a timelv fashion because of



Mexkco take action under the NAFTA conflict resolution paniel structur.J On the Mexican

side, United Farcèl Service (UPS) bas not yet been granted national treatinent, to the

benefit of smaUl Mexican delivery systezns.

The question is, how far will such interest-group-driven actio>ns go? Given the

protectionist climate in the United States, there are strong indicationis that this type of

political actioni can be rewarding, especially if lobbyists use the argu~ment that a "distan~t

international bureaucracy" is imnpinging on national sovereigwty or that special '*secret"

panels are wol<ing daçlsons cor4rary to the U.S. Congress's intentions. The only

protection gins thIs tendency is to "deepen" the NA-FTA agreetta s ocryi

to higher levéIs of integration.

and investment expanded despite Medco's



miight be more efficient than the present unilateral one (see del Castillo and Vega 1995).

Such reforms would resuit in a'*"deeperang" of the tr-ilateral relationship.

Finally, the NAF7A relationship could be "widened"' by the "accession"

(inclusion) of additional individual country'members or by somewhow Merging with one or

more regional trade blocs.

Wideriing and /or deepening is likely to be resisted, at least in the short terni,

because of the strong anti-free trade sentiment that has developed ini the United States.

During the NAFTA negotiations and approval. process, most criticism, of the agreement

came from labor and environmental groups traditionally associated with the politicalleft.

However, ini recent years, attributable ini part to the instability and reoession in Mexico,

many conservative groups have jomned organized labor and environmentalists ini their

objections to the NAFTA-and to the World Trade Organization as well--claixning that

they threaten "America's sovereignty." Their opposition kept free trade initiatives off

President Clinton's agenda throughout the 1996 election year and could delay action ini

the near termn.

Even so, a number of proposais, both officiai and unofficial, have been advanced

that would expand the integration process. These include:

" Repeated (unofficial) appeais to create a North Atlantic Free Trade Zone between

NAFTA and the European Union (Nelson 1996) as a way of avoiding growing

economic and political, tensions between the two groups of nations.

* Building stronger free trade tdes between the Urited States (and NAFTA) and the

Asian Pacific Econon-ic Cooperation group of seventeen Pacific Rim nations (Stout

and Robbins 1996).

* Negotiating the accession of individual countries into the NAF17A; Chile bas long been

considered the strongest candidate for entry into an expanded NAFIA.

" Negotiating a hen-isphere-wide free trade aLyreeznent (a Free Trade Azreement of the



*Extending the Group of 3 (G3-3) free trade agreement between Mexico, Venezuela, and

Colombia, signed in June 1994.

Any such negotiations would require President Clinton to seek congressional. approval for

fast-track authority, 4 which is flot considered likely at this time in light of congressional

sentiments.

At the sanie time that the United States is draggirig its feet on trade issues, Canada

and Mexica are expanding their free trade ties.Y Additionally, Latin Anierican countries

are eager ta open their ecanamies ta competitian frani other cauntries withlin the region at

roughly the sanie level of development, and eventually with the United States and other

developed countries as weIll

In order ta facilitate this process, the major Latin Anierican econornic and political



Prelimlina.-ry Conclusions
While it wouldbe easy to conclude that the Uniited States could be left out of the global

movement toward free trade if it does flot act quickly, we reject that position for three

reasons. First it is dlear that the mere size of its market gives the United States options that

few other nations can dlaimn. Second, as noted above, there are serious problems with the

NAFTA which should be addriessed before its membership is expanded. Third, given the

fact that any movement toward free trade crates both winners and losers, we see certain

advantages to reopening the debate on North American free trade in the three countries

before further changes are implemented. Such a debate, if properly focused on the varlous

economic, social, environmental, and technical issues raised in this volume, might

produce a better framework for xnanaging the process of de facto integration. that is talcing

place between the three countries.

Finally, any book on North American econornic integration. would be reniiss were

it not to mention, however briefly, the important and related topic of North American

political integrationL There are two broad issues here. The first revolves around the

asymmetrical political systems of the three countries of North America. Although ail three

embrace a federalist form of goverrument, there is great diversity with respect to degrees of

centralization and the specific form of federalismn utilized (e.g., Canada's parliamentary

system versus the congressional, systems of the United States and Mexico). The main

questions here are: Will such political diversity inhibit or facilitate North Amnerica's

economic integration? If so, how? These questions are of considerable importance in view

of Mexidco's current political reforzns, Canada'«s constitutional. crisis centered on Quebec,

and the fiscal sirains imposed by the New Federalism in ail three countries.

The second issue relates to the future of overail North American integTation. If

North America goes the way of European integration, we can expect that somne sort of

"North American Trilaterism" misiht somedav evolve that would brinz the three countries



to take the three countries down the road of integration, given the economidc, cultural, and

political asymmetries between them? 16

At this time it is difficuit to imagine a "Unirted States of North America" or

something siniilar. However, just a decade ago few observers foresaw anything like a

NAFTA. As circumstances change, new challenges and opporturdties could arise that are

difficuit to predict from today's vantage point regarding the future of North American

Trilateralism in the twenty-first century.
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